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Executive summary
The present report has been developed as part of UP-STAIRS action, WP2, Task 2.1.
“Review of existing OSS, Stakeholder Engagement Strategies, Existing tools, Policies and
Projects”. The main aim of the task is to provide a uniform analytical format for collecting
and summarising comprehensive information on current status and perspectives of One-StopShop (OSS) research projects and business models across Europe. The findings and
conclusions of the report form the basis for the development of a standardised UP-STAIRS
OSS Business Model Framework (Task 2.2) to be used by the five pilots when setting up their
OSSs structures.
Various sources have been utilised to establish a list of existing One-stop-shop (OSS) models
functioning around Europe. The desktop analysis has been performed through internet
research using pre-defined templates with the most relevant information to be collected about
these OSS models allowing summarisation and comparison between different cases. A
catalogue of OSS research projects and business models have been prepared (Attachment 2)
consisting of 25 OSS research projects at EU level and 18 OSS business cases. Some of the
OSS research projects have incorporated business cases, for them two separate fact sheets
have been prepared.
In addition to the desktop analysis, surveys by e-mail have been held with a number of
selected OSS cases to get specific first-hand information not shown in the intertent sources.
After collecting the information and summarising the results, analysis and conclusions
relevant to the UP-STAIRS have been made and the next steps have been outlined.
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Background and Methodology
Definition
The “one-stop-shop” (OSS) business concept for buildings has been recognised as an
important element of the “Smart financing for smart buildings” initiative of the European
Commission, where it is stipulated that Member states are encouraged “to develop dedicated
local or regional one-stop-shops for project developers, covering the whole customer journey
from information, technical assistance, structuring and provision of financial support, to the
monitoring of savings. These facilities should lead to more locally-developed project
pipelines and strong and trustworthy partnerships with local actors (e.g. SMEs, financial
institutions, and energy agencies), the key being to connect the supply of finance with demand
for it”. OSS concept is promoted also by Directive 2018/844/EU which amends the Directive
2010/31/EU on the energy performance of buildings (EPBD) where Article 20(2) states that
“Member States shall provide the information through accessible and transparent advisory
tools such as renovation advice and one-stop-shops”. Joint Research Centre (JRC) has
performed a specific investigation of one-stop-shops around EU, where several reasons are
provided why OSS services are effective: “it is local, it accelerates building refurbishments by
informing, motivating, as well as by assisting building owners to follow through energy
efficiency investments, by standing beside them from the start to the end; it can facilitate
interested, but not yet committed energy users/asset owners to actually implement an energy
saving or other type of sustainable project; it can ease access to financing and occasionally
offer better rates; it can be one of the tools to increase the renovation rate, it can also improve
the average renovation depth in terms of energy performance, because an OSS walks through
the full renovation route.”
The above presented can be used as a OSS definition at European level which describes in
general terms what OSS should look like and what are the main advantages of its
establishment and operation.

Sources of information
The following main sources have been used for the present research:
•

Literature review:

The literature review has been performed covering existing materials about OSS models
and their practical implementation based on partners’ own experience and information
provided by Project Advisor (PA). These include previous related projects web-sites, EU
Cordis database, EU Intelligent Energy Europe database, JRC Report “The market of onestop shops around Europe” and others. A separate source of information used is the report
“Increasing capacities in cities for innovating financing in energy efficiency – a review of
local authority innovative large scale retrofit financing and operational models” developed
within the CITYnvest project. Other sources include the results from JRC Report “The
market of one-stop shops around Europe” and the Enerinvest project Map of Experiences,
where ECO has already gathered and analysed different OSS business models across
Europe and the US.
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•

Surveys by e-mail to provide more insights and clarifications on specific topics, eg.
Oleada Solar OSS project.

Methodology of research
The descriptive case study methodology was used for this research and factsheets for the
different cases have been prepared. The information to be collected was based on previous
research projects such as JRC research “One-stop-shops for energy renovations of buildings”,
H2020 CITYnvest project, Eracobuild and Refurb projects as well as on the common
partners’ understanding about the specific features mostly relevant to UP-STAIRS context
and requirements for OSS business framework.
The definition of the information and data to be included in the factsheets was based on the
findings of JRC research where two separate categories of OSS related cases have been
identified, OSS research project and OSS business case, and respective data requirements
have been formulated. According to the definitions provided by JRC, the category of OSS
research projects is focused on exploring different concepts and business models of OSS in
terms of structure, ownership, building type (public/private), services provided, financing
incorporated, etc., but not necessarily committed to create one. The OSS business case
category is relevant to past or current working examples of one-stop-shops.
A list of OSS cases has been developed and two templates for factsheets with certain
descriptive data, one for OSS project and one for OSS business case, have been prepared and
provided to UP-STAIRS partners. The templates have been customised to UP-STAIRS
context following the examples set by JRC in their case study report to reflect the specifics of
the two categories and collect information about features of the described cases deemed to be
important for setting up a functional OSS under different conditions. A specific part of the
templates has been dedicated to features considered as mostly relevant to be used when
defining the UP-STAIRS OSS Business Model Framework.
There have been identified 25 OSS research projects at EU level and 18 OSS business cases.
The list of relevant OSS research projects at EU level and OSS business cases is included as
Attachment 1.
All partners have collaborated in the research according to a preliminary developed
distribution of the cases to be investigated. The primary logic of the distribution was as
follows: each partner was allocated projects and business cases either where the partner
participates (now or in the past) or from his own country or with a partner from his own
country. This way more information in partner languages can be gathered, or partner contacts
can be used to reach the promoters to get deeper insights on the particular project/business
case. The rest of the projects/business cases have been distributed randomly. The overall
distribution reflected also the responsibilities and work-loads set in the GA, therefore the
Work-package and Task leaders (ECO and SEC respectively) have been allocated more cases
to research compared to the other partners. After receiving the research contributions from the
partners, these have been summarised and analysed and the extracted information has been
used to compile the present report. The report presents also the main conclusions and outlines
the next steps in the definition of the UP-STAIRS OSS Business Model Framework.
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Summary of collected factsheets
There are 25 research projects and 18 business cases that have been researched, and relevant
information was gathered in respective factsheets. Two separate factsheets have been
developed for the projects that incorporate also running OSSs – one for the entire project and
one for the respective OSS. All filled factsheets are presented in Attachment 2 “Factsheet
catalogue”. A colour code system was applied and projects/business cases that refer to public
buildings are presented in blue, the ones that refer to private residential buildings are
presented in red, the ones that refer to SME/industry/tertiary are presented in orange, and the
ones that refer to RES – in green. Cross-cutting research projects are presented in violet.
The data and information have been summarised according to certain presumption relevant to
UP-STAIRS specifics as follows:
•

If the OSS case refers to private residential buildings or to other types of EE and/or
RES projects;

•

If the OSS case provides important guidelines on OSS establishment (in the case of
research projects);

•

If the OSS case provides important information on various aspects relevant to UPSTAIRS five pilot communities such as size of the area covered, whether it refers to
single family or multifamily buildings, whether it uses EPC, whether it incorporates a
funding vehicle, etc.

•

The stage at which the OSS case is – if it has finished and have results that can be
directly used or if it has just started or is in its initial phase when there are no available
results yet, but these projects can be followed and cooperation can be established with
them in order to have experience exchange and mutually benefit from each-other’s
activities and lessons learnt.

Following are the summarised data and information derived from the researched OSS projects
and business cases.

Part I. Summary of OSS research projects by key parameters
A. Private residential buildings
The majority of researched OSS projects (14) refer to renovation of private residential
buildings (one of the projects, SUNSHINE, covers also public buildings) which makes them
relevant to UP-STAIRS activities and a good starting point for consideration and discussions
when designing the OSS Business Model Framework (Task 2.2). The projects Energies
POSIT’IF and EASYCOPRO are related specifically to multifamily residential buildings,
PSEE Alsace and REFURB target single family houses while the rest of the projects are not
limited to a specific type of housing. This distinction is important because there is a
principle difference between energy refurbishment of single family houses with one owner
and multi-family buildings with many co-owners, and the latter pose challenges related to the
multiple ownership and the need to persuade many households to form an energy community
to apply renovation and RES application to the entire building. The UP-STAIRS pilots will be
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allowed to choose if their OSS will focus on specific type of housing or they will cover both
single-family and multi-family buildings.
The researched projects contribute to different aspects of the development of OSS
business model framework referring specifically to households and private residential
buildings. These aspects are as follows:
1. Energies POSIT’IF – An integrated service provider offering technical design,
implementation and operations, financing and insurance services to owners of
multifamily residential apartment buildings;
2. ENERHAT - Energy Housing Assessment Tool - Providing neutral and easy to
understand information on energy efficiency for non-experts to facilitate decisions,
Integration of data from different administrations that helps decision-making;
3. EuroPACE - scalable on-tax financing mechanism to unlock the huge potential for
deployment of energy saving and generation technologies to European households.
The scheme is inspired by the successful US PACE scheme, which was invented in
California in 2008. EuroPACE deploys private capital as up-front financing to
homeowners, i.e. reduce reliance on grants and subsidies. De-Risking EE Investment.
Technical Assistance by training energy service contractors to held to account by a
comprehensive consumer protection code. Aggregation and Standardization:
EuroPACE designs standard underwriting requirements and project performance
guidelines to enable project aggregation and Green Bonds issuance;
4. Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation/PICARDIE (one project with wo phases, two
separate factsheets developed) – A technical and financial instrument designed by
the regional Public Service for Energy Efficiency that develops concrete tools on the
ground with the aim of simplifying procedures for its inhabitants. Among these tools
are the Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation system but also the one-stop-shops for
housings (OSS) to support individuals in their renovation projects (energy
renovation, adaptation to aging, accessibility, etc.). Within these OSSs, advisers will
provide them with personalized and free information and direct them to qualified and
adapted professionals but also to renovation players such as the SPEE, according to
the needs, projects and profiles of individuals. The first 14 OSSs were launched in
early 2020. The project contributes to all elements of the supply chain: financing,
implementation, technical design, social engagement, and opening of ecosystem with
various types of stakeholders. Not supported by public funding;
5. ACT4ECO – an internet platform with free access providing an opportunity for
monitoring of energy consumption and sharing knowledge and experience among
European citizens to adopt more conscious behaviours in order to improve energy
efficiency levels;
6. EASYCOPRO - provide fully-fledged renovation package for Brussels based
condominiums including auditing, technical and financial assessments, renovation
works specifications. Offers innovation in financial engineering, in overcoming
administrative, legal and financial barriers and a high degree of replicability. Develop
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a set of standardised tools (""tool box"") which can very easily be reused by other
property managers, developers or third party investors.;
7. REFURB – developing a holistic approach to the renovation process in which
technology combinations trigger step-by-step deep energy renovation of existing,
private residential buildings towards NZEB-standard. Building on the 'one-stop
shop' concept, the project has worked to create the right conditions for convincing
homeowners to decide in favour of deep energy retrofits and to remain committed
during the entire process. Key features included bespoke home renovation packages
for specific markets and personal 'renovation coaches' to assist house owners during
the process;
8. RenoHub - Household OSS concept through the development of an integrated
business model, and pilot retrofitting in Hungarian homes. It will address the
entire value chain of home retrofitting – from social, behavioural, communication and
capacity building aspects through to supporting the decision-making and technical
implementation, as well as the ex post assessment of energy and cost saving. Intends
to enable households to take the first step towards becoming prosumers, and map and
remove all the non-financial barriers which cause setbacks in the process;
9. SUNSHINE – Accelerate SUNShINE, Horizon2020 Project Development Assistance
(PDA). Concept development and establishment of a running pilot OSS shared by
four municipalities composed by experts covering technical, socio-economic, legal
and financial advisory, and offering comprehensive renovation projects of municipal
and apartment buildings. Applies bundling for public buildings and EPC for both
public and private residential buildings. As most ESCOs have limited balance sheet
capacity, re-financing is usually achieved by selling future receivables by a forfaiting
transaction. Accelerate SUNShINE supports this solution, further rolling out the
Latvian Baltic Energy Efficiency Facility, which is an investment fund with a single
purpose: forfaiting receivables from EPC. Here process standardization is very
important for attracting private and institutional investors. Both for public and
private residential buildings;
10. Innovate - develop and roll-out integrated energy efficiency service packages for
homeowners in 11 target territories (to set up a renovation one-stop-shop) to motivate
homeowners to carry out deep energy retrofits of private residential buildings.
Concept development of an OSS including different business models (roles &
responsibilities, practical example, checklist), OSS step by step guidance, Lessons
learnt;
11. PSEE Alsace –Technical assistance & financing facility for private residential
building refurbishment in Alsace Region, France. Reimbursements will rely on the
perception of a contribution collected through local taxes. For households without
repayment capacity, the renovation plan will be adapted so that the contribution may
at most equal the expected energy savings. Implemented in close co-operation with
local refurbishment platforms set up by the partner local authorities, which will
implement a large part of the local activities. Single family houses.
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12. Superhomes/ SuperHomes 20301 (one project with two phases, two separate fact
sheets developed) - aim at Up scaling integrated Home Deep renovation services for
Ireland - provides homeowners with a 'one stop shop' for home renovation focusing on
both building shell improvements and RES implementation, bringing together
retrofitting experts, funding and project management to deliver energy efficient
retrofits to Irish homeowners. Project has addressed technical, financial and
administrative barriers. It has taken a whole house solution approach and combined a
range of the most appropriate and cost effective energy measures to deliver a healthy,
efficient and low carbon home, carried out in one carefully planned installation. Single
family houses;
13. OSS for energy efficient homes (Energieberatung und Wohnbauförderung) –a network
of energy advisers for the region of Upper Austria, targeting single family houses.
The main findings are: activation of homeowner is key (without that, the best OSS is
useless; the advice should be situation-specific, target advice given at right moment,
i.e. when homeowners are on the point of making an investment, is most effective.
14. COHERENO- promotes supply chain collaboration models between different service
providers (contractors, energy consultants, architects and others, e.g. quality
assessment professionals) in order to develop NZEB renovation in owner-occupied
single-family homes.
Key outputs and main findings relevant to UP-STAIRS
Most relevant are the outputs and findings of energy efficiency and RES projects related
activities in private residential sector as the main focus of UP-STAIRS is households/citizens.
These are presented below:
•

Projects that act as public or private ESCOs combined with various support
mechanisms (eg. grants, soft loans, green certificates, etc.) to overcome barriers
related to the technical support to citizens and financial issues. Here can be classified
the projects Energies POSIT’IF, Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation/Picardie,
easyCOPRO, SUNShINE, PSEE Alsace;

•

Projects that address the entire value chain of home retrofitting – from social,
behavioural, communication and capacity building aspects, ideas on possible
solutions, supporting the decision-making and technical implementation through
energy audits and technical and economic assessments, to building specifications and
advice on funding possibilities as well as the ex post assessment of energy and cost
savings. These are: REFURB, RenoHub, INNOVATE, Superhomes/SuperHomes
2030;

•

Projects that provide tools, knowledge and information to citizens and/or other market
actors on energy refurbishment in their homes including technical and financial
assistance and tax related information - these are ENERHAT (Energy Housing
Assessment Tool); EuroPACE (on-tax financing mechanism); ACT4ECO (a

1

Two factsheets have been completed but as it refers to the same OSS projects, it has been counted
and analysed as one
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platform), OSS for energy efficient homes energy advisers’ network (Upper Austria)
for single family houses; development of ‘nZEB radar’, guidelines with opportunities
for business collaboration on the supply side of the nZEB single-family house
renovation market and hand-on recommendations on quality assurance practise
(COHERNO)

B. Cross-cutting research projects
There are seven cross-cutting projects focusing on different aspects of OSS concept research
and development such as guidelines on OSS business model framework development,
increase of knowledge and competences of different market actors (public authorities, energy
agencies, households, suppliers, funding bodies, etc.) for building renovations, innovative
financing models applicable (incl. EPC), aggregation of investment, monitoring and
measuring of the results and benefits, ICT and on-line platform development, networking in
the field of construction and operation of buildings, etc.
Key outputs and main findings relevant to UP-STAIRS
The cross-cutting projects are relevant to UP-STAIRS business model framework as each of
them refers to an important aspect of OSS establishment and operation – methodology (eg.
Business Model Canvas), step-by-step guidance, financial modelling, ICT and web-based
platforms, etc. These are as follows:
1. Eracobuild OneStopShop (2012) project focusing on development of OSS business
framework and step by step guidance for OSS creation using Business Model
Canvas;
2. CITYnvest (2018) focusing on promotion of the concept of OSS and supporting and
replicating successful innovative financing models for energy efficiency renovations
in public buildings. Featured models: Energy Performance Contracting (EPC), Third
Party Financing (TPF), revolving funds, cooperatives and others. Developed a webbased portal that provides diverse practical guidance and match-makes experienced
forerunners with less-experienced first-timer authorities. Provides inventory of 24
financial models applicable to OSS business model framework;
3. Intensify (Interreg Europe, ending 2023) learning from good practices throughout
Europe on how to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by intensifying community
engagement to bring about behaviour change. The project focuses on four themes
(a) targeting communities that are amenable to change (b) motivating communities to
change behaviour (c) using financial instruments to trigger behaviour change and (d)
using digital platforms to communicate the message;
4. FIESTA (2019) focusing on ICT aspects through development and deployment of
IoT applications and experiments;
5. Investor’s confidence (2019) focusing on Developing Protocols to standardize the
development and documentation of energy efficiency projects in the built environment
and accelerate their financing;
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6. Eracobuild Strategic Networking (2012) focusing on strategic networking of RDI
programmes in the field of construction and operation of buildings.
7. Energy Contracting Programme Upper Austria – the main aim is to increase the
number of investment projects (Energy efficiency and renewable energy projects) in
municipalities, the social sector and businesses through energy contracting. Running
for more than 15 years, funded by the regional government of Upper Austria

C. Projects for RES production and cooperatives
There are four OSS related projects that focus solely on renewable energy production,
namely:
1. CLEAR/CLEAR 2.0 (2017/2020)– aimed at actively guide consumers through all the
stages leading to the purchase of domestic renewable and low-carbon energy
technologies;
2. Scaling Solar (running World Bank Project) focused on PV applications in
developing countries;
3. Oleada Solar (running, private cooperative project) to promote PV panels, taking
advantage of all the benefits of self-consumption and the “crowdsourcing” through
energy coops and collective purchases.
4. REScoop Mecise/REScoop Plus (one project with two subsequent phases, two
factsheets developed) referring to RES cooperatives in Belgium. Their aim is to
speed up the development of renewable energy projects in a number of
communities while experimenting with innovative business models enabling
investments in complex projects that traditional investors did not dare to tackle
because of the comparatively low returns, and helping citizens and municipalities to
initiate energy efficiency measures and save energy in their homes or buildings. The
projects created a dedicated financing tool to help local energy cooperatives finance
their Renewable energy and energy efficiency projects.
Key outputs and main findings relevant to UP-STAIRS
CLEAR/CLEAR 2 aims to guide consumers through the entire process of implementation of
RES technologies at home while Oleada Solar promotes the concept of crowd-funding and
energy cooperatives for solar PV installations which can be used as an example of energy
communities’ creation. The third project, Scaling Solar, focuses on the developing countries
and is not considered relevant to UP-STAIRS.
REScoop Mecise and REScoop Plus are examples of the concept of energy communities
and their potential to boost investments in renewable energy and energy efficiency. The
projects also provide showcase of the cooperation between energy communities and
municipalities as well as recommendations for local authorities and their role in the energy
market. The second phase, REScoop Plus also aims at better understanding of recently
applied work in behavioural science especially related to energy use by REScoop members
as well as of the legal barriers and best practices concerning energy savings with
consumer/members in REScoops and give policy advice. In addition it developed a
11
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Community Energy Toolbox, which can also be used by UP-STAIRS in its development of
Community Engagement Strategies.

Part II. Summary of OSS business cases by key parameters
A. Private residential buildings
The majority of researched OSS business cases (13) refer to renovation of private
residential buildings (one of the Business cases, SUNSHINE, covers also public buildings)
which makes them relevant to UP-STAIRS activities and a good starting point for
consideration and discussions when designing the OSS Business Model Framework (Task
2.2).
These are:
1. C-R.E.A.L. (end 2024) - Creation of a holistic methodology for REnovation Advice with
focus on Lending solutions differentiated by target groups such as home buyers short after
purchase of their homes, owners who already have a current mortgage loan and
association of co-owners for apartment buildings. Received funding from H2020
Programme.
2. HIROSS4all / OPENGELA (end 2022) – a OSS that offers turnkey projects to retrofit
households covering all the process for two Basque neighbourhoods: Otxarkoaga in
Bilbao and Txonta in Eibar. Received funding for the pilot phase from H2020 Programme.
3. PadovaFIT - PDA project under the IEE programme of EU (ended 2016). Includes also 20
% municipal and commercial buildings.
4. ProRetro (end 2023)- OSS services in five pilot German cities or regions. Funded by
H2020 Programme.
5. RenoBooster (end 2022)– OSS for historical buildings of the city of Vienna (end 2022).
Funded by H2020 Programme;
6. SheeRenov (end 2022) - Develop and test a model for the provision of integrated
residential renovation services through “one stop shop” assistance to homeowners on the
territory of Sofia in Bulgaria;
7. OSS pilot in the municipality of Olot (Spain) under EuroPACE Project, Hola Domus
(running): Services provided - marketing, consultation, facilitation, financial advisory,
financing provision, assessment, administrative process facilitator. Received funding
under EU H2020 programme.
8. Public Energy Efficiency Service/ SPEE Picardie (running) – OSS under the auspices of
Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation/PICARDIE Project. Covers the whole value chain,
directed both to building professionals and to clients;
9. Småland-Blekinge pilot OSS (ended 2019): a study on one-stop-shop business model for
OSS for energy renovation of detached houses. In fact more a study than a business case
although pilot testing is foreseen in several buildings. Results are unknown;
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10. OSS Reimarkt, Holland (running): independent private commercial entity operating in
several Holland municipalities funded by suppliers, offering brokerage between
renovation supplies and building users. Start-up grants from public authorities Impartiality
issues?
11. OSS business case SUNSHINE (running)– established under the auspices of Accelerate
SUNSHINE H2020 PDA. Undertaking of four Latvian municipalities that focuses on both
public muncipal and private residential buildings. Uses EPC plus revolving fund (Baltkn
Energy Efficiency Facility).
12. Save the Homes (end 2023) - One-Stop Shops as Citizens' Hubs to support the decision
making process for integrated renovations providing renovation advisory, products and
services, finance opportunities and legal advice;
13. SuperHomes One-stop-shop under Superhomes/ SuperHomes 2030 Project. OSS basically
looks after all the key stages from tender through to the payment of grant funding

B. Public municipal buildings
1. Rhodoshop Programme Development Unit (PDU) – undertaking of six Rhodope
municipalities, offers Marketing, consultation, facilitation, financial advisory, project
aggregation/bundling, assessment, administrative process facilitator; financed by
H2020 PDA.
2. EPC for the public sector (from CITYnvest): a summary of 10 different EPC funded
business models targeting public municipal buildings in various European
countries/regions: Flanders (BE), Rotterdam (NL), Barcelona (ES), Rhône-Alpes
(FR), London (UK), France, Norway, Milan (IT), Côte d’Azur (FR), Berlin (DE).
Most of them offer aggregation as service in addition to the other typical OSS
services.
3. Other than EPC for the public sector (from CITYnvest). Here is included OxFutures,

the Local Energy Hub established by Oxford County Council to act as program
delivery unit (PDU) to identify, accompany and kick-start renewable energy projects.
Covers public, commercial and industrial sectors. Kick-started by IEE, the funding
mechanism is loans through the Oxford City Council and share offering (loans) to the
public.

C. Cross-cutting OSS cases
1. I-HEROS Integrated Home Energy RenOvation Service – an on-line tool;
2. Citizen cooperative business models (from CITYnvest Project): a summary of three
cooperative cases, ECOPOWER, PAJOPOWER and Brixton Energy Co-op, with
similar characteristics, investigated under CITYnvest Project.

Analysis and conclusions
Below as the findings on the key aspects that the UP-STAIRS OSS Business Model
Framework should address:
13
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a.
Key delivery organisation: In most researched cases the delivery organisation is a
regional/provincial or municipal authority, or a joint undertaking of several municipalities.
Other delivery organisations include a R&D Think-tank (Germany ProRetro), a consultancy
(SheeRenov) and local energy agency (SuperHomes2030). In the cooperative cases the
cooperative itself is the key delivery organisation.
b.
Key sectors and topics addressed: Most of the researched OSS models (27
altogether research projects and business cases) address private residential buildings, single
and multifamily, including renewables in buildings. There are also cases that address public
buildings, industry, tertiary sector and SMEs. In some of the OSSs addressing the public
sector also street lighting is focused (Rhodoshop, EPC model for the public sector in
Barcelona).
c.
Main services under consideration: the typical services that investigated OSSs
provide are: marketing, consultation, facilitation, financial advisory, financing provision,
assessment, administrative process facilitator. Legal advice is not mentioned as part of the
services except for Save the Homes OSS. Project aggregation/bundling of projects is
provided as a service when the focus of OSS operation is on the public sector (buildings,
street lighting systems), and in the cases of cooperatives.
d.
Main delivery structure: in all cases a dedicated structure has been created staffed
with professionals with expertise in the key areas - technical, financial and legal.
e.
Main funding sources of the OSS – it is not always clear from the information
provided which are the funding sources of the OSS. There are OSSs that have received
funding from EU programmes and facilities (IEE, H2020, ELENA facility, EIB) for their
pilot phase with the expectation to make a feasible business plan and become self-sufficient
in the future; there are OSSs that are funded by provincial/local governments; and there is
one OSS that is funded by energy equipment suppliers (OSS Reimarkt, Holland). Some OSS
have application fees for the clients (e.g. SuperHomes2020) but it is not clear if they are
sufficient to cover the OSS costs of operation.
f.

Key selling point/value proposition:

In general, the message of the researched cases related to selling points/value proposition to
the customers is focused on the ability of OSS to collect all necessary knowledge and
expertise in one place and provide it an-block to the clients. This includes collaboration
among energy advisers, technical experts, financial experts, financial institutions, mortgage
institutions, ESCOs/TPF, etc. The exact mix of services/stakeholders involved in the OSS
depends on the concrete specifics and therefore is tailor-made to each OSS case. In general,
the OSS provided also a neutral information point for the end-users (main delivery
organisations being public authorities and other off-market agents) to be advised on energy
refurbishment.
From the point of view of suppliers, it represents a valuable new business model where
clients can be reached in one place and complex service can be provided to them.
The following selling points have been indicated in the researched cases:
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•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Gather experience and expertise in one place. Establish a permanent, structural
collaboration between a mortgage lender (Onesto) and a renovation adviser
(Dubolimburg) to increase the degree of renovation and improve renovation quality
in the province of Limburg. In addition to this and to achieve full customer
satisfaction, an effective cooperation between the renovation adviser and contractors
will be set up (C.R.E.A.L);
Client point of view: Gain access to reliable professionals covering the renovation
journey (HEROS4All);
OSS makes a selection of ESCO and engineering companies that can guarantee the
results of the implemented measures, the energy savings and the financial issues. This
integrated service gives more guarantees tan individual contracts (PadovaFIT);
Fulfil all tasks associated with an energy efficiency renovation or organise that third
parties will fulfil these tasks (ProRetro);
Involve all key stakeholders and combine all necessary services – from consulting
and banking to the technical and legal framework. It will allow testing and
development of targeted packages involving new technologies, ecological and
economical solutions (RenoBooster);
A “one stop shop” assistance to homeowners, incorporates a three components
sustainable financial mechanism to facilitate loans access, conditional subsidy receipt
and targeted support to insolvents (SheeRenov);
A one-stop-shop for energy retrofit looks after all the key stages, from tender through
to the payment of grant funding. Independent advice tailored to specific home and
budget. A single contractor is responsible for all works and whose competence is
assessed (SuperHomes2030);
Facilitation and integration of the process. Easy access and to information, providers
and adapted solutions. List of trusted professionals. Financial solutions (on-line
calculator, access to favourable financial schemes) (Hola Domus);
Gather together all stakeholders involved in the process of refurbishment that allows
finding the most appropriate personal solutions. Includes partnerships with financial
institutions and own funding vehicle - EPC and revolving fund (Hauts-de-France Pass
Rénovation/PICARDIE);
Discover directly online with the Quickscan what will work for residents and what
the cost savings are. Provide selling packages without obligation Service based on
budget and housing requirements Provide information on how to pay for it
(Reimarkt);
Reduces energy costs, improved comfort, ensured temperature control in each room,
increased capital value of the home and reduced need of maintenance (SUNSHINE).

Main conclusions relevant to UP-STAIRS OSS Business Model Framework
Factors supporting OSS business model
Based on the research, some enabling factors have been found for the success of an OSS
business model. However, these findings are context-dependent and can influence the success
in different degrees depending on the local/regional reality. Therefore, they will be considered
15
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only if they are feasible in the UP-STAIRS pilots’ context and also considering the potential
sustainability of the OSS pilots after the EU funding. Following are the enabling factors found
in the research:
1) Cover all elements of the value chain and thus are able to gather all necessary knowledge
and expertise in one place and provide it an-block to the clients;
2) Cover larger territories and thus benefit from economy of scale;
3) Cover both single and multi-family residential buildings; and
4) Have partnerships with financing institutions and/or incorporated funding vehicle.
Nonetheless given the specifics of UP-STAIRS pilots it is up to them to decide which of the
above conditions they will be willing to comply with.

Aggregation and enabling of energy communities
Aggregation and enabling of energy communities’ establishment is one of the key points in
the context of the UP-STAIRS OSS Business Model Framework. Therefore, special attention
should be paid to cases that involve aggregation and energy communities. There are not many
of the researched cases that offer aggregation as part of their services. One of them is Interreg
Europe Intensify project, another one is Rhodoshop one-stop-shop. Also most of the EPC
financial models for the public sector, included in CITYnvest inventory, provide aggregation
as part of the OSS services, although these models is not directly applicable to the UPSTAIRS business model framework as they cover public municipal buildings.
Another potential source of information/guidance on enabling energy communities can be
found in the cooperative and crowd-funding models (REScoop Mecise and REScoop Plus,
ECOPOWER, PAJOPOWER and Brixton Energy Co-op, CLEAR/CLEAR 2 projects or solar
PV) which incorporate both renewable energy production and energy efficiency measures at
home, as they provide valuable features of getting many small private entities/citizens
together for collective efforts. The business model of cooperatives is based on issuing shares
by the cooperative and investing in renewable energy production installations such as wind
turbines and/or solar PV. All citizens are eligible to join the cooperative: after purchasing a
share they become a coowner of the installations and thus share in the profits. Members are
also given the opportunity to buy green electricity from local sources at a fair price. This
model is interesting but can be complex to deliver from a public authority (being the UPSTAIRS delivery organisations public authorities), due to the legal constraints for the
economic activities by public bodies. However, the model can be used as reference for advice
to the end-users of the UP-STAIRS OSS.

Next steps
Based on the findings and outcomes of the analysis, the next steps are as follows:
Pilot partners acquaint themselves with the findings of the present report and position
themselves against the presented, e.g. what is their size and covered territories (there are
partners in UP-STAIRs that have few thousand inhabitants and others that have millions), if
16
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they tend to address multi-family or single family housing, or both, what elements of the
value chain they intend to cover, do they plan to incorporate partnerships with financial
institutions/funding vehicle, etc. Attention will be paid to more mature projects/business cases
where results (both positive and negative) are available, as they can provide valuable practical
insights on the process of OSS establishment and operation.
Two special sessions will be organized with the project partners to discuss the positions and
preferences of the pilots.
•

•

•
•

A first session will be held online to define a common business model canvas for the
UP-STAIRS OSS. The session will use an interactive tool (Mural) for the participation
of all partners in providing inputs. The main output of this session will be a common
vision of the main services and purposes of the OSS framework at project level,
namely, the UP-STAIRS OSS framework that will later be used to foster replication of
the concept.
With the outputs of this first session, the public organisations implementing the pilots
will adapt the common framework to their own context, including the specific services
and local actors involved, local processes to be considered, potential synergies, etc.
Each partner will then fill in the list of the key aspects to be defined as mentioned
above:
o Size and covered territory.
o Targeting single, multi-family buildings or both.
o Elements of the value chain they intend to cover (and for which ones they have
internal knowledge and resources and for which they would need training)
o Potential partnerships with financial institutions to deliver a financial
instrument (or internal financial instruments that could be used)
o Key delivery organisation
o Key sectors and topics addressed
o Main delivery structure
o Main funding sources of the OSS
o Training needs for the OSS team
o How to attract "customers" for the services
The second session will help defining the end-user journey, in order to better define
the different steps and procedures in the OSS service.
As a result of the overall definition of the OSS framework, partners will define:
o The training needs of the OSS teams in each pilot (Deliverable 2.5).
o The Collective community engagement strategies to attract customers
(Deliverable 2.4).

As there are a number of OSS projects (Eracobuild OneStopShop, CITYnvest project,
Innovate project) that provide step-by-step guidance and information on different
organizational and administrative aspects of establishing an OSS, their know how will be used
as a starting point for discussion. The process is described in detail using Business Canvas
Model in the Guidelines “How to Develop a Business Model for One-stop-shop for house
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renovation”, developed within ERA-NET Eracobuild One Stop Shop project (2012), as well
as in CYTYnvest toolbox (available in the project web-site).
As energy communities have been covered by the researched cases mostly in cases of
cooperatives and crowd-funding models and in the few exceptions that offer aggregation
services among others, special attention will be put on legislative and organisational aspects
of energy communities’ establishment in different countries/regions.
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Attachment 1
List of relevant OSS Research Projects at EU level
and OSS business cases
OSS Research Projects
1. REScoop Mecise/REScoop Plus https://www.rescoop-mecise.eu/ mobilises citizens
and municipalities in the transition to a more sustainable and decentralised
energy system. http://www.rescoop-ee.eu/rescoop-plus REScooperatives in Europe
go beyond their activities of producing and supplying energy and take up energy
savings for their members as a new pillar in their organisations.
2. INNOVATE http://www.financingbuildingrenovation.eu/cases/parity-projects/
Integrated solutioNs for ambitiOus energy refurbishment of priVATE housing motivate homeowners to carry out deep energy retrofits of private singlefamily houses
and condominiums. In order to facilitate the process, the project will develop and roll
out energy retrofit packages, ideally offered in one location.
3. CLEAR/CLEAR2.0 https://www.clear2-project.eu/ The Clear 2.0 project has
accompanied consumers through all the stages leading to the purchase and the correct
efficient use of domestic renewable and low-carbon energy technologies. It also
focused as well on changing behavior and optimization of existing installations.
4. EuroPACE project and the pilot in the municipality of Olot (Spain)
https://www.europace2020.eu/
5. CITYnvest http://www.citynvest.eu/ supporting and replicating successful innovative
financing models for energy efficiency renovations in public buildings. We feature
models, based on Energy Performance Contracting (EPC), Third Party Financing
(TPF), revolving funds, cooperatives and others
6. ACT4ECO https://act4eco.eu/ - online platform for guiding home owners in different
EE and RES options
7. FIESTA http://fiesta-iot.eu/ provides tools, techniques, processes and best practices
enabling IoT testbed/platforms operators to interconnect their facilities in an
interoperable way based upon cutting edge semantics-based solutions.
8. Energies POSIT’IF: http://www.energiespositif.fr/
9. Scaling Solar (Work Bank project): (https://www.scalingsolar.org/#toggle-id-4)
10. Investor’s confidence project (http://www.eeperformance.org/) and the related
platform SEAF (https://www.seaf-h2020.eu/project-overview/mission/) - the platform
makes you go through all the administrative steps and due diligence in a simple and
standardized way, and at the end you have everything ready to ask for finance to the
financial institution
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11. PSEE Alsace: https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/mlei-pseealsace. offers private households technical support for their renovation projects and a
financing facility which attaches the debt to the property rather than to the owner.
12. Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation/ PICARDIE: https://www.passrenovation.hautsdefrance.fr/ . offers advice and financial solutions to thermal
refurbishment projects in private households.
13. Superhomes/SuperHomes2030 https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/890492
14. Oleada solar (ES): https://ecooo.es/oleadasolar/ and Som Energia Collective purchase
of PV panels to produce economies of scale. The promoter of the initiative is a
cooperative that acts as facilitator and provider the technical advice.
15. Eracobuild (Strategic Networking of RDI Programmes in Construction and Operation
of Buildings) https://www.oegut.at/en/projects/innovativ-building/eracobuild.php
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/219395/reporting
16. Eracobuild One Stop Shop project (“From demonstration projects towards volume
market: innovations for one stop shop in sustainable renovation”) http://www.onestop-shop-renovatie.be/
17. REFURB (REgional process innovations FOR Building renovation packages opening
markets to zero energy renovations) https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649865
18. RenoHub https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/845652 Integrated Services to Boost
Energy Renovation in Hungarian Homes
19. COHERENO (Collaboration for Housing nearly zero-energy renovation)
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/cohereno
https://effizienzhaus.zukunfthaus.info/fileadmin/user_upload/Cohereno/COHERENO-Publishable-Report2016.pdf
20. SUNSHINE https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/754080
21. EASYCOPRO https://www.easycopro.be/ https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/785048
a PDA, offers to help Brussels condominiums undertake renovation
22. ENERHAT Energy Housing Assessment Tool
https://www.buildup.eu/en/learn/tools/enerhat-energy-housing-assessment-tool
23. INTENSIFY https://www.interregeurope.eu/intensify/
24. OSS for energy efficient homes (Energieberatung und Wohnbauförderung)
25. Energy Contracting Programme for municipalities, companies and institutions in
Upper Austria
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OSS Business Cases
1. C-REAL https://www.onesto.vlaanderen/nl/c-real
2. HIROSS4all https://www.buildup.eu/en/explore/links/hiross4all-project
3. I-HEROS Integrated Home Energy RenOvation Service
https://www.buildup.eu/en/explore/links/i-heros-project
4. PadovaFit http://www.padovafit.it/english/ Financing Investment Tool for the
retrofitting of housing and service facility buildings in the PADOVA area
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/padovafit
5. ProRetro https://www.buildup.eu/en/explore/links/proretro-project Promoting
building retrofits in the private residential sector through One-Stop-Shops in Germany
6. RenoBooster https://www.urbaninnovation.at/en/Projects/RenoBooster-the-SmartRenovation-Hub-Vienna
https://www.wien.gv.at/wohnen/wohnbautechnik/foerdern/projektrenobooster/index.html One-stop shop for residential renovations
7. Save The Homes https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/892749 One-Stop Shops as
Citizens' Hubs to support the decision making process for integrated renovations
8. SheeRenov https://sheerenov.eu/ https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/890473 Seamless
services for Housing Energy Efficiency Renovation (Sofia, BG)
9. OSS EuroPACE pilot in the municipality of Olot (Spain) for the pilot (only in
catalan/Spanish, Joanna will take care of this one): https://www.holadomus.com/
10. Public Energy Efficiency Service/ SPEE Picardie http://citynvest.eu/content/speepicardie http://citynvest.eu/sites/default/files/librarydocuments/Model%2022_SPEE%20Picardie_final.pdf http://www.passrenovation.picardie.fr
11. SuperHomes One-stop-shop under Superhomes/ SuperHomes 2030 Project.
https://superhomes.ie/about-us/

12. Rhodoshop Programme Development Unit (PDU) (https://rhodoshop.eu/en/ )
13. Småland-Blekinge pilot OSS - One-stop-shop business model for energy renovation of
detached houses (a study)
https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/project-one-stop-shopbusiness-model-for-energy-renovation-of-detached-houses/ )
14. OSS Reimarkt, Holland https://reimarkt.nl/
15. OSS business case SUNSHINE
16. Citizen cooperative business models (from CITYnvest Project)
17. EPC for the public sector (from CITYnvest Project)
18. Other than EPC for the public sector (from CITYnvest Project)
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Attachment 2 “Factsheet Catalogue”
OSS Research Projects
Project name

REScoop MECISE (Renewable Energy Sources COOPeratives
Mobilizing European Citizens to Invest in Sustainable Energy)

Project Coordinator

ECOPOWER

Project Partners

COURANT D’AIR SCRL FS
SOM ENERGIA SCCL
ENERGY4ALL LTD
RESCOOP EU ASBL
ENERCOOP

Objectives of the project

The main objective of the REScoop MECISE project is to launch
sustainable energy investments, as far as possible involving the
participation of local authorities.

Target groups

European citizens and local authorities

Geographical coverage

Belgium, Spain, United Kingdom, France

Time-frame and current 1 March 2015 - 28 February 2019
status
ended
Predecessor (if any)

REScoop 20-20-20

Sustainability

The Schools’ Energy Cooperative
Lums del Larzac
Ecotraject
Group purchase of efficient lighting
District Heating Eeklo

Main aims and activities

Thanks to REScoop MECISE five established REScoops were
able to speed up the development of renewable energy projects in
a number of communities. Experimenting with innovative
business models, they were able to invest in complex projects that
traditional investors did not dare to tackle because of the
comparatively low returns
The project partners are helping citizens and municipalities to
23
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initiate energy efficiency measures and save energy in their homes
or buildings
REScoop MECISE fosters collaborations between energy
cooperatives and local authorities to help overcome the challenges
municipalities face
The project created a dedicated financing tool to help local energy
cooperatives finance their Renewable energy and energy
efficiency projects
Contribution to the OSS The concept of calculating the potential of energy communities
model
The concept of Renewable Energy Directive and the Market
Design Initiative
Description of the cooperation between energy communities and
municipalities
Recommendations for local authorities and their role in the energy
market
Main findings relevant Community ownership is a key part of achieving an energy
to UPSTAIRS
transition across Europe.
•

Key outputs

•
•
•
•

almost 100 million Euros of investments in renewable
energy projects (wind, photovoltaics, biomass, hydro)
Over 10 million € were mobilised for energy efficiency
developments, including district heating
116 GWh/year additional renewable electricity will be
produced
31 GWh of energy for heating will be saved
35.900 tons of CO2 emissions will be avoided every year

Partnerships

REScoop MECISE aggregating funds from cooperatives,
municipalities and institutional investors, citizens will finally get
the chance to become a major actor in the energy transition

Target projects/measures

Renewable energy projects
Energy efficiency
Collaboration with municipalities

Social responsibility

REScoop MECISE supports citizens wanting to realise innovative
projects such as district heating, smart grids, offshore wind –
projects where, traditionally, citizens were not taken seriously as
market players.

Funding

This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
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agreement No 649767
€ 2 185 000
Further information and https://www.rescoop-mecise.eu/
contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649767
REScoop MECISE Final Results Oriented Report
(http://www.ventplus.be/media/static/files/import/activity/rescoopmecise-book.pdf)
REScoop MECISE Brochure
(https://www.rescoop.eu/uploads/REScoop-MECISE-finalbrochure.pdf)
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Project name

REScoop Plus

Project Coordinator

LEVELCARDINAL UNIPESSOAL LDA

Project Partners

ECOPOWER
ENERCOOP
SOM ENERGIA SCCL
COOPERNICO
COOPERATIVA
DESENVOLVIMENTO SUSTENTAVEL CRL

DE

AVANZI SRL
RESCOOP EU ASBL
ORGANISATIE
DECENTRAAL

VOOR

HERNIEUWBARE

ENERGIE

POLYTECHNEIO KRITIS
SUDTIROLER
GENOSSENSCHAFT

ENERGIE

VERBAND

EBO Consult AS
UNIVERSITEIT TWENTE
Objectives of the project

•
•
•
•

•

Go beyond the superficial claims and indications of
energy savings in supplying REScoops
Get a better understanding of recently applied work in
behavioral science especially related to energy use by
REScoop members
Share best practices and develop state of the art toolkit
for energy savings in REScoops
Get a better understanding of the legal barriers and
best practices concerning energy savings with
consumer/members in REScoops and give policy
advice
Dissemination and market uptake the state-of-the-art
toolkit and the expert group

Target groups

European REScoops

Geographical coverage

Portugal, Belgium, France, Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Greece,
Denmark

Time-frame
status

and

current 1 March 2016 - 28 February 2019
ended
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Predecessor (if any)

REScoop 20-20-20

Sustainability

not applicable

Main aims and activities

Saving energy and be more efficient for REScoop members

Contribution to the OSS Concept of selecting best practices based on specific criteria
model
• Effectiveness:
• Pre-investments and share of costs
• Implementation
• Market uptake
• Ethical performance
Community Energy Toolbox
REScoop PLUS Toolbox brings together 7 tested tools. The
toolbox is divided into two categories. The coaching tools
aim to help members better understand their consumption and
provide guidance to cooperatives on how to encourage their
members to move towards more efficiency and solidarity in
their behaviours. The district Heating tools aim to help
REScoops at deploying a more efficient heating system for
their community.
Main findings relevant to The REScoop PLUS project analysed the impact on existing
UPSTAIRS
national legislation and came up with recommendations for
this transposition.
The REScoop PLUS project found a statistical correlation
between reduction in energy consumption of citizens and
their cooperative engagement.
•
•

Key outputs

•

Statistical Analysis of the energy saving in REScoops
Behavioral Analysis of the energy saving motivations
in REScoops
Regulatory environment analysis and policy
recommendations

Partnerships
Target projects/measures

not applicable

Social responsibility

REScoop Plus project has measured their overall energy
savings and identified the European best practices and the
findings are now being disseminated throughout a wide
network of European REScoops and policy makers.
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Funding

This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No 696084
€ 1 498 937,50

Further information and http://www.rescoop-ee.eu/rescoop-plus
contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/696084
REScoop Project Handbook
REScoop Effectiveness Report 2
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Project name

INNOVATE
Grant agreement ID: 754112
Integrated solutioNs for ambitiOus energy refurbishment of
priVATE housing

Project Coordinator

Energy Cities

Project Partners

Energy Cities (FR)
énergies demain (FR)
Aradippou Municipality (CY)
Brussels Environment (BE)
AGENEX (ES)
Frederikshavn Municipality (DK)
Heerlen Municipality (NL)
KAW (NL)
Linnaeus University (SE)
Litoměřice Municipality (CZ)
Mantova Municipality (IT)
Parity Projects (UK)
Riga Energy Agency (LV).

Objectives of the project

-

-

-

-

Identify the enabling conditions and EU best practices of
local / regional operators who provide Energy Efficiency
(EE) service packages including access to long-term
financing to homeowners, while targeting very ambitious
energy savings.
Carry out a market gap analysis identifying the type of EE
services and financial support that is the most appropriate
for homeowners and propose a development plan for each
target territory.
Develop and roll-out integrated EE service packages in
the target territories
-Identify solutions to remove legal, financial, technical
and organisational barriers hindering the implementation
of the integrated energy efficiency service packages.
Build capacities, disseminate and communicate the
project results.

Target groups

Local authorities and other actors (see below partnerships)

Geographical coverage

11 target territories: FR, CY, BE, ES, DK, NL, SE, CZ, IT,
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UK, LV
Time-frame
status

and

current Ended (1.06.2017-31.10.2020)

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

n/A

Main aims and activities

Main objective of the project is to develop and roll-out
integrated energy efficiency service packages for
homeowners in 11 target territories (to set up a renovation
one-stop-shop) to motivate homeowners to carry out deep
energy retrofits of private residential buildings

Contribution to the OSS concept development of an OSS
model
Main findings relevant to UPSTAIRS
Key outputs
-

Different business models incl. roles & responsibilities,
practical example, checklist
OSS step by step
Lessons learnt
development and roll out of renovation OSS in 11 target
territories
Definition of ‘one-stop-shop’?
One-stop-shop business models: overview, pros and cons,
step by step
Role of local and regional authorities in setting up onestop-shops
Lessons learnt & recommendations

90 pilot buildings refurbished; total primary energy savings
of 5.075 GWh/year, investments triggered of 36.88 M EUR;
min. 3,800 stakeholders from the public, private and financial
sectors capable to widely replicate the concept of local /
regional operators offering integrated EE services and access
to long-term financing throughout the European Union
Partnerships

Key partners:
-

-

Local and regional authorities: promotion of the one-stopshop, favourable policy measures, funding
Professional organisations (construction companies,
architects, other suppliers): dialogue and training to reach
volumes and quality works
Real estate agencies: promotion of the one-stop-shop
Banks, financial agents: promotion of the one-stop-shop,
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-

-

-

dedicated financial products
Insurance companies: insurance for the one-stopshop/suppliers guaranteeing the quality of renovation
works, products (in the future: energy savings achieved)
Local charity, social workers, medical centres:
identification and communication with vulnerable
homeowners
Other partners (e.g. the Post Office, media): promotion of
the one-stop shop

Target projects/measures

EE in buildings (private)

Social responsibility

deep energy retrofits of private residential buildings

Funding

Overall budget: 1,999,853.75 Euro (H2020-EU.3.3.7.)

Further information and http://www.financingbuildingrenovation.eu/
contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/754112
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Project name

CLEAR/CLEAR 2.0 – enabling Consumers to Learn about,
Engage with and Adopt Renewable energy technologies.

Project Coordinator

ASSOCIATION DES CONSOMMATEURS TEST-ACHATS
SCRL, Belgium
CLEAR
o Consumer association Test-Achats, Belgium.
o Association pour la Promotion des Energies
Renouvelables, Belgium.
o International Consumer Research and Testing Limited,
United Kingdom.
o DECO PROTESTE. Editores. Lds., Portugal.
o Consumer Organisation OCU EDICAIONES. S.A.,
Spain.
o Consumer Organisation Consumentenbond,
Netherlands.
o GfK (Growth from Knowledge), Belgium.
o Consumer organisation Altroconsumo, Italy.

Project Partners

CLEAR 2.0
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Consumer association Test-Achats, Belgium.
DECO PROTESTE. Editores. Lds., Portugal.
Consumer organisation Altroconsumo, Italy.
Consumer Organisation OCU EDICAIONES. S.A.,
Spain.
Mednarodni Institut Za Potrosniske Raziskave,
Slovenia.
Czech Association of Consumers TEST, Czechia.
International Consumer Research and Testing Limited,
United Kingdom.
BEUC, the European Consumer Organisation, Belgium.

To actively guide consumers through all the stages leading to
the purchase of domestic renewable and low-carbon energy
technologies enabling them to be more aware, active players,
save money and easily become ""prosumers"".
Objectives of the project

It also aimed to change behaviour and form collective
consumer groups to support the purchase of renewable energy
systems such as photovoltaic installations, batteries, pellet
stoves and heat pumps for heating and cooling.
All by creating a renewable energy web community which will
provide consumers with innovative ways to share experiences
and know-how.

Target groups

Citizens, energy consumers willing to produce electricity and
heat from renewable energy sources in their households.
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Geographical coverage

6 Countries: Italy, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Slovenia, Czech
Republic, and The Netherlands.

Time-frame
status

Ended (CLEAR 2014-2017 // CLEAR 2.0 2018-2020)

and

current

Predecessor (if any)

CLEAR was the predecessor of CLEAR 2.0.

Sustainability

CLEAR 2.0 was built on CLEAR.

Main aims and activities

o Get better understanding of consumers’ motivations and
main triggers to change their behaviour by conducting
online interviews.
o Test what makes consumers use energy more efficiently by
monitoring a group of households, providing them with
information and equipment.
o Help consumers make better informed choices by assessing
the performance of renewable systems and making this
information accessible to more households through new
online tools.
o Accompany the consumer to buy cheaper and smarter
through group purchases.
o Contribute to more ambitious national and EU energy
policies advocating for easy and fast administrative and
permit processes as well as for one stop shops providing
consumers with information and personalized advice.

CLEAR/CLEAR 2.0 contribute to more ambitious national and
EU energy policies, advocating for easy and fast administrative
and permit processes as well as one-stop-shops (OSS)
Contribution to the OSS providing consumers with the information and personalized
advice.
model
Moreover, they have developed webtools for consumers in
each of the participating countries to calculate consumption
and compare different RES technologies at home.

Main findings relevant to
UPSTAIRS

o There are no viable financing products available to
consumers (households), affordable and well-designed
green loans (including payments by instalments), public
funding for emerging technologies as well as tax incentives
and ‘pay as you save’ schemes. Consumers should be able
to access the right type of financing that works for them.
This is particularly important for lower income households.
o Legal and technical assistance and good after sales
conditions negotiated by consumer organisations make it
easier for consumers to switch to renewables.
o Global feedback is not sufficient to make the change
behaviour, detailed and specific suggestions are needed.
o There may be potential in creating communities for
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adopters and intenders to benefit from RES’s as a whole.
(see CLEAR – WP2.1 Consumer survey 1 – Attitudes,
opinion, drivers and barriers and satisfaction with regard to
Renewable Energy Systems)

CLEAR
o WP2.1 Consumer survey 1 – Attitudes, opinion, drivers
and barriers and satisfaction with regard to Renewable
Energy Systems (CLEAR)
Key outputs

CLEAR 2.0
o D7.5. What CLEAR 2.0 project taught us: Results and
Recommendations. (CLEAR 2.0)
o Web tools links all countries document:
https://www.clear2-project.eu/home/the-project/reports

Most partners represent consumer organisations who aim at
protecting consumers’ interests and fundamental rights,
guiding them in their choices as consumers, and helping them
solve any related issues.

Partnerships

There is no relationship with the local financing community.

Target projects/measures

Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) such as PV
energy modules, solar thermal collectors, heat pumps and
wood pellet stoves.

Social responsibility

RES installation, quality is checked through tests. Mainly
social responsibility by protecting consumers’ rights
CLEAR

Funding

o Overall budget: 3.888.330€
o EU funding: 2.410.764,60€ (62.0%)
o Other funding: 1.477.565,40€ (38.0%)
CLEAR 2.0
o Overall budget: 2.397.182,50€
o EU funding: 2.397.182,50€ (100%)

CLEAR
https://www.clear-project.eu/
//
Further information and https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/clear
contacts
CLEAR
2.0
https://www.clear2-project.eu/
//
https://cordis.europa.eu/project

/id/749402
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Project name

EuroPACE
https://www.europace2020.eu/

Project Coordinator

CASE
CENTRUM
ANALIZ
SPOLECZNOEKONOMICZNYCH- FUNDACJA NAUKOWA (PL)
•

Project Partners

•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives of the project

GLOBAL NEW ENERGY FINANCE SL
Spain
JOULE ASSETS EUROPE AB OY
Finland
CLIMATE BONDS INITIATIVE
United Kingdom
AJUNTAMENT D'OLOT
Spain
AGENCIA EXTREMENA DE LA ENERGIA
Spain
ENTE VASCO DE LA ENERGIA
Spain
SOCIAL INNOVATION FOR COMMUNITIES
UPSOCIAL SL
Spain

EuroPACE develops a scalable on-tax financing mechanism to
unlock the huge potential for deployment of energy saving and
generation technologies to European households. The scheme is
inspired by the successful US PACE scheme, which was invented
in
California
in
2008.
The project addresses several fundamental challenges to Energy
Efficiency investment by
(1) A Market-Based Approach: EuroPACE deploys private capital
as up-front financing to homeowners, i.e. reduce reliance on grants
and subsidies,
(2) De-Risking EE Investment: the long-term repayments
obligation is tied to a property and not its owner. In turn,
municipalities will be the conduit for the repayment via a special
levy collected with the property tax bill,
(3) Technical Assistance: decision-making processes for
homeowners will be optimised by training energy service
contractors. They will be held to account by a comprehensive
consumer protection code,
(4) Aggregation and Standardization: EuroPACE designs standard
underwriting requirements and project performance guidelines to
enable project aggregation and Green Bonds issuance.
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•
•

Target groups

•
Geographical coverage

Homeowners - People-centric support
Public authorities
Energy Companies

4 countries (Spain, Finland, UK, Poland)

Time-frame and current Running
status
Predecessor (if any)

PACE (California, 2008)
https://pacenation.org/pace-programs/#!US-CA

Sustainability

Hola Domus (OSS in Olot, Spain)

Main aims and activities

•
•

•

EU-28 study to find out the viability of on-tax
financing mechanism
First residential pilot in the city of Olot (Garrotxa) –
Hola Domus
o Technical Assistance
o Affordable Financing
o Smart Funding (de-risking solutions)
Replicate the experience of Olot with 4 Leading Cities
(Lisboa, Porto, Valencia, Mouscron)

Contribution to the OSS Guidelines, market and legal studies addressing authorities
model
and consumers.
•
•
•
•
•
Main findings relevant to
UPSTAIRS

-

-

Report on on-tax financing feasibility (map)
Guidance & best practices materials for Public
Authorities, regarding financing of retrofitting in
private houses.
Report on Energy Policies, Incentives, Programs and
other mechanisms for houses and residential buildings
retrofit
CPP guidelines – EuroPACE consumer protection
policies
Front Office Communication Materials
GNE Finance and Olot are developing a pipeline of
projects
Innovative financial programme replicable to other
local administrations, although the on-tax scheme was
not feasible in Spain due to legal constraints of the tax
regulation that make the on-tax unfeasible and another
solution was implemented.
For citizens: highlighting savings and affordability
focusing on health, wellbeing and comfort
Digital process
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Key outputs

-

Holistic Home Renovation (different and
complementary energy solutions)
Support for vulnerable consumers
Bringing together technical support, affordable
financing and smart funding
Developing tailored financing facility to enable longterm loans.
Innovating program structure by creating EuroPACE
Foundation to manage the program
Working with local contractors to create social and
economic impact in the community

Partnerships

EuroPACE focuses its action on consumers. GNE Financing
is partner of the project and the specialist on financing.

Target projects/measures

EE in private buildings (including renewable energies,
storage, smart homes and improving accessibility).

Social responsibility

The project, under its OSS (HolaDomus) has opened a call
for vulnerable households. 15 vulnerable homes are chosen to
evaluate the impact of the retrofitting programme offered by
HolaDomus in this profile of consumers.
https://www.holadomus.com/prototip-pobresa-energetica

Funding

EU contribution € 2 375 490 (H2020)

Further information and https://www.europace2020.eu/
contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/785057
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Project name

CITYnvest

Project Coordinator

Climate Alliance (DE)
•

Project Partners

•
•
•
•
•

Council of European Municipalities and Regions
(CEMR) (BE);
GreLiège (Groupement de Redéploiement
Economique de Liège) (BE);
Sofia Energy Centre (SEC) (BG);
Info Murcia (Instituto de Fomento de la Región de
Murcia) (ES)
REScoop.eu (BE)
Energinvest (BE)

Objectives of the project

To promote the concept of OSS and to support and replicate
successful innovative financing models for energy efficiency
renovations in public buildings. Featured models: Energy
Performance Contracting (EPC), Third Party Financing
(TPF), revolving funds, cooperatives and others.

Target groups

Regional/local authorities

Geographical coverage

Belgium, Spain and Bulgaria as pilots, wider EU for
promotion and replication

Time-frame
status

and

current Ended 2018

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

RENOWATT2 https://renowatt.be/fr/
Rhodoshop https://rhodoshop.eu/en/

Main aims and activities

CITYnvest strives to introduce innovative financing models
(revolving funds, EPC,TPF, cooperative models, etc.) in 3
Pilot Regions (partners Liège (BE), Rhodope (BG) and
Murcia (ES) and conduct a wide-scale capacity building
programme in 10 focus countries concerning specific
financial instruments/business models. The assessment of
innovative financial models is integral to discovering
opportunities and identifying and overcoming barriers that
specifically local and regional levels face. The project
developed a web-based portal that provides diverse practical
guidance and match-makes experienced forerunners with
less-experienced first-timer authorities. CITYnvest spread the
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under-utilized financing models that enable project bundling
and aggregation by mobilising the entire value chain at the
regional/local level towards Horizon 2020’s energy efficiency
goals.
Contribution to the OSS ✓ The concept of OSS has been introduced and capacity
building was done in the three pilot regions.
model
✓ Tool-kit for OSS establishment:
http://www.citynvest.eu/content/guide-launch-one-stop-shopenergy-retrofitting-0
✓ Step-by-step guidance for local authorities for the
establishment of OSS:
http://citynvest.eu/content/step-step-guidance-localauthorities
✓ Study of innovative financing models throughout Europe
was done collecting and presenting 24 financing models:
http://www.citynvest.eu/financing-models-matrix
Main findings relevant to ❖ Main services provided by a OSS, including:
✓ Selection of buildings.
UPSTAIRS
✓ Carry out an energy audit and quick scans for the
selected buildings.
✓ Bundle investment projects by types of buildings
✓ Manage bundled tender processes.
✓ Launch the retrofit programmes.
✓ Set up a dedicated fund (only in GRE-Liege with the
help of IEB)
❖ Financing models inventory – investigate their suitability
to be applied under UPSTAIRS, especially with a focus
on EPC and TPF
Key outputs

Although the main project activities were related to OSS for
public buildings’ refurbishment, the tools, guidelines and
financial models inventory produced could be adapted also
for establishing OSS for private residential buildings
refurbishment.

Partnerships

Regional/local authorities, partnerships with EIB (Wallonia)
and ELENA facility (Region of Murcia)

Target projects/measures

EE in public building

Social responsibility

-

Funding

•

H2020, CSA, EE-21-2014 - Development and market roll-out
of innovative energy services and financial schemes for
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sustainable energy
Total budget: 1 512 938,75
Further information and https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649730
contacts
http://www.citynvest.eu/
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Project name

ACT4ECO

Project Coordinator

Teknologiradet

Project Partners

Consortium made by 9 partners coming from all over Europe:
Teknologiradet, Hebes, Sinergi, University of Helsinki, DECO,
ARC Fund, Strategic Design Scenarios, Knowledge Economy
Forum and University of Cork.

Objectives
project

of

the Act4eco is a platform that guide citizens in making the right decisions
for changes their household and achieve that with an easy, trusted and
convenient learning path.
One of the primary objectives is to involve European citizens to adopt
more conscious behaviors in order to improve energy efficiency
levels.

Target groups

European citizens.

Geographical
coverage

European union.

Time-frame
current status

and Time-frame: no information
Current status: running

Predecessor (if any)

There is no information on their site for a specific project.
However according to the description of the project partners, they
have experience in implementing similar activities.

Sustainability

Main
aims
activities

Not applicable.

and -Persuasion and involve European citizens to adopt more conscious
behaviors in order to improve energy efficiency levels.
-Learn citizens how to consume energy wisely and preferably from
sustainable energy sources.
ECO2 project is developed in three phases:
-Ramp-up: making infrastructures, segmentation analysis, storyboards, and themes production.
-Pilot: the five Actions will be tested with voluntary consumers on the
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ACT4ECO platform. This phase could be considered a user-driven
content development process ensuring high-quality usability and
relevance of content.
-Upscaling: the final step involves viral recruitment of consumers,
expansion to new countries, and collaborations with consumer gatekeepers.
Contribution to the 1. A large amount of information has been collected on ways to reduce
OSS model
energy consumption.
2. An internet platform with free access has been built.
3. Providing an opportunity for monitoring of energy consumption
through the internet platform.
4. Sharing knowledge and experience, online or physically.
5. Persuasion and involve European citizens to adopt more conscious
behaviors in order to improve energy efficiency levels.
Main
findings 1. Creating an internet platform with free access.
relevant
to 2. Inclusion of a link to the ACT4ECO project for monitoring of
UPSTAIRS
energy consumption and "soft measures". Inclusion of a link in the
internet platform of ACT4ECO to our project for sources of financing,
when it is ready, of course.
3. Sharing knowledge and experience, online and/or physically.
4. Persuasion and involve citizens to invest in energy efficiency.
Key outputs

- Persuasion and involve European citizens to adopt more conscious
behaviors in order to improve energy efficiency levels.
-The goal is to reach a minimum of 1000 consumers in the 11
partner countries, total 11000 users for the platform. If each of these
consumers take three actions, they will each save the energy
equivalent of 30kg oil, making the expected outcome of ECO
2330.000kg or 4.2~ GWh.

Partnerships

Not applicable.

Target
projects/measures

EE in buildings (private), other type of EE and RES.
The final goal of ECO2 is to reach 1.000 consumers in each of the 11
partner countries by the end of the project (March 2021), totaling
11.000 users for the platform. Each user is expected to take at least
three actions. In order to reach these objectives, platform users will be
motivated, their curiosity will be stimulated, and –by implementing at
least three actions – they are expected to become more energy
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efficient. The adoption of this approach has a significant impact on the
overall objective of the project, namely:
-Reducing energy expenditure;
-Monitoring energy efficiency actions through the platform;
-Increasing awareness and consciousness of efficiency control;
-Sharing knowledge in a community, either physical at a local level or
online.
ECO2 also aims at developing a set of information and results for
users to establish a dialogue with policy-makers and innovators at a
European level, for instance through policy seminars. The creation of
an ECO2 Community will allow the ACT4ECO platform to continue
to exist over time, increase the awareness and the knowledge on
energy efficiency issues, and create responsible and environmentally
conscious citizens.
Social responsibility

Both:
-implementation of energy efficiency measures leads to reduction in
energy consumption;
-convincing citizens to take "soft measures" leads to a reduction in
energy consumption, which is especially important for low-income
citizens.

Funding

Project has received funding from European Union’s Horizon 2020
Research and innovation programme.
Citizens' own financial resources - if applicable, according to the
measures chosen.

Further information Project co-ordinator Mads Meyer, e-mail: mm@tekno.dk
and contacts
Social media Facebook page eco2 and Twitter @eco2_eu
https://act4eco.eu/
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Project name

FIESTA - Federated Interoperable Semantic IoT Testbeds
and Applications
http://fiesta-iot.eu/index.php/iot-experiments-as-a-service/

Project Coordinator

Dr. Martin Serrano
Insight Centre for Data Analytics
National University of Ireland Galway
Tel: +353 91495130
Fax: +353 91495541
Email:martin.serrano@insight-centre.org
•

Project Partners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Objectives of the project

National University of Ireland – NUIG / Coordinator
(Ireland)
University of Southampton IT Innovation – ITINNOV
(United Kingdom)
Institut National Recherche en Informatique &
Automatique – INRIA, (France)
University of Surrey – UNIS (United Kingdom)
Unparallel Innovation, Lda – UNINNOVA (Portugal)
Easy Global Market – EGM (France)
NEC Europe Ltd. NEC (United Kingdom)
University of Cantabria UNICAN (Spain)
Association Plate-forme Telecom – Com4innov
(France)
Research and Education Laboratory in Information
Technologies – Athens Information Technology –
AIT (Greece)
Sociedad para el desarrollo de Cantabria –
SODERCAN (Spain)
Ayuntamiento de Santander – SDR (Spain)
Korea Electronics Technology Institute KETI,
(Korea)
Fraunhofer Fokus (Germany)

The main goal of the FIESTA project is to open new horizons
in the development and deployment of IoT applications and
experiments at the EU and beyond boundaries (global scale),
based on the interconnection and interoperability of diverse
IoT platforms and testbeds.
•

Create a blueprint IoT experimental infrastructure
for EaaS (Experimentation-as-a-Service) which
enables researchers, engineers and enterprises to
design and implement integrated IoT
experiments/applications across divers IoT platforms
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Target groups

Geographical coverage

Time-frame
status

and testbeds
Enable testbed agnostic access to IoT datasets i.e.
providing tools and techniques similar to accessing a
large scale distributed database but applicable to
diverse distributed IoT platforms
Provide tools and techniques (semantic models,
directory services, open middleware, tools) for IoT
testbeds interoperability and portability; emphasis
on common standardized APIs; facilitating the use of
the EaaS infrastructure for the design,
implementation, submission, monitoring and
evaluation of IoT/cloud related experiments and
related integrated applications
Introduce a global market confidence programme
as sustainability vehicle enabling IoT
platform/testbed providers and IoT solutions providers
to test, validate and ensure the interoperability of their
platforms against FIESTA-IoT standards and
techniques
Demonstrate the Proof-of-Concept of integrated
experiments such as pollution monitoring, crisis
management, crowdsensing, etc.
Stakeholders Engagement – Expansion in terms of
experiments and testbeds – involvement of third
parties towards a global IoT experimentation
ecosystem
Settle the basis for best practices in IoT semantic
interoperability by documenting a range of best
practices facilitating IoT platform providers and
testbed owners to integrate their platform/testbed
within FIESTA-IoT as well as stakeholders who wish
to use the EaaS infrastructure to conduct innovative
applications and experiments
Researchers/experimenters
Testbed owners/providers
End users/ entrepreneurs/ authenticated
Open-source communities

Europe (plus introduction of global market confidence
programme)

current Duration: 02/2015 – 01/2018 and 3+3 months extension

and

Status: completed

Predecessor (if any)

Projects that can be considered as the previous step of the
current project

Sustainability

Projects that build on the current project
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Main aims and activities

FIESTA-IoT provides a blueprint experimental infrastructure,
tools, techniques, processes and best practices enabling IoT
testbed/platforms operators to interconnect their facilities in
an interoperable way.
FIESTA-IoT is providing a meta-testbed IoT/cloud
infrastructure to enable the submission of experiments over
the interconnected/interoperable underlying testbeds. Hence,
researchers and engineers will utilise a single entry point to
all FIESTA-IoT EaaS services using a single set of
credentials. They will be able to design and execute
experiments across a virtualised infrastructure i.e. access the
data and resources from multiple testbeds and IoT platforms
using a common approach. FIESTA-IoT offers tools i) to
design and execute experimental workflows, ii) dynamically
discover IoT resources, and iii) access data in a testbed
agnostic manner.
FIESTA-IoT provides IoT Experiment as a Service atop a
middleware infrastructure that adapts and federates existing
IoT platforms and testbeds. This entails the adaptation of the
data of those testbeds to a common FIESTA-IoT ontology
(i.e. compliance to common semantics), as well as the
provision of a common standards based API for accessing the
IoT services of the testbeds.

Contribution to the OSS How does the project contribute to the OSS – in terms of
model
research, concept development, network building, etc
•
•
•

Main findings relevant to
UPSTAIRS

•
•

Key outputs

•

Interoperability between vertical specific solutions,
technology clusters and data silos
Experiment as a Service approach to access largescale, heterogeneous IoT resources from across
domains
During development: production of dissemination
material with specific-targeted messages per target
group (heterogeneous target groups)
Use of the Volere Requirements approach to identify
and specify requirements (components: knowledge
structure, process, stakeholders)
Single point of contact for all stakeholders
Requirements include 1) Understand the stakeholders
and requirements to ensure proper compliance with
them, so they can take full advantage of FIESTA-IoT;
2) Define the IoT platforms and testbeds so that they
can be fully integrated in the FIESTA-IoT
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•

•

•

•

Partnerships

•
•
Target projects/measures

Infrastructure; 3) Specification of the planned
experiments, defining the tools for executing
experimentations, and defining the KPIs for later
validation; 4) Definition of the FIESTA-IoT MetaCloud Architecture called IoT registry and of the
technical specifications that will drive all the
development work on the project; and finally 5) The
study, definition and provisioning of the Global
Market Confidence and Certification Specifications
Design of reference experiments considers to
elaborate on best practices for experiments design,
delivery and evaluation using the interoperability
framework and federation tools provided by the
project
Global market confidence program: 1) provide the
specification and design about IoT interoperability
programme, including a set of well-defined processes
that will facilitate the participation of researchers and
enterprises; 3) To facilitate the operation of the
programme on the basis of auditing of real-life IoT
platforms and services against their interoperability 4)
To provide training, consulting and support services
to the programme participants in order to facilitate
their participation, but also to maximize the value
offered to them
Dissemination, exploitation, sustainability: 1) The
creation of significant awareness of the project’s
offering, activities and exploitable results both within
the Future Internet community and beyond, e.g., the
general public, policy makers, and politicians; 2) The
Creation of a clear, simple, and attractive offering for
a key target stakeholder: SMEs, that is understandable
in their terms; 3) the alignment with other initiatives
within the FIRE and wider Future Internet community
through the participation at and organization of colocated workshops and events; 4) The creation and
operation of an ecosystem desk to act as a single point
of first contact to support both experimental users and
SMEs; and 5) the exploitation of key results in order
to create a sustainable experimental IoT facility
Third-parties to conduct new experiments and/or the
blending/integration of new testbeds within the
FIESTA infrastructure
Third-parties from the ecosystem of researchers and
enterprises, participants from non-EU countries
Open calls towards involving third-parties

IoT applications and experiments
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Social responsibility

n/a

Funding

Funding Scheme: FIRE
Funded under: H2020-EU.2.1.1.3
EC Contribution: € 5,132,584
Contract Number: CNECT-ICT-643943

Further information and http://fiesta-iot.eu
contacts
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Project name

Énergies POSIT’IF

Project Coordinator

Ile de France Region

Project Partners

Effinergie

Objectives of the project

Promote, organise, support and implement the energy
transition of the Île-de-France region.
Fixed objectives: 1000 individual homes renovated per year,
with an objective of 10.000 over a 10 year period.

Target groups

Multifamily apartment buildings (condominiums) with an
EPC certificate of E, F or G (230 to 450 kWhep/m2/year)

Geographical coverage

Île-de-France region (Regional)

Time-frame
status

and

current Running

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

-

Main aims and activities

It acts as an integrated service provider offering technical
design, implementation and operations, financing and
insurance services to owners of multifamily residential
apartment buildings.

Contribution to the OSS Integrates the different steps of the process, with an aim to
model
reduce transaction costs (information, strengthening of the
capacity of the home owners, feasibility studies, quality
control, follow-up, etc.). This could be crucial to make the
business model of house retrofit bankable or not, as
aggregation of marginal costs for several different project
could transform it in bankable
Main findings relevant to Is really relevant for public authorities wanting to impulse
UPSTAIRS
residential energy retrofit, because the lack of energy retrofit
there is a crucial problem all around Europe. The fact of
acting as a public ESCO seems a relevant feature to
overcome the technical support to citizens and financial
issues
Key outputs

In 2015, Énergies POSIT’IF supported more than 20
condominiums at various stages of their projects.
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Partnerships

Public-Private Partnership (société d’économie mixte or
SEM) by the Île-de-France region.

Target projects/measures

EE in private buildings

Social responsibility

Compensate for the lack of initiative from the private sector
on the energy renovation of residential apartment buildings.

Funding

Has a capital of 5.32 million euros, carried by 85% public
shareholding represented by 11 local authorities and 3 energy
unions and 15% private shareholders represented by two
financial institutions (Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations and
Caisse d'Épargne Île-de-France)

Further information and http://citynvest.eu/content/energies-posit%E2%80%99if-3
contacts
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Scaling Solar

Project name
Project Coordinator

World Bank Group

Project Partners

World Bank Group and includes: The World Bank, International
finance cooperation /IFC/ and Multilateral investment guarantee
agency /MIGA/

Objectives of the Making renewable energy more accessible in developing countries –
project
particularly places with abundant sun, wind, and hydro resources.
The “one stop shop” program aims to make privately funded gridconnected solar projects operational within two years and at
competitive tariffs.
When implemented across multiple countries, the program will create a
new regional market for solar investment.
Target groups

Developing countries.
Private investors.

Geographical
coverage

Time-frame
current status

Developing countries.
Zambia, Senegal, Madagascar, Ethiopia, Uzbekistan, Togo, Cote
D’ivoire
and Time-frame: from 2015
Current status: running
Scaling Solar Mandates: 8 active mandates in 6 countries / they are
described at the end of the document/.

Predecessor (if any)

The World Bank Group has decades of experience leading power
projects across the globe.

Sustainability

Scaling Solar is transforming the solar PV market, delivering dramatic
reductions to tariffs in Zambia and Senegal and with competitive
auctions planned in several additional countries including Uzbekistan.
Scaling Solar Mandates
8 active mandates in 6 countries:
Zambia
• Project size: 2 projects for a total of 75.7 MW
• Tariff: Record-low 6USct/kWh
• Status: First project completed
Round 2 (300MW) under procurement
Senegal
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• Project size: 60 MW under procurement
• Tariff: Record-low 4.7 USct/kWh
• Status: Financial Close reached in July, 2019
Madagascar
• Project size: 25 MW
• Status: Pre-qualified bidders selected
Ethiopia
Round 1
• Project size: 2 projects for a total of up to
250MW
• Status: Request for Proposals closed
Round 2
• Project size: 4 projects, total of up to 750MW
• Status: Request for Pre-Qualification closed
Uzbekistan
• Project size: 100 MW
• Status: Request for Proposals issued
Togo
• Project size: up to 90 MW
• Status: Mandate signed
Main aims
activities

and The project offer a package that includes:
-Advice;
-Simple and rapid tendering;
-Fully developed templates;
-Competitive financing and insurance;
-Risk management and credit enhancement.
Scaling Solar brings together a suite of World Bank Group services
under a single engagement aimed at creating viable markets for solar
power in each client country. The “one stop shop” program aims to
make privately funded grid-connected solar projects operational within
two years and at competitive tariffs. When implemented across
multiple countries, the program will create a new regional market for
solar investment.
Solar generation can be achieved within two years of engaging Scaling
Solar advisers.
1. PROJECT PREPARATION
-Technical and economic analysis
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-Site investigation
-Legal & regulatory analysis
2. BID PREPARATION
-Localization of tender and project documents
-Attachment of financing, insurance, and credit enhancement
3. TENDER PROCESS & AWARD
-Request for qualification
-Bidder consultation
-Request for proposals
-Proposal review and award
-Signing of project documents
4. FINANCIAL CLOSE
-Finalization of contracts
-Final project approvals
-Finalization of loan agreements, insurance, and risk management
5. CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION
-Construction
-Commissioning
-Operations.
Contribution to the The “one stop shop” program aims to make privately funded gridOSS model
connected solar projects operational within two years and at
competitive tariffs.
1. An internet platform with free access has been built.
2. Sharing knowledge and experience, online or physically with their
clients.
Main
findings 1. Creating an internet platform with free access.
relevant
to 2. Sharing knowledge and experience, online and/or physically with
UPSTAIRS
their clients.
3. In view of “Donor support will leverage significant amounts of
private capital” we may consider including a link to their site on our
internet platform, as an assistant to find the necessary funding for
private investors to build solar parks.
Key outputs

Making renewable energy more accessible in developing countries –
particularly places with abundant sun, wind, and hydro resources.
Rapid delivery of low-cost, sustainable electricity, helping countries
meet urgent needs.
Donor support will leverage significant amounts of private capital.
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Partnerships

The Private Infrastructure Development Group
UK's Department for International Development
USAID's Power Africa Initiative
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark

Target
projects/measures

RES: Privately funded grid-connected solar projects.

Social responsibility Support to multiple low-income, fragile and conflict-affected states to
achieve energy security and sustainable low-carbon growth.
Rapid delivery of low-cost, sustainable electricity, helping countries
meet urgent needs /Zambia, Senegal, Madagascar, Ethiopia,
Uzbekistan and Togo/.
Funding

The World Bank Group has a long track record working across power
sectors, key stakeholders and unique challenges. IDA and IBRD
support client country governments with financing and advice to
extend access to electricity, expand least-cost generation, create
sustainable regulation and leverage the private sector. IFC is
experienced in developing bankable private power projects and has a
substantial track record in both tendering and financing solar power
plants. MIGA provides a range of political risk insurance products to
attract private capital into emerging markets.
Tenders designed to attract competition among top-tier investors and
minimize resulting tariffs.
Donor support will leverage significant amounts of private capital
through transparent, competitive tenders.
There is no information on their site about amount of funding.

Further information Internet site https://www.scalingsolar.org/, YouTube presentations.
and contacts
Lulama Tlakula - Investment Director, EISER Infrastructure
Massimiliano Vernaleone - International Development Director, Solar
Capital Pty (Ltd)
Marie-Astrid De Montmarin - Project Manager, EDF Energies
Nouvelles, France
e-mail: scalingsolar@ifc.org or contact is via:
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Investor’s confidence project

Project name

https://europe.eeperformance.org/
2 EU-funded projects:
•
•

Project
Coordinator

I3CP (Industrial and Infrastructure Investor Confidence Project)
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/754056
ICPEU (Developing Protocols to standardize the development and
documentation of energy efficiency projects in the built
environment and accelerate their financing)
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649836

Dr. Steven Fawkes, ICP Senior Advisor
steven.fawkes@eeperformance.org
Quitterie de Rivoyre, ICP Project Manager
quitterie.derivoyre@eeperformance.org

Project Partners

•
•

•

Objectives
the project

Members of the ICP Europe Ally Network see
https://europe.eeperformance.org/allies.html
I3CP participants:
Verco Advisory Services, UK
RDA – Climate Solutions Unipessoal, Portugal
Energy Efficiency in Industrial Processes ASBL, Belgium
Serimus, Luxembourg
Denkstatt GmbH, Austria
Gresb BV, Netherlands
ICPEU participants
Denkstatt GmbH, Austria
The Ecofin Research Foundation, UK
Verco Advisory Services, UK
Serimus, Luxembourg

of ICP Europe
•
•

Goal is to standardize the way energy efficiency projects are
developed, documented and measured in order to facilitate private
investments and enable project aggregation
Increase transparency, consistency and trust-worthiness of energy
efficiency projects and build investors' confidence by following best
practice and involve independent verification

ICPEU
•
•
•

Scaling up investment in efficiency through standardisation and
increased capacity in the financing market
Development of open source protocols and application to real
projects
Standardize the use of protocols by project developers seeking
finance
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I3CP
•
•
•
•

Target groups

•
•

Geographical
coverage

Extend standardization approach of the ICP beyond buildings into
industry and infrastructure
Develop standardized protocols and tools for energy efficiency
projects in industry and infrastructure (spec. street lighting and
district energy)
Develop and deploy trainings for project developers and quality
assurance providers
Dedicate technical assistance resources to helping project owners
and project developers to adopt IREE (Investor Ready Energy
Efficiency)
Project developers in the area of building energy efficiency projects,
industry and energy supply energy efficiency projects and street
lighting upgrades
Investors in Europe committed to energy efficiency through the
Investor Network

North America, Europe (Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Portugal, UK)

Time-frame
ICP is still running:
and
current
• 2015: Dr. Steven Fawkes of EnergyPro Ltd formed a consortium,
status
bringing together a range of expertise across five countries; team
•
•

was awarded a €1.9 million grant from the European Commission's
Horizon 2020 programme to develop and roll-out ICP in Europe
2016: launch of Investor Network
2017: ICP became part of Green Business Certification Inc. (GBCI),
as one of their portfolio of green certifications; European
Commission further recognised the importance of ICP by awarding
a new grant to extend ICP into industrial, street lighting and district
energy projects

EU projects are both finished:
•
•

ICPEU: 02/2015 – 01/2018
I3CP: 05/2017 – 10/2019

Predecessor (if US-based Investor Confidence Project
any)
Sustainability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sustainable Energy Asset Evaluation and Optimisation Framework
(SEAF) Project
RenoZEB
Abracadabra
EuroPACE
Private Finance for Energy Efficiency (PF4EE)
ICP’s involvement in the Energy Efficiency Financial Institutions
Group (EEFIG)
SE4ALL Building Efficiency Accelerator
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Main aims and
activities

•

•

•

•

Contribution to
the OSS model

•

Main findings
relevant
to
UPSTAIRS

•

•

•

•

•

Key outputs

•
•
•

ICP Europe’s main objectiveis to embed the ICP process and
Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™ certification system intoenergy
retrofit projects throughout Europeand make it a standard way of
undertaking retrofits
The Investor Confidence Project (ICP) defines a clear road-map
from retrofit opportunity to reliable Investor Ready Energy
Efficiency™. With Commercial and Multifamily Energy
Performance Protocols in place, ICP reduces transaction costs by
assembling existing standards and practices into a transparent
process that promotes efficient markets by increasing confidence in
energy efficiency outcomes.
ICP's Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™ (IREE™) is an
international certification that insures best practices, the right
professionals and third-party validation are used to deliver highquality projects that you can bank on.
The IREE™ certification is based on the ICP framework, which
assembles best practices and existing technical standards into a set
of Protocols that define a clear roadmap for developing projects,
determining savings estimates, and documenting and verifying
results.
Website as central source for protocols, tools and templates, and for
sign-up and certifications
Open to different stakeholders (project developers, investors)
Standardization of how energy efficiency projects are documented,
developed and measured (through the ICP system)
Set-up of a ICP Europe Ally Network: input and advice on the
development and deployment of programmes while member
organizations gain early access to programme activities and
recognition as leaders within their sector in return; an organization
can become an Ally by signing up through the ICO Europe website
(besides that a Technical Forum and an Investor Network was
established)
ICP provides online trainings for Project Developers and Quality
Assurance Providers for free. Upon completing the training and
complying with necessary requirements, the organizations become
ICP credentialed and ready to develop projects eligible for the
IREE™Certification (useful for UP-STAIRS ICs)
Each ICP Training session has been advertised through direct
stakeholders’ communications (via Mailchimp), social media
channels, the ICP website and personal connections. This has
resulted in attracting a high volume of registrants from many
countries in Europe and beyond
Expanding the ICP Europe Ally Network
Actual use of ICP Protocols in EU countries (also outside the pilot
countries)
Continues to operate even after the EU funding ended
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Partnerships

•
•

•

Stakeholders in the ICP Europe Ally Network include government,
NGOs, energy efficiency industries and finance, and different types
of businesses including consultancies, investment firms and ESCOs
Stakeholders in the Technical Forum come from sectors including
energy efficiency, government, NGO, finance and law, and different
business types, e.g. equipment sales, consultancies, investment
firms, ESCOs
Stakeholders in the Investor Network include bank and energy
efficiency funds

Target
projects/measur
es

Energy efficiency in buildings, Industry and energy supply, street lighting

Social
responsibility

Relevance for multi-family dwellings and their renovation for energy
efficiency (project developers more likely to take up a project which might
not seem feasible without the certification and easier investment
opportunities)

Funding

ICPEU: Funded under H2020-EU.3.3.7.; Overall budget € 1 912 187,50
I3CP: Funded under H2020-EU.3.3.7., H2020-EU.3.3.1.; Overall budget €
1 506 606,25

Further
information and
contacts

•
•

Website: https://europe.eeperformance.org/
Final dissemination report ICPEU:
https://europe.eeperformance.org/uploads/8/6/5/0/8650231/report_d
3.4_final.pdf
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Project name

MLEI PSEE Alsace – Region of Alsace (FR)

Project Coordinator

Région Alsace France

Project Partners

Energy Efficiency and Environment Agency (Alsace division)

Objectives of the project

Sets targets for 2020 and 2050, in the context of the
implementation of regional, national or European measures.
The achievement of these objectives and the reduction of social
impacts related to the rising costs of energy, are linked to the
mass renovation of the existing Alsatian housing stock.
A rate of energy renovation of approximately 19,000
homes/year by 2050, including 10,000 single-family
homes/year is needed.

Target groups

Alace private households

Geographical coverage

Alace Region France

Time-frame
status

and

current ended 22/06/2014 to 22/01/2015

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

-

Main aims and activities

- Technical advice to design and implement energy renovations
- Support to set up the financing plan for the works, which will
combine existing grants, tax rebates, and commercial loans
- A complementary financing facility: the renovations will be
financed in the form of a debt attached to the property.
Reimbursements will rely on the perception of a contribution
maybe collected through local taxes. For households without
repayment capacity, the renovation plan will be adapted so that
the contribution may at most equal the expected energy
savings.
-implemented in close co-operation with local refurbishment
platforms set up by the partner local authorities, which will
implement a large part of the local activities.

Contribution to the OSS Technical assistance & financing facility
model
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Main findings relevant to Relevant things for the UPSTAIRS project:
UPSTAIRS
• Low-energy efficiency renovations for single-family

houses, 1,000 throughout the 36 months of the
project, to reduce fuel consumption and greenhouse
gas emissions;

•
•

Commitments from financial institutions to finance
the energy efficiency plan;
Structuring the network of professionals in the
building sector to do this work whilst improving their
skills and market visibility;

Key outputs

Still missing

Partnerships

Energy Efficiency and Environment Agency (Alsace division)
Set up by the partner local authorities, which will implement
a large part of the local activities.

Target projects/measures

EE in buildings (private and/or public)
The purpose of the project is a main contribution to reach
the renovation pace of 10,000 houses per year, in 2050,
targeted in the Regional Climate-Air-Energy Plan.

Social responsibility

Renovation paid through by local taxes, and those unable to pay
for repayment will have a payment plan

Funding

EU amount of funding

Further information and https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/mleicontacts
psee-alsace
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Project name

Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation

Project Coordinator

Region of Picardie (France)

Project Partners

Delft University of Technology, city of Antwerp, city of
Breda, Kent County Council, City of Mechelen, City of
Rotterdam, EOS Oostende, Ghent University Fluvius and
PSEE ( all members of “Triple-A: stimulating the Adoption
of low-carbon technologies by home-owners through
increased Awareness and easy Access”)

Objectives of the project

Founded on an innovative economic model, through a
dedicated public fund, the PSEE advances the amount
allocated to renovation works; beneficiaries repay this
advance in whole or in part through financial savings
generated on their energy bill.
Breaking with the public subsidy, the PSEE focusses on a
virtuous, self-regulated economic model to help significantly
reduce energy consumption in residential buildings and bring
about local economic expansion. Since January 2020,
Picardie Pass Rénovation became Hauts-de-France Pass
Rénovation.

Target groups

Owners, landlords, individual or collective housing
CRAFTSMEN,
innovation

Geographical coverage
Time-frame
status

and

Local

authorities,

SMEs/players

in

region of Picardie (France)

current current

Predecessor (if any)

Triple A

Sustainability

Still missing

Main aims and activities

The project contributes to :
• Local supply chain collaboration and
innovative business models
• Strengthening web portals
• Development of pop-up centers for consulting
homeowners
• Increased awareness of a wide range of technologies
using demonstration exemplars and home energy
management systems.

Contribution to the OSS Financing, implementation, technical design, social
model
engagement, and opening of ecosystem with various types of
stakeholders. Not supported by public funding.
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Main findings relevant to Relevant things for the UPSTAIRS project
UPSTAIRS
• The first public operator to set up a third-partyfinancing mechanism, the PSEE thus seeks to
implement an everlasting virtuous circle to bring
about the expansion of the regional territory: reduced
energy consumption across its property portfolio,
combating the energy poverty, revival of the local
economy in the construction sector and support for
innovation.
• Supporting business and jobs amongst regional
construction professionals:
• by increasing solvent demand for energy efficiency
measures,
• by playing the role of facilitator and the third party of
choice, ensuring the quality of works undertaken for
beneficiary households.
• Supporting sector professionals as they broaden their
expertise and their ability to innovate to attain a
sufficient degree of energy performance in renovated
buildings.
• Turning energy savings, so financial savings,
achieved through its energy renovation operations,
into a resource enabling owner households to repay
the advance granted, the key to this being a substantial
reduction in final energy consumption of 40 to 75%.
• Upstream, via custom technical support: information,
personal advice, dwelling heat diagnosis, defining of
the appropriate works schedule,
• Meanwhile, via project management appointed for the
works and an all-inclusive financial solution:
consultation and selection of partner companies
through tendering, site tracking, management and
payment of bills from companies responsible for the
renovation work,
• Downstream, via personal tracking for 3 years:
support for equipment use/maintenance, tracking of
energy consumption, teaching on how to be green
• Increase the dynamism and organisation of
professionals in energy renovation by stimulating
company groups and launching invitations to tender,
• Structure and broaden training opportunities (training
platforms at professional training schools in the
region, «in pairs» meetings, etc.),
• Forge everlasting partnerships with local professional
networks to optimise local works opportunities and
guarantee the energy performance sought.
• Notifying and detecting potential beneficiaries,
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•
•
•

Key outputs

Deploying support close at hand at the heart of
territories,
Mobilising local companies and craftsmen.
provides its subscribers with several tools as part
of its support as part of its support after
renovation work, the advantage being to be able to
compare the energy spending of each dwelling year
after year, such as QUARTHOME, a Home Energy
Monitoring System (HEMS).

Average 40% of savings, for a posted target of 46% reduced
final consumption). This advance on energy savings is
granted at a rate of 2.5%, given over a maximum period of 15
years, for equipment, and up to 25 years for building
insulation works.
more than 700 local companies and craftsmen have joined the
Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation mechanism.
Focus on rural areas

Partnerships

ELENA-ADEME-FEDER subsidies
Picardie Region allowance
European Investment Bank loan (Junker)

Target projects/measures

EE in buildings (private and/or public) – bbc renovation

Social responsibility

Energy precariousness:
26% of subscribers were in a precarious situation before the
works
91% of these homes are no longer classified as F or G label
63% of these homes have gained at least 2 energy classes,
which allows their inhabitants to escape energy poverty.

Funding

ELENA-ADEME-FEDER subsidies: € 4 M covering
overheads
Picardie Region allowance: € 8 M covering initial renovation
projects
European Investment Bank loan (Junker): € 35.5 M

Further information and https://www.pass-renovation.hautsdefrance.fr/a-europeancontacts
project/
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Project name

Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation (former SPEE Picardie)

Project Coordinator

Conseil regional Hauts-de-France, France

Project Partners

Conseil regional Hauts-de-France, 12 territories/communities
from the region

Objectives of the project

The first public operator to set up a third-party-financing
mechanism, the PSEE thus seeks to implement an everlasting
virtuous circle to bring about the expansion of the regional
territory: reduced energy consumption across its property
portfolio, combating the energy poverty, revival of the local
economy in the construction sector and support for
innovation.

Target groups

•

Supporting business and jobs amongst regional
construction professionals:
by increasing solvent demand for energy efficiency
measures, by playing the role of facilitator and the
third party of choice, ensuring the quality of works
undertaken for beneficiary households.

•

Supporting sector professionals as they broaden
their expertise and their ability to innovate to attain
a sufficient degree of energy performance in
renovated buildings.

•

Turning energy savings, so financial savings,
achieved through its energy renovation operations,
into a resource enabling owner households to repay
the advance granted, the key to this being a substantial
reduction in final energy consumption of 40 to 75%.

•
•

all owners and co-owners, occupants or lessors
all age and type of dwelling, including municipal
housing
craftsmen/ building professionals that have the RGE
label (Recognized Guarantor of the Environment)
local SMEs and very small businesses
local communities

•
•
•
Geographical coverage
Time-frame
status

and

Region Hauts-de-France

current Since January 2020, running

Predecessor (if any)

Picardie Pass Rénovation 2013-2019

Sustainability

The initiative Picardie Pass Renovation is partner in the
Triple-A: stimulating the Adoption of low-carbon
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technologies by home-owners through increased Awareness
and easy Access project, funded by the European Interreg 2
Seas program and co-financed by the European Fund for
Regional Development (ERFD) under grant agreement No
2S02-029, for the period January 2017 – June 2021
Main aims and activities

Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation is a technical and financial
instrument designed by the regional Public Service for
Energy Efficiency
Private period property in the Region of Picardie (France)
accounts for 15% of its greenhouse gas emissions. To rise to
the challenge of energy renovation across its property
portfolio, the region of Picardie (France) has launched a pilot
project with the Public Service for Energy Efficiency (PSEE)
named Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation.
Founded on an innovative economic model, through a
dedicated public fund, the PSEE advances the amount
allocated to renovation works; beneficiaries repay this
advance in whole or in part through financial savings
generated on their energy bill.
Breaking with the public subsidy, the PSEE focusses on a
virtuous, self-regulated economic model to help significantly
reduce energy consumption in residential buildings and bring
about local economic expansion. Since January 2020,
Picardie Pass Rénovation became Hauts-de-France Pass
Rénovation.
The first public operator to set up a third-party-financing
mechanism, the PSEE thus seeks to implement an everlasting
virtuous circle to bring about the expansion of the regional
territory: reduced energy consumption across its property
portfolio, combating the energy poverty, revival of the local
economy in the construction sector and support for
innovation.
Supporting business and
construction professionals:
•
•
•

jobs

amongst

regional

by increasing solvent demand for energy efficiency
measures,
by playing the role of facilitator and the third party of
choice, ensuring the quality of works undertaken for
beneficiary households.
Supporting sector professionals as they broaden their
expertise and their ability to innovate to attain a
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•

sufficient degree of energy performance in renovated
buildings.
Turning energy savings, so financial savings,
achieved through its energy renovation operations,
into a resource enabling owner households to repay
the advance granted, the key to this being a substantial
reduction in final energy consumption of 40 to 75%.

Turnkey technical support coupled with an all-inclusive
financing solution, Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation is a
drive clearly focussing on private owners and co-owners
of period properties. The mechanism encompasses all
phases of the renovation project:
•
•

•
•

Upstream, via custom technical support: information,
personal advice, dwelling heat diagnosis, defining of
the appropriate works schedule,
Meanwhile, via project management appointed for the
works and an all-inclusive financial solution:
consultation and selection of partner companies
through tendering, site tracking, management and
payment of bills from companies responsible for the
renovation work,
Downstream, via personal tracking for 3 years:
support for equipment use/maintenance, tracking of
energy consumption, teaching on how to be green,
Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation is granting owners
an advance on works, for an average of € 43,000.
Once the works have been done, the owner will repay
the public body an amount less than or equal to the
post-renovation energy savings (on average 40% of
savings, for a posted target of 46% reduced final
consumption). This advance on energy savings is
granted at a rate of 2.5%, given over a maximum
period of 15 years, for equipment, and up to 25 years
for building insulation works.

For the craftsmen Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation is an
opportunity for a new market and broadening of skills
throughout the sector. By acting on demand and
guaranteeing payment for works, the PSEE will contribute
towards the emergence of a sustainable local market for
dwelling energy renewal, its ultimate ambition to create
hundreds of jobs which do not lead to relocation in the
construction sector. More specifically, the PSEE will be used
to :
•

Increase the dynamism and organisation of
professionals in energy renovation by stimulating
company groups and launching invitations to tender,
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•
•

Structure and broaden training opportunities (training
platforms at professional training schools in the
region, «in pairs» meetings, etc.),
Forge everlasting partnerships with local professional
networks to optimise local works opportunities and
guarantee the energy performance sought.

For partner local authorities, the PSEE is an additional
tool to serve the success of their initiatives and policies in
terms of energy transition and home improvement.
The PSEE directly involves voluntary local authorities in
implementing Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation. PSEE
partners and third parties trusted for how they are managed,
they are becoming the relays on the ground for:
•
•
•

Notifying and detecting potential beneficiaries,
Deploying support close at hand at the heart of
territories,
Mobilising local companies and craftsmen.

For players in innovation the PSEE is a potential for
experimenting and new openings. The energy renovation of
a home is not an end in itself, but a new stage in the life of the
home and its inhabitants. Once the energy renovations are
complete, it is up to the owners to properly use and maintain
the new facilities. And also, to adopt the right actions on a
daily basis, to avoid unnecessary waste and consumption. For
this but also to verify that the renovation has made it possible
to achieve the objectives set in terms of energy consumption,
Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation continues to support
owners for three years.
The PSEE is forging partnerships with innovative regional
ecosystems, to help speed up the territory’s energy transition,
including :
•

Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation provides its
subscribers with several tools as part of its support as
part of its support after renovation work, the
advantage being to be able to compare the energy
spending of each dwelling year after year, such as
QUARTHOME, a Home Energy Monitoring System
(HEMS). Composed of a tablet, an electricity
transmitter, weather sensor, comfort sensor and gas
transmitter, the kit allows owners to better understand
their consumption, monitor it and reduce it if
necessary, the interest being to be able to compare
year after year the energy expenditure of each
dwelling. 34% of our subscribers are equipped with
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•

this HEMS.
The data analysis reported during this support after
renovation work takes into account certain factors
such as climatic conditions, housing constraints,
actual occupancy by its inhabitants, winter and
summer comfort, the performance of the insulation
installed and equipment operation. A personalized
study is carried out for each dwelling allowing a more
accurate analysis of the consumption of the dwelling
and its owners.

Contribution to the OSS Concerned about the environment and mobilized for the
model
purchasing power of the inhabitants of Hauts-de-France, the
Region is implementing a structured and ambitious policy in
terms of energy efficiency in housing. As part of its regional
program for energy efficiency (PREE), the Region is
developing concrete tools on the ground with the aim of
simplifying procedures for its inhabitants.
Among these tools are the Hauts-de-France Pass
Renovation system but also the one-stop-shops for
housing (OSS). Local places to support individuals in
their renovation projects (energy renovation, adaptation
to aging, accessibility, etc.). Within these OSSs, advisers
will provide them with personalized and free information and
direct them to qualified and adapted professionals but also to
renovation players such as the SPEE, according to the needs,
projects and profiles of individuals.
The first 14 OSSs (launched since early 2020) are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alec from the South of the Aisne
Country of Thièrache
Community of Communes of Hauts de Flandre
Urban Community of Dunkirk
European metropolis of Lille
Agglomeration Community of the Compiègne and
Lower Autumn Region
Community of Communes of Green Picardy
Community of Municipalities of Lens-Lièvin
Agglomeration Community of the Pays de SaintOmer
Community of Communes of Sud-Artois
Community of Communes of Ternois
Urban Community of Arras

Main findings relevant to The initiative Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation is an
UPSTAIRS
example of:
•

Innovative financing scheme
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•
•
•
•
Key outputs

Large covering - a whole region
Gathering together all stakeholders
Involving local SMEs
Personalised solutions

Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation is an innovation both
technical and financial instrument for renovation of dwelling
buildings.
Through a wide partnership with all interested stakeholders, it
addresses many issues at different level. From the
implementation of Programmed Housing Improvement
Operation or the Territorial Climate-Energy Plan of
municipalities to fighting energy poverty.
The initiative covers a whole region and is very appropriate
for rural areas and small communities.

Partnerships

The project gather together many actors. It assists:
-

-

all owners and co-owners, occupants or lessors
local craftsmen/ building professionals that have the
RGE label (Recognized Guarantor of the
Environment)
local SMEs and very small businesses
local communities.

It is oriented to all age and type of dwelling buildings.
Target projects/measures

EE in buildings

Social responsibility

Energy poverty
Before work, energy labels were mostly classified in D, E, F
or G representing significant energy consumption for the
housing concerned (many old housing, built before 1975,
very energy intensive, etc.). After work, we see a bigger
number of dwellings with labels classified in A, B and C.
According to the Abbé Pierre foundation, nearly 1/3 of
households in the former Picardy region are in energy
poverty, more than 60% of which is due to their houses
themselves. Getting out of fuel poverty must therefore remain
one of the priority objectives of Pass Rénovation
accompaniment.
From the ANAH point of view, it is considered that projects
achieving at least 35% of energy savings, leaving F or G label
by gaining at least 2 energy classes allow households to get
out of energy poverty.
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Thus, the PSEE, by allowing significant energy savings, is a
tool for getting out of energy precariousness:
•
•

26% of subscribers were in a precarious situation
before the works
91% of these homes are no longer classified as F or G
label

63% of these homes have gained at least 2 energy classes,
which allows their inhabitants to escape energy poverty.
Funding

The Region benefiting from the ELENA technical assistance
mechanism (European Local ENergy Assistance) dedicated to
local energy projects, initiated by the European Investment
Bank and the European Commission. The ELENA funding is
managed by the Executive Agency for Small and Mediumsized Enterprise (EASME), and will be fed by Horizon 2020,
the European Research and Innovation Programme, as part of
its action to combat climate change.
For the period 2014-2017 (with an extension until 2019) the
Region received a grant by the European Commission and a
loan by the European Investment Bank through the EIBELENA facility to renovate 2000 housing units. Funded
through Horizon 2020 Energy Efficiency, the ELENA
(European Local ENergy Assistance) facility is dedicated to
local sustainable energy projects.
Financing:
•
•
•

ELENA-ADEME-FEDER subsidies: € 4 M covering
overheads
Picardie Region allowance: € 8 M covering initial
renovation projects
European Investment Bank loan (Junker): € 35.5 M

Further information and https://www.pass-renovation.hautsdefrance.fr
contacts
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Project name

Superhomes

Project
Coordinator

Tipperary Energy Agency, Ireland (https://tippenergy.ie/)

Project
Partners

Tipperary Energy Agency supported by SEAI and Electric Ireland, launched
the SuperHomes Pilot Project

Objectives
the project

of SuperHomes Ireland is an initiative of the Tipperary Energy Agency that
provides homeowners with a 'one stop shop' for home renovation, bringing
together retrofitting experts, funding and project management to deliver
energy efficient retrofits to Irish homeowners.

Target groups

Homeowners

Geographical
coverage

Ireland

Time-frame
Pilot project was started in 2015 and still running with different name and
and
current with some changes in business model. The original SuperHomes project is
status
running as SuperHomes 2030.
SuperHomes also had a sister project as SuperHomes 2.0 – a 24 Months
project from April 2017 – April 2019

Predecessor (if No. But SuperHomes project was inspired by inspired by the Picardie Pass
any)
Rénovation (SPEE) project (https://www.pass-renovation.hautsdefrance.fr/ )
Sustainability

Program is highly sustainable not only in terms of reducing emissions, but
practical in its implementation in the long-term.
“In the first full year of the scheme SuperHomes carried out more than 60
deep retrofits and is on course to add significantly to that figure in 2019.
Since the SuperHomes programme began back in 2015, we have retrofitted
over 200 homes reaching as far as Donegal to West Cork. Starting out with
a small team, SuperHomes has now grown to a team of six engineers,
programme manager, retrofit advisor, project coordinator and a support
team.”
“100% of homeowners who took part in the pilot scheme would recommend
SuperHomes Ireland to a friend.”
(https://superhomes.ie/about-us/)

Main aims and SuperHomes main aim was to create a one-stop-shop for home energy
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activities

retrofit which will design home’s energy solution and look after all the key
stages, from tender through to the payment of grant funding. One-stop-shop
will engage leading contractors and experienced retrofit specialists to offer
homeowners the best quality retrofit in Ireland. To date SuperHomes have
retrofitted over 300 houses to A3 BER (Building Energy Rating) standard or
above, securing grant funding for 100% of these projects.

Contribution to SuperHomes Project has addressed technical, financial and administrative
the OSS model barriers through one stop shop. It has taken a whole house solution approach
and combined a range of the most appropriate and cost effective energy
measures to deliver a healthy, efficient and low carbon home, carried out in
one carefully planned installation.
Main findings
relevant
to
UPSTAIRS

•
•
•
•

Key outputs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One-stop-shop approach to deliver residential retrofitting.
Not only fabric improvement or installation of energy efficiency
technologies, but also focus on renewable energy technologies such
as solar panels, air source heat pumps etc.
Focus on customers wants and needs
Tailor-made financial plan to make retrofit affordable for
homeowners
Retrofitted over 300 houses to A3 BER (Building Energy Rating)
standard or above, securing grant funding for 100% of these
projects.
In April 2017 SuperHomes 2.0 was launched with an aim of
optimising air source heat pump technology in domestic retrofits
which has been very successful.
Launched SuperHomes 2030 to support the scaling up of deep
renovation in Ireland, as well as supporting and engaging
with other retrofit programmes across Europe.
SuperHomes is regularly called on to advise on national energy
policy
Have made significant contributions to many international for on
bringing awareness about the benefits of having one-stop-shop
model.
Attracted a huge number of homeowner applications and attention
from the national media.
100% of homeowners who took part in the pilot scheme would
recommend SuperHomes Ireland to a friend.

Partnerships

Strong partnership is demonstrated with local government, national
government, electricity supplier, contractors and homeowners.

Target
projects/measu
res

The essential measures in a SuperHomes Retrofit are:
• Air to water heat pump as the primary heating system.
• Airtightness improvement (reducing draughts and heat loss)
• Advanced ventilation as demand control ventilation for healthy air
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•
•

Social
responsibility

Funding

Further
information
and contacts

quality.
Insulation to a high standard
Depending on the project and grant targets, solar photovoltaic (PV)
may also be included.

The SuperHomes project has demonstrated a strong leadership in carbon
reduction and renewable energy which is a significant social responsibility
for local energy agencies. In 2012 the Tipperary Energy Agency declared
that it would no longer install gas or oil boilers in homes and committed
itself fully to renewable-based primary heating. In 2015 the Agency went a
step further towards Near Zero Energy Building (NZEB) retrofit and as a
result the SuperHomes Ireland project was born.
• The program includes a subsidy that can reach up to 50% of the
costs of the renovation, provided by the Irish Sustainable Energy
Agency (SEAI) within its multi-year program “Deep Retrofit
Grant“.
• The Project Development Services (PDS) financed by ELENA
provided support to the Tipperary Energy Agency (TEA) in
acceleration of the implementation of the energy efficiency (EE)
investment programme.
(https://www.eib.org/attachments/documents/sustainable_tipperary_f
actsheet_en.pdf )
• SuperHomes secured grant funding for 100% of their customers in
2020, ranging from a minimum of €13,000 to €22,000.
• SuperHomes 2.0 – the sister project was funded by International
Energy Research Centre
https://superhomes.ie/team/

Declan Daly, SuperHomes Programme Manager
declan@superhomes.ie
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Project name

SuperHomes 2030: Up scaling integrated Home Deep
renovation services for Ireland

Project Coordinator

TIPPERARY ENERGY AGENCY LIMITED

Project Partners

LIMERICK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY; EUROPEAN
HEAT PUMP ASSOCIATION; SUSTAINABILITY
WORKS LIMITED; ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BOARD

Objectives of the project

The aim is to dramatically scale the SuperHomes offer in
Ireland from a model which completes 100/€6m worth of
retrofits per annum in 2019 to 500/€36m per annum by 2023,
and 3,000/€150m per annum by 2030 (10% of National
Target).

Target groups

Communities

Geographical coverage

Ireland and across Europe

Time-frame
status

current 1 June 2020 – 31 May 2023

and

Predecessor (if any)

SuperHomes 2030 project is successor to SuperHomes and
SuperHomes 2.0

Sustainability

Program is highly sustainable not only in terms of reducing
emissions, but practical in its implementation in the longterm.
It will perform a scalable increase of SuperHomes’ concept in
Ireland aiming to achieve high energy savings and significant
emission reduction.

Main aims and activities

The main aim of SuperHomes 2030 is to support the scaling
up of deep renovation in Ireland, as well as supporting and
engaging with other retrofit programmes across Europe. It
will build on the experience and track record of the
SuperHomes Ireland programme which has retrofitted
hundreds of Irish homes since 2015 and will address the
financial and information barriers of retrofit for homeowners.

Contribution to the OSS Project will address financial barriers homeowners are
model
encountering by providing consultancy in sustainability
strategy, finance, and current policy
Main findings relevant to The project aims to develop four Regional SuperHome One
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UPSTAIRS

Stop Shops engaging 80 high-performance contractors to
provide quality retrofits all over the country. It will also offer
homeowners, surveyors, contractors and technical staff
capacity building and training as well as attractive finance
solutions independent of public finances. The idea is very
much in line with UP-STAIRS OSS model except the focus
on collective action. UP-STAIRS OSS primary objective is to
promote collective action to leverage economies of scale
along with streamlining supply chain and relevant training
programs.

Key outputs

• 4 Regional Superhome One Stop Shops which will engage
80 High Performance Contractors to deliver quality retrofits
nationally
• capacity building and training for homeowners/surveyors/
contractors/technical
staff
(>200
people
trained)
• attractive finance solutions independent of public finances,
financing
>€67m
per
annum
by
2030
• optimisation of technical analysis and design systems and
solutions.
• creation of open source energy performance data platforms
which demonstrate the value of undertaking nZEB retrofits to
the market

Partnerships

The project partners are ESB, Limerick Institute of
Technology, Sustainability Works and The European Heat
Pump Association, who will all come together to address the
main challenges of scaling up domestic deep retrofit in
Ireland

Target projects/measures

Residential sector only

Social responsibility

Aims to demonstrate a strong leadership in Europe to share
experience, knowledge and competence based on SuperHome
project.
Superhomes2030 aims to implement 10% of all retrofits in
Ireland by 2030 and a total investment of €657m from 2020
to 2030, supporting 13,000 FTE jobs in the construction and
retrofitting sector, and saving 167 kilotonnes of CO2.

Funding

H2020; € 942 343,75

Further information and https://superhomes.ie/team/
contacts
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Project name

Oleada Solar

Project Coordinator

ECOOO Revolución Solar

Project Partners

-

Objectives of the project

Promote the change of the energy model, with PV panels,
taking advantage of all the benefits of self-consumption and
the “crowdsourcing”
The project was launched in 2017, when Spanish legislation
did not facilitate the installation of self-consumption systems,
with the aim of breaking inaction and showing that even with
difficulties, self-consumption was possible. Also, as a
measure of pressure to change the legislation from citizenship
and action.

Target groups

Particular citizens
organisations

Geographical coverage

Spain (regional)

Time-frame
status

and

and

households.

And

also

some

current Running

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

In 2017, 100 installations were carried out in Spain, when the
total number of registered installations was of the order of
200.
In 2018, a second campaign was launched in which 130
installations were carried out.
The campaign then continues, adapting it to the contextual
changes that are taking place, notably those related to
legislative changes.
Other collective purchases inspired by this project were
developed as of 2019. For example the collective purchases
promoted by the Som Energia (energy coop)
In 2018, a second collective purchase of PV installation was
done. Som Energia (energy coop) collective purchases are at
the same stage, somehow parallel. Also “Col·lectius solars”
from the company RevoSolar

Main aims and activities

Collective purchase of photovoltaic installations for homes
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Breaking inaction around residential self-consumption
Creation of a people network around self-consumption.
Awareness, creation of energy culture, empowerment of
citizens.
Creation of a installation company, Providing decent
employment for socially excluded groups, as photovoltaic
installers.
Contribution to the OSS One of the strongest feature of Oleada Solar is precisely the
model
network building in terms of community, engagement, etc.
They have a social-activist profile and communication
strategy that helps them to have a strong community
Oleada Solar takes care of all the steps necessary to carry out
the installation. From the communication, the necessary
pedagogy and explanation of the system, the design, the
provisioning, the installation, the administrative procedures,
the search for financing, to the subsequent support to achieve
the optimal use of self-consumption.
Contribution to the understanding of the self-consumption
sector as a network. A network of local installers has been
formed throughout the country, in such a way that local
decent employment is created, giving training to those
installation companies that needed it, also contributing to
improve the capacities of the sector itself.
Main findings relevant to In terms of business model, I would say that the collective
UPSTAIRS
purchase is an important finding that at the same time helps
the creation of community
The need to be able to centralize all the information in order
to inform and adequately train the user. Currently in the
general population there is much ignorance and fear around
energy and specifically self-consumption.
The need to be able to have an informative reference that with
professionalism and simplicity explains and trusts the public
to join the change in the energy model.
Key outputs

325 installations done, increasing in a 35% the number of
homes with self-consumption in Spain since 2017

Partnerships

Nuevo Modelo Energético (citizen platform), UNEF (PV
spanish business association), Alianza por el autoconsumo
(citizen platform), Sannas (business association), Reas
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Madrid (social economy anticapitalist platform)
Local installation companies throughout Spain,Som Energia
(energy coop) , Faedei (labour insertion companies platform),
Ethical banking
Target projects/measures

Renewable Energy for homes
Citizen energy transition

Social responsibility

Reduce cost up to a 30% of the PV installations for houses

Funding

Crowdsourcing (collective purchase)

Further information and https://ecooo.es/oleadasolar/
contacts
https://ecooo.es/oleadasolar/hablan-de-oleada-solar/
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Project name

Eracobuild: Strategic Networking of RDI Programmes in
Construction and Operation of Buildings

Project Coordinator

CENTRE SCIENTIFIQUE
BATIMENT, FR

Project Partners

-

-

-

ET

TECHNIQUE

DU

Ministerie van Volkshuisvesting, Ruimtelijke Ordening
en Milieubeheer
MINISTERE DE L'ECOLOGIE, DU
DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE DES TRANSPORTS
ET DU LOGEMENT
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT FOR ENVIRONMENT,
TRANSPORT, ENERGY AND COMMUNICATIONS
The Technology Strategy Board
MINISTARSTVO ZNANOSTI I OBRAZOVANJA
GENIKI GRAMMATIA EREVNAS KAI
TECHNOLOGIAS
STATENS ENERGIMYNDIGHET
Department for Business, Innovation & Skills
INSTITUT IGH DD
NARODOWE CENTRUM BADAN I ROZWOJU
OSTERREICHISCHE
FORSCHUNGSFORDERUNGSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
IDRYMA EREVNAS KAI KAINOTOMIAS
CENTRO PARA EL DESARROLLO TECNOLOGICO
INDUSTRIAL.
MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WORKS AND SETTLEMENT
BUNDESMINISTERIUM FUER KLIMASCHUTZ,
UMWELT, ENERGIE, MOBILITAET, INNOVATION
UND TECHNOLOGIE
AGENCY FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
AND EUROINTEGRATION - ECOREGIONS
FUNDACAO PARA A CIENCIA E A TECNOLOGIA
(PRT)
TECHNICKY A ZKUSEBNI USTAV STAVEBNI
PRAHA S. P.
BUNDESAMT FUR BAUWESEN UND
RAUMORDNUNG
NORGES FORSKNINGSRAD
EMI EPITESUGYI MINOSEGELLENORZO
INNOVACIOS NONPROFIT KFT
CENTRE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
AND SAVING FONDATION
MINISTERIO DE CIENCIA E INNOVACION
NORDEN NORDIC INNOVATION
AGENTSCHAP VOOR INNOVATIE DOOR
WETENSCHAP EN TECHNOLOGIE
Unitatea Executiva pentru Finantarea Invatamantului
Superior, a Cercetarii, Dezvoltarii si Inovarii
FORSKNINGSRÅDET FÖR MILJÖ, AREELLA
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-

NÄRINGAR OCH SAMHÄLLSBYGGANDE
IQ SAMHALLSBYGGNAD AB
TUV RHEINLAND CONSULTING GMBH
BASLER & HOFMANN AG, INGENIEURE UND
PLANER
INNOVAATIORAHOITUSKESKUS BUSINESS
FINLAND
ERHVERVS- OG BYGGESTYRELSEN

Objectives of the project

Strengthening and enlarging the strategic networking of RDI
programmes in the field of “construction and operation of
buildings”

Target groups

Construction sector
national, regional and transnational funding bodies and
policymakers from 22 countries

Geographical coverage

Time-frame
status

and

France, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech
Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Netherlands, Nordic Countries, Norway, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
United Kingdom

current Ended (1.11.2008-30.04.2012)

Predecessor (if any)

The project developed a strategy for future research in the
building sector and managed several funding calls allocating
around EUR 12 m for joint cooperation initiatives.

Sustainability

Ending in 2012, ERACOBUILD efforts laid the foundations
for international cooperation to drive innovation in the
building industry, and will enable this major sector to have a
positive impact on overall sustainability.

Main aims and activities

-

-

-

strategic guidance (by identifying trends and future
research needs, a map of other relevant networks,
workshops, roadmap)
future cooperation was discussed, planned, tested, agreed
and launched.
Three joint calls were launched, in the framework of the
Value driven process (VDP) programme firstly, in the
Sustainable renovation (SusRen) framework secondly and
thirdly; other joint activities
Links with the Energy-efficient Buildings (EeB) PPP and
the E2B Association implemented
Learning and improving activities; communication tools
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Contribution to the OSS Research, network building
model
Main findings relevant to
UPSTAIRS

-

Network building
Future research and calls in the building sector in the
target countries

Key outputs

A collaboration effort in the building sector has created a
European network to drive innovative research. The initiative
is encouraging sustainability and creating closer links
between national funding bodies.

Partnerships

Brought together construction sector, national, regional and
transnational funding bodies and policymakers from 22
countries

Target projects/measures

EE in buildings, research

Social responsibility

international cooperation to drive innovation in the building
industry (positive impact on sustainability)

Funding

Overall budget 2,803,123.65 Euro (FP7-NMP)

Further information and https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/219395/reporting
contacts
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Project name

ERA-NET Eracobuild project: One Stop Shop “From demonstration
projects towards volume market: innovations for one stop shop in
sustainable renovation”

Project
Coordinator

Passiefhuis-Platform (PHP), Belgian non-profit organization

Project
Partners

•
•
•
•
•

Objectives
the project

BBRI, Belgian Building Research Institute,
Segel AS, Norway, a consulting company
Technical University of Denmark (DTU), Building Physics and
Services, Denmark, DTU Civil Engineering.
VTT, Finland VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
VCB, Vlaamse Confederatie Bouw, Belgium (Flanders), a federation
of constructors. Partner for the Flemish case-study

of Facilitate market penetration (market volume) for renovations of singlefamily houses to a very high energy standard that are sustainable and
provide superior comfort to occupants.
Clustering innovative technologies to reduce the fragmentation of the
renovation process for single-family houses;
Increasing competencies, skills, knowledge and innovation on the part of
SMEs, giving a competitive marketing formula for holistic, cost-effective
retrofit solutions;
Developing a one stop shop tool as a platform for both homeowners and
companies offering holistic renovation solutions.

Target groups

Homeowners, SMEs involved in renovation works

Geographical
coverage

Norway, Belgium, Denmark and Finland

Time-frame
Ended in August 2012
and
current
status
Predecessor (if Nordic research project entitled SuccessFamilies, which was coordinated
any)
by VTT.
Sustainability

n.a.

Main aims and European and national ambitions for renovation lead to the prescription of
activities
greater energy performance standards, including objectives such as
attaining the passive house standard, and zero-energy or CO2-neutral
building. Consequently, it is becoming increasingly clear that the market
for energy-efficient renovations will undergo dramatic change, both in
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volume and in terms of the need for more thoroughgoing renovations.
Such renovations include innovative solutions to reach different target
groups and to find solutions for technical bottlenecks. At present,
advanced renovation of residential buildings is an emerging market in all
European countries (to a greater or lesser degree), and is implemented in
demonstration projects only (typically supported by subsidies). The Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) that are involved are the frontrunners/trend setters in renovation in the residential sector. Existing
barriers include the fragmentation of the renovation process, which is split
among many SMEs, each doing a fraction of the renovation work.
Moreover, homeowners do not have a structured way to obtain all the
necessary information for decisions on renovation solutions, e.g. contacts
with building companies, quality assurance, and financing opportunities.
These two problems are the core that we want to address in this project,
by specific actions towards clustering innovative technologies to reduce
the fragmentation of the renovation process for single-family houses, and
increasing competencies, knowledge and innovation on the part of SMEs;
and developing a one stop shop tool as a platform for both homeowners
and companies offering holistic renovation solutions.
A research project with main objectives to overcome barriers such as the
major fragmentation of the renovation business on the supply side and the
lack of a structured way for homeowners to obtain information for the
purpose of decisions on renovation solutions. This missing link is
hindering the wider uptake of sustainable renovation across Europe. One
of the strategies for attaining this goal is to cluster innovative
technologies so as to reduce fragmentation of the renovation process and,
specifically, for SMEs to increase their knowledge, skills, capacity and
competitiveness with a view to offering holistic, cost-effective renovation
solutions. One of the work packages (One Stop Shop business models for
holistic renovation) in the One Stop Shop project was devoted to
developing this guideline for how the supply side could set up a
successful business model for holistic renovation of single family houses,
based on experiences from pilot models in both the One Stop Shop
project and the SuccessFamilies project. In the latter project, one of the
main objectives was to develop new business concepts which combined
technical solutions, financing services and promotion so as to overcome
the existing behavioural, organisational, legal and social barriers to
sustainable renovation.
Contribution to Research approach: several business models for single-family house
the OSS model renovation were studied in two projects (the One Stop Shop project and
the SuccessFamilies project), and guidelines were developed around the
examples of new business models that were detected
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Developed guidelines “How to develop a business model for One Stop
Shop house renovation” for holistic renovation of single family houses,
based on experiences from pilot models in both the One Stop Shop
project and the SuccessFamilies project.
New business concepts which combined technical solutions, financing
services and promotion so as to overcome the existing behavioural,
organisational, legal and social barriers to sustainable renovation.
Main findings Several business models for single-family house renovation were
relevant
to studied in four pilot sites, and guidelines were developed around the
UPSTAIRS
examples of new business models that were detected. These examples
include descriptions of stakeholders and the company in charge,
cooperation, product and services offered, marketing and educational
programs, as well as responsibility and quality assurance.
Main focus on the business model of Bolig Enøk AS, the Norwegian
pilot project. Bolig Enøk AS was established in 2010 and started
developing a One Stop Shop service, defined as a “project manager”
approach where the homeowner is assigned a personal project manager
who acts as the homeowner’s representative in all contacts with
subcontractors before, during and after renovation with regards to actions,
quality assurance and price assurance.
Other national cases of One Stop Shop business development were
defined in Belgium (a “consultant” approach), Denmark (an “energy
service” approach) and Finland (a “retail” approach).
Examined and presented different financing models and schemes
Key outputs

Prepared comprehensive Guidelines “How to develop a business model
for One Stop Shop house renovation”
Three-step procedure of defining the business model:
1 step: preparation: information gathering, structuring and analysis,
Involvement and conclusion regarding status through a well-prepared
workshop (with the help of the analysis done so far;
2 step: Business model canvas development: Based on SWOT analysis,
and on Osterwalder and Pigneur’s “The business canvas model” with nine
segments: customer segment, value proposition, key activit, ies, key
partners, key resources, customer relationship, channels (communication,
distribution and sales), cost structure, and revenue stream
3 step: Strategic focus and implementation – strategies and action plan.
The main questions to answer are: 1) What is to be sold (what is unique
about the product/service); 2) Who are the target groups? (It is
recommended that the market-oriented people answer this first); and 3)
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How should it be sold?
Partnerships

Examined and presented the opportunities for possible grants to cover
part of the development costs in the partners’ counties (Belgium, Norway,
Finland and Denmark)

Target
projects/measu
res

EE in private single family houses

Social
responsibility

Bolig Enøk AS implemented deep renovation of a semi-detached house

Funding

European ERA-NET Eracobuild programme

Further
information
and contacts

https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/31363506/era-neteracobuild-project-one-stop-shop-from-demonstration-

at Ulvøya in Oslo, Norway

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/339499874_How_to_develop_a
_business_model_for_One_Stop_Shop_house_renovation
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Project name

REFURB Regional process innovations FOR Building renovation
packages opening markets to zero energy renovations

Project Coordinator

VLAAMSE
INSTELLING
ONDERZOEK N.V.

Project Partners

VOOR

TECHNOLOGISCH

PROJECT ZERO A/S

Denmark

BOUW FRANCIS BOSTOEN NV

Belgium

CLEAN

Denmark
Netherland

FUDURA BV

s

MITTETULUNDUSUHING TARTU REGIOONI
ENERGIAAGENTUUR

Estonia

INTERCOMMUNALE LEIEDAL

Belgium
Netherland

PROVINCIE FRYSLAN

s

BSC, POSLOVNO PODPORNI CENTER, DOO

Slovenia
Netherland

RECTICEL BV

s

AALBORG UNIVERSITET

Denmark

ISW INSTITUT FUR STRUKTURPOLITIK UND
WIRTSCHAFTSFORDERUNG
GEMEINNUTZIGE GESELLSCHAFT MBH

Germany

BAUVEREIN HALLE & LEUNA EG

Germany

RECTICEL SA

Belgium
Netherland

GEMEENTE LEEUWARDEN
Objectives
project

of

Target groups

s

the REFURB 2.0 will bridge the gap between supply and demand side by:
• developing a holistic approach to the renovation process in which
technology combinations trigger step-by-step deep energy renovation
of existing, private residential buildings towards NZEB-standards.
• accommodating the technology solutions to the decision-making
psychology and ‘language’ of residential house-owners; this will
provide the drivers for empowerment and mobilisation of houseowners for deep renovation.
• developing a quality and performance protocol to build trust on the
demand side.
Starting with the private residential sector. A small scale pilot will be
carried out in order to validate and demonstrate the REFURB 2.0
solution. This will be followed by a roll-out plan to stimulate EU wide
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uptake. In addition, a transferability plan will be established for other
sectors, whereas the social housing sector will be the first ‘follower.
Selected customer segments included young families, post-war
suburbs with detached houses, terraced houses with a high energy bill,
convinced energy savers and owners of multi-apartment dwellings.
Geographical
coverage
Time-frame
current status

Different market segments and regions in Europe

and Ended March 2018

Predecessor (if any)

N/A

Sustainability

N/A

Main
aims
activities

and Building on the 'one-stop shop' concept, the EU-funded REFURB
project has worked to create the right conditions for convincing
homeowners to decide in favour of deep energy retrofits and to remain
committed during the entire process. Key features included bespoke
home renovation packages for specific markets and personal
'renovation coaches' to assist house owners during the process.
There is a real need for additional tools to support and provide
guidance to home owners during the whole renovation process.
REFURB aimed to bridge this gap with a one-stop shop solution that
could be replicated across Europe.

Contribution to the It will create the right conditions for convincing homeowners to
OSS model
decide in favour of deep energy retrofits and to remain committed
during the entire process.
Main
findings The single point of contact seeks to build a high level of trust with the
relevant
to customer throughout the entire customer journey towards a near-zero
UPSTAIRS
energy home renovation.
Using non-technical language, these different compelling renovation
offers determined the success of the one-stop shops in each country.
The design of each country-specific offer was based on a match
between the house owners' concerns and the available technologies
tailored to the type and state of the dwelling.
Key outputs

For the investments triggered by the end of the project the target is set
at € 138M approximately and between € 516M and € 825M up to
2020. Given the same estimate update as mentioned above the short88
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term target can be expected to be higher as a larger amount of staged
deep renovations means more investments gained than the investments
decreased by less direct deep renovations.
Partnerships

N/A

Target
projects/measures

EE in buildings private

Social responsibility

N/A

Funding

H2020-EU.3.3.7. € 2,074,875

Further information https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/649865
and contacts
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RenoHUb - Integrated Services to Boost Energy Renovation
in Hungarian Homes

Project name
Project Coordinator

ENERGIAKLUB
SZAKPOLITIKAI
INTEZET
MODSZERTANI KOZPONT EGYESULET, Hungary

ES

Project Partners

AACM CENTRAL EUROPE TANACSADO KFT, Hungary;
IMRO-DDKK KORNYEZETVEDELMI NONPROFIT KFT,
Hungary;
MAGYAR
CSALADI
EGYESULETE, Hungary

HAZ

TULAJDONOSOK

Objectives of the project

Aims to trigger a significant upscale of the energy retrofits of
the Hungarian homes through the development of an
integrated business model that is sustainable and costcovering after the end of the project.

Target groups

Households, funding institutions

Geographical coverage

Hungary

Time-frame
status

and

current Running, from 15.11.2019 till 14.11.2022

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

-

Main aims and activities

Intends to upscale the energy retrofits of old homes in
Hungary through the development of an integrated business
model. It will address the entire value chain of home
retrofitting – from social, behavioural, communication and
capacity building aspects through to supporting the decisionmaking and technical implementation, as well as the ex post
assessment of energy and cost saving.
Intends to enable households to take the first step towards
becoming prosumers, and map and remove all the nonfinancial barriers which cause setbacks in the process.
Addresses the entire value chain of home retrofit: from social,
behavioral, communication and capacity building aspects
through supporting the decision-making and the technical
implementation, up to ex-post assessment of energy and cost
saving.

Contribution to the OSS Household OSS concept development, pilot retrofitting
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model
Main findings relevant to Main target groups – households/private homeowners,
UPSTAIRS
financing institutions like building saving society institutions
and commercial and development banks
Will develop Renovation Hub model based on OSS scheme
Key outputs

Extensive consultations with stakeholders, including
financing institutions, as well as capacity building, pilot
renovation activities and targeted communication.
The key project outcome will be a Renovation Hub model
that is based on a “one-stop-shop” scheme. It will integrate an
on-line platform and physical advisory hotspots in order to
increase the renovation rate both in the multi and single
family building segments in Hungary.

Partnerships

The promotion of trilateral cooperation between the home
owners, the existing local “Sparkasse” (building saving
society) institutions as well as commercial and development
banks

Target projects/measures

EE in private residential buildings

Social responsibility

n.a.

Funding

•
•

EU H2020 Programme, LC-SC3-EE-2-2018-2019 Integrated home renovation services
1 558 298,75 Euro budget

Further information and https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/845652
contacts
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Project name

COHERENO

Project
Coordinator

Technische Universiteit Delft, Netherlands

Project Partners

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passiefhuis-Platform (PHP), Belgium
Flemish Institute for Technological research (VITO), Belgium
Austrian Society for Environment and Technology (OGUT),
Austria
Segel Consulting Company, Norway
German Energy Agency (dena), Germany
Building Performance Institute Europe (BPIE), Belgium
Flemish Contractor Federation (VCB), Belgium
SINTEF Building and Infrastructure, Norway

Objectives of the Better collaboration between different service providers (contractors,
project
energy consultants, architects and others, e.g. quality assessment
professionals) in supply chain collaboration models to develop NZEB
renovation in owner-occupied single-family homes
Target groups

Contractors, Consulting and Informing actors, Financing and Policy
actors, Architects, Energy experts, Energy advisors

Geographical
coverage

Europe: Austria, Belgium, Germany, Norway and the Netherlands

Time-frame and Ended
current status
Predecessor
any)
Sustainability

(if N/A

The project is related to several other projects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EPISCOPE "Energy Performance Indicator Tracking Schemes
for the Continuous...
ZEMEDS "PROMOTING RENOVATION OF SCHOOLS IN
A MEDITERRANEAN CLIMATE UP TO...
AIDA Affirmative Integrated Energy Design Action
BUILD UP Skills CrossCraft Development of a qualification
scheme for across-the-crafts training of...
MOUNTEE Energy efficient and sustainable building in
municipalities in European...
EUROPHIT Improving the energy performance of step-by-step
refurbishment and...
LEAF Low Energy Apartment Futures
MaTrID Market Transformation Towards Nearly Zero Energy
Buildings Through...
neZEH Nearly Zero Energy Hotels
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•
•

POWER HOUSE NZC POWERHOUSE NEARLY ZERO
CHALLENGE!
SUSTAINCO Sustainable Energy for Rural Communities

Main aims and The objective of COHERENO is to strengthen collaboration between
activities
enterprises from the supply side for the realisation of Nearly ZeroEnergy Building renovations of single-family owner-occupied houses
Contribution to
the OSS model

Main
findings
relevant
to
UPSTAIRS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key outputs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnerships

Eliminating barriers for collaboration
Providing opportunities for business collaboration
Promoting the uptake of new business models
Increasing customer confidence by quality assurance
mechanisms
QA tool with supply side frontrunners. Tool will increase
customer confidence and facilitate a volume market for NZEB
renovations.
24 business models (using the Osterwalder & Pigneur “Business
Model Canvas”) are constituted depending on competitive area
Development of ‘nZEB radar’ as a tracking tool to identify
nZEB single-family house renovations
Tools for recommendations or ratings will enable collaboration
of market actors for deep renovation
COHERENO Networking platform listing the regional key
actors
Information provided to the client on suppliers’ and contractors’
services - consultancy, advice, execution, design performance
and/or follow-up, on site renovation activities
The establishment of a ‘nZEB radar’
Guidelines with opportunities for business collaboration in the
nZEB single-family house renovation market
The establishment of hand-on recommendations on quality
assurance practise
The listing of identified frontrunners in nZEB renovation
Business Collaboration Events to inform and encourage
enterprises for nZEB renovations of owner-occupied singlefamily homes
Initiating and developing innovative business schemes of
collaborative enterprises

As above

Target
EE in buildings (private residential buildings)
projects/measures
Social
responsibility

Very relevant to deep renovation and QA supply chain

Funding

IEE, 1.625.130,00 €
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Further
information
contacts

https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/cohereno
and https://www.bpie.eu/event/cohereno-final-conference-collaborationfor-housing-nzeb-renovation/
https://www.buildup.eu/en/explore/links/cohereno-project-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1tBW1pT4a34&list=PLPwg_sPw
HEvizdY-4EiW9UKy6O_1HgaEf
Project coordinator: Ad Straub - BK A.Straub@tudelft.nl
Researcher: Erwin Mlecnik - e.mlecnik@tudelft.nl
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Project name

Accelerate SUNShINE, Horizon2020 Project Development
Assistance (PDA)

Project Coordinator

RIGAS TEHNISKA UNIVERSITATE (LV)

Project Partners

EKODOMA (LV);
EKU SAGLABASANAS UN ENERGOTAUPIBAS BIROJS
(LV);
FUNDING FOR FUTURE BV (NL);
ADAZU NOVADA DOME (LV)
JURMALAS PILSETAS DOME (LV)
TUKUMA NOVADA PASVALDIBA (LV)
BAUSKAS NOVADA ADMINISTRACIJA (LV)

Objectives of the project

In the Covenant of Mayors signatories commit to a
Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plan. However, often
municipalities lack capacity to turn their plans into actions;
and the residential sector is often left behind and deep
renovations not implemented.
Realizing this potential requires designing, financing and
implementing complex energy efficiency investments.
Practice shows that small and medium municipalities are
inadequately organized to manage and finance this process.
At the same time individual owners in the residential sector
are inadequately organized to manage their collective
property.
Accelerate SUNShINE supports Energy Performance
Contracting (EPC), with a pipeline of projects worth €27m
and guaranteed savings over 27GWh/year. A major objective
is to demonstrate the financial viability of deep renovation via
suitable project bundling, municipal partnerships and
financial engineering.

Target groups

Local authorities, citizens

Geographical coverage

Latvia

Time-frame
status

1 April 2017 – 31 March 2021

and

current running

Predecessor (if any)

The SUNShINE (Save your bUildiNg by SavINg Energy
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from 1 March 2015 to 1 March 2018 (deep renovation for 1
MEuro done)
Sustainability

Replicated the scheme in FinEERGo-Dom Project (2019)
https://fineergodom.eu/

Main aims and activities

Project “Accelerate SUNShINE”, founded in the year 2017 is
a continuation of project “SUNShINE” to reestablish
comprehensive renovation projects of municipal and
apartment buildings and to ensure energy efficiency
guarantee implementation in the infrastructure and public
building development. The Latvian municipalities of Bauska,
Tukums, Adazi and Jurmala city are project partners that are
responsible for informative and financial support to residents
of multi-family buildings. Total investments made for deep
renovation within project framework - 2 705 975,92 Euro
In the proposed approach four municipalities works together
in a shared project management unit, composed by experts
covering technical, socio-economic, legal and financial
advisory. This unit deals with project development and
process standardization. In each municipality public buildings
are bundled for Energy Performance contracting based
procurement. At the same time each municipality establish a
support scheme for the deep renovation of multifamily
residential buildings always based on Energy Performance
contracting and continuing the effort made by SUNShINE.
As most ESCOs have limited balance sheet capacity, refinancing is usually achieved by selling future receivables by
a forfaiting transaction. Accelerate SUNShINE supports this
solution, further rolling out the Latvian Building Energy
Efficiency Facility, which is an investment fund with a single
purpose: forfaiting receivables from EPC. Here process
standardization is very important for attracting private and
institutional investors.

Contribution to the OSS Concept development and establishment of a running pilot
model
OSS
Main findings relevant to •
•
UPSTAIRS
•
•
Key outputs

Established an OSS as partnership of 4 municipalities;
Target both public and private residential buildings;
Private residential focus on Soviet era pre-fabs;
Incorporate funding facility

Involved innovative funding: a forfaiting fund, called
LABEEF (Latvian Building Energy Efficiency Fund), has
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been created After having shown the energy savings,
typically after 1 to 2 years, this forfaiting fund purchases the
future receivables from the ESCO, allowing the ESCO to take
on new loans. This forfeiting scheme is key in growing the
amount of investment in the buildings
Developed a platform with information on how to renovate a
MFB, with several technical, economic and financial tools
and with various templates and applications (e.g. contracts,
protocols, reporting)
https://sunshine.stageai.tech/
Partnerships

4 municipalities form a partnership to establish and run OSS
targeting both public municipal and private residential
buildings, mainly Soviet era pre-fabs.
Funding facilities: EPC/ESCO model plus Latvian Baltic
Energy Efficiency Facility, which is an investment fund with
a single purpose: forfaiting receivables from EPC

Target projects/measures

EE in public and private residential buildings

Social responsibility

Targets deep renovation, focused on pre-fab panel buildings
from the Soviet era

Funding

H2020 PDA, 1 577 140 Euro

Further information and https://sharex.lv/
contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/754080
http://www.citynvest.eu/content/sunshine-3
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Project name

easyCOPRO Open book EPC for Brussels’ condominiums

Project Coordinator

ENERGIRIS SCRL, Belgium – citizen cooperative

Project Partners

BRUXELLES ENVIRONNEMENT
BRUSSEL; Belgium

-

LEEFMILIEU

BUREAU D'EXPERTS PH DEPLASSE ET ASSOCIES,
Belgium;
WATT MATTERS, Belgium
Objectives of the project

To provide fully-fledged renovation package for Brussels
based condominiums aiming to retrofit an average of 20
condominiums between 2018 and 2022 worth a total
investment of 10 million €. All the buildings will be audited,
technically and financially assessed and renovation works
specifications will be developed.

Target groups

Co-owners, property managers of condominiums

Geographical coverage

Brussels Region

Time-frame
status

and

current Running (2018-2022)

Predecessor (if any)

-

Sustainability

easyCOPRO offers innovation in financial engineering, in
overcoming administrative, legal and financial barriers and a
high degree of replicability.

Main aims and activities

Full retrofitting package for home-owners/building managers,
incl. financial means and technical assistance for simplifying
the decision-making process of co-owners and property
managers to engage into heavy refurbishment procedures.
Third party financing energy performance contracts will be
signed with the beneficiaries. We call them ""open book EPC
""because they will be elaborated together with the
beneficiaries in a fully transparent manner.
The partners of this project have the technical expertise to
develop all steps needed from the open book EPC to the
energy audits and action plans. The consortium includes one
third-party investor which has the capacity to finance the
retrofit measures and thereby offers the possibility to
overcome a significant upfront barrier.
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The standardised tools to be developed in this package will
ensure a replicability on regional, national and EU level.
easyCOPRO will develop, test and improve over four years a
set of standardised tools (""tool box"") which can very easily
be reused by other property managers, developers or third
party investors to refurbish on large scale the Brussels pool of
condominiums.
The package proposal of easyCOPRO offers innovation in
financial engineering, in overcoming administrative, legal
and financial barriers and a high degree of replicability. These
elements should unlock by 2022 additional investments in
energy efficiency of 10 million € in the Brussels region.
Contribution to the OSS Creates running OSS for Brussels-based condominiums
model
Main findings relevant to Offers:
UPSTAIRS
• a complete package from technical study to energy saving
•

innovative financing of works by a citizens’ cooperative

•

support and assistance in decision-making at the General
Assembly

•

the use of an Energy Performance Contract and the
monitoring of real savings

•

call for short circuits: a local workforce and a citizen
investment to which the co-owners can participate

Financing: easyCOPRO uses an innovative financing
mechanism, co-financed by the citizen’s cooperative
ENERGIRIS using EPC scheme. As for the reimbursement, it
is covered by regional subsidies including green certificates
and energy savings achieved following the renovation.
Key outputs

Addresses citizens
Offers full technical and economic package
Financing by EPC using partly regional funding and partly
energy savings for reimbursement.

Partnerships

Coordinator is a citizen cooperative that co-funds the
investment, partners include
Which actors does the project partner or assist, in particular
what the relationship is with the local financing community

Target projects/measures

EE in residential buildings, for owners of multifamily
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condominiums. Involves agreement among all owners to
refurbish the whole building, i.e. forming energy
communities.
Social responsibility

n.a.

Funding

H20202, EE-22-2016-2017 - Project Development
Assistance, PDA, overall budget 815 700 Euro

Further information and https://www.easycopro.be/
contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/785048
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Project name

ENERHAT - Energy Housing Assessment Tool
The ENERSI project was coordinated by Innovati Networks.

Project Coordinator

ENERHAT was developed by ARC Engineering and
Architecture La Salle, Ramon Llull University.
ENERSI project
o
o
o
o

Project Partners

Innovati Networks S.L., Spain.
Architecture La Salle, Ramon Llull University, Spain.
Nimbeo, Spain.
University Carlos III of Madrid, Spain.

ENERHAT counts with the support of:
o
o
o
o
o

Architecture La Salle, Ramon Llull University, Spain.
The Catalan Institute of Energy (ICAEN)
The Catalan Housing Agency (AHC)
The Cadaster Electronic Office.
The National Institute of Statistics (INE)

Create a platform to enable tenants, owners and real estate
agents to obtain information on energy labels and the state of
conservation of residential buildings, to compare the energy
efficiency of the dwellings with similar buildings.
Objectives of the project

o Local/regional/national authorities and facilitators.
o Building professionals.
o Building occupants.

Target groups
Geographical coverage
Time-frame
status

Taking into account the characteristics of the building and its
current state, ENERHAT proposes a series of refurbishment
measures for each construction system (walls, roofs,
windows, etc.) in order to reduce energy consumption.
Finally, it provides information about the public subsidies
available to carry out reforms to improve the energy
efficiency energy of buildings and dwellings.

and

Spain with a regional coverage (Catalonia)

current The ENERSI project has ended, nevertheless, the ENERHAT
platform is still running.

Predecessor (if any)

o RÉPENER – SEíS: Semantic Energy Information
System (2009-2012)
o SEMANCO: Semantic Tools for Carbon Reduction in
Urban Planning (2011-2014)
o OPTIMUS: Optimising the energy use in cities with
smart decision (2013-2016)
o ENERSI project funded by the “State Research,
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Development and Innovation Program Oriented to the
Challenges of Society “ (RTC-2014-2676-3) from the
Spanish government (2014-2017).
Sustainability

-

Main aims and activities

ENERHAT (Energy Housing Assessment Tool) is a freely
accessible application that makes home assessment for
homeowners, tenants, and real estate agents alike easier. This
application has multiple functions; it enables all parties to
access information on the energy performance and the state of
conservation of residential buildings, to compare the energy
efficiency of housings, to assess the investment needed to
carry out home improvements, and to apply for grants or
subsidies to carry out improvements.
ENERHAT platform is an easy method that empowers
homeowners and tenants to access free information otherwise
buried in multiple sources and formats, presented in an
understandable way to guide non-experts to take a decision
on improving energy rating of their homes.

Providing neutral and easy to understand information on
Contribution to the OSS energy efficiency for non-experts to facilitate decisions.
model
Integration of data from different administrations that helps
decision-making.
From the ENERHAT conclusion: Data integration implies
changes both in the administrative structures and in decision
Main findings relevant to
making, forcing the different agencies in charge of the data
UPSTAIRS
management to collaborate between them and to change their
working methodology.

Key outputs

Partnerships

The ENERHAT platform, which integrates the data obtained
from the Energy Performance Certificates provided by the
Catalan Institute of Energy (ICAEN), the building technical
inspections facilitated by the Catalan Agency for Housing
(AHC), the cadaster and the census sections, together with
geographic information.
The ENERHAT platform allows users to see different exiting
financial subsidies for building refurbishment, such as the
ones offered by one of the project partners:
•

The Catalan Housing Agency (AHC)

And others:
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•
•
•
•

Target projects/measures

Social responsibility

Barcelona Housing Consortium (Consorci de
l’Habitatge de Barcelona)
Institute for the Diversification and Saving of Energy
(IDEA Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la
energia)
Metropolitan Housing Consortium (Consorci
metropolità de l’habitatge)
Housing Consortium in the Metropolitan area of
Barcelona (Consorci de l’habitatge de l’Àrea
Metropolitana de Barcelona)

Energy efficiency in private buildings (ENERPAT is for
public buildings and planning). The suggested measures
imply insulation of walls, roofs, windows; boilers
replacement; heat pumps; solar panels…
ENERHAT and ENERPAT integrate building data, an online
building refurbishment assessment tool, and refurbishment
policies to make it easier for building owners and city
planners to take informed decisions to improve buildings’
energy performance.
The energy saving guide with tips and low cost measures
allows vulnerable citizens to have access to useful
information which can result benefit them in saving energy
and money.

Funding

ENERHAT has been developed within the ENERSI project
funded by the “State Research, Development and Innovation
Program Oriented to the Challenges of Society “ (RTC-20142676-3) from the Spanish government (2014-2017).
o Overall Budget: 798.076,75€
o Total Grant: 251.584,00€
o Total Loan: 283.133,82€

https://www.buildup.eu/en/learn/tools/enerhat-energyFurther information and housing-assessment-tool
contacts
http://enersi.es/
http://enersi.es/en/enerhat
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Project name

Interreg Europe Intensify Project

Project Coordinator

Ageneal, The Energy Agency of Almada

Project Partners

(1) Ageneal, The Energy Agency of Almada, Portugal (2)
Cork City Council, Ireland (3) ESC, The Energy
Agency of Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain (4) Milton Keynes
Council, United Kingdom, (5) Provincia Treviso, Italy
(6) Energieavantgarde e.V, Germany (7) City of
Zadar, Croatia (8) Energap – Energy Agency of
Podravje, Slovenia (9) ECAT – The Environmental
Centre for Adminstration and Technology ,Lithuania

Objectives of the project

A European Interregional Learning program that aims to
“Increase awareness of the need to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions through intense community engagement”

Target groups

Communities

Geographical coverage

Europe

Time-frame
status

current 01st June 2018 – 30th May 2023

and

Predecessor (if any)

The Interreg Europe project Empower is a sister project
whose objective is to show that energy efficiency
improvement measures in buildings do work through
monitoring and measuring of the benefits.
Fiesta, Opengela, Together, HERB, HotMaps, SmartenCity,
GrowSmarter Cities

Sustainability

Agree Project (Basque Country)

Main aims and activities

Seeks the aggregation to drive investments in energy
efficiency retrofitting of private residential buildings, by
means of developing and deploying innovative mechanisms
to trigger demand and aggregation, better governance and
tailored financing solutions in the frame of the AGREE
project

Contribution to the OSS For communities aggregation of projects is essential in order
model
to develop scale and reduce costs.
Main findings relevant to Aggregation mechanisms
UPSTAIRS
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Key outputs

The goal of this project is to drive investments in
modernising energy efficiency of private residential buildings
in the Basque Country, by means of developing and
deploying innovative mechanisms to trigger demand and
aggregation, better governance and tailored financing
solutions.

Partnerships

The Basque Government’s Housing Ministry, working
closely with three Basque cities (Donostia-San Sebastián,
Vitoria-Gasteiz and Basauri), IHOBE (Technical Secretariat
of the Basque Network of Sustainable Municipalities Udalsarea 2030) and Tecnalia

Target projects/measures

EE in buildings (private and/or public),

Social responsibility

Very relevant to deep renovations

Funding

Horizon 2020. €8,500,000

Further information and https://agree-basquecountry.eu/en/.
contacts
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Project name

OSS for for energy efficient homes (Energieberatung und
Wohnbauförderung)

What is it about?

Supporting homeowners throughout the

Project Coordinator

OÖ Energiesparverband (ESV)
Network of energy advisers
Land OÖ (Region of Upper Austria)

Project Partners
Objectives of the project

Service for homeowners to support energy efficient new
construction and retrofitting

Target groups

Private homeowners

Geographical coverage

Upper Austria

Time-frame
status

and

current started in 1991, ongoing

Predecessor (if any)

none

Sustainability

In operation since 1991

Main aims and activities

Trigger and support energy efficiency and renewable energy
investment in one-family homes
• activation of homeowners (e.g. through tradeshows,
media work, cooperation with banks and municipalities
information materials
• 10,000 face-to-face energy sessions per year, most of
them on-site
• phone support throughout the customer journey, also to
relevant professionals (
• receipt and processing of funding application on behalf of
the regional government
• check and control of investment measures on behalf of
the regional government

Contribution to the OSS The service is an OSS for homeowners, see above
model
Main findings relevant to • Activation of homeowner is key (without that, the best
OSS is useless)
UPSTAIRS
• Situation-specific, target advice given at right moment,
i.e. when homeowners are on the point of making an
investment, is most effective.
Key outputs

More than 10,000 face-to-face advice session given per year
Greenhouse-gas emissions from the buildings in the region
were reduced by 30 % in 10 years

Partnerships

Regional building programme

Target projects/measures

Energy efficient construction and renovation of private
homes (building materials, renewable heating etc.)

Social responsibility

Every homeowner can benefit from this advice, especially
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people who have no external consultant or architect benefit
Funding

Regional government

Further information and www.energiesparverband.at/energieberatung/privathaushalte
contacts
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Project name

Energy Contracting Programme Upper Austria

What is it about?

OSS for energy contracting in the region of Upper Austria

Project Coordinator

OÖ Energiesparverband (ESV)
Clients of an Energy Contracting Project
ESCOs of an Energy Contracting Project
Regional administration

Project Partners

Objectives of the project

Increasing the number of investment projects in
municipalities, the social sector and businesses through
energy contracting

Target groups

Upper Austrian municipalities, companies and institutions,
ESCOs

Geographical coverage

Upper Austria

Time-frame
status

and

current ongoing

Predecessor (if any)

none

Sustainability

In operation since more than 15 years; facilitation and
funding done by the regional energy agency ESV

Main aims and activities

Trigger and support energy efficiency and renewable energy
investment through energy contracting
• activation of potential EPC clients and potential ESCOs
• advice, information, facilitation through the throughout
the customer journey
• receipt and processing of funding application on behalf of
the regional government
• check and control of investment measures on behalf of
the regional government

Contribution to the OSS For the clients and ESCOs of an EPC project, ESV is an OSS
model
in the course of project development and implementation
Main findings relevant to Continuous information, awareness raising and facilitation is
UPSTAIRS
necessary to keep the programme going.
Key outputs

More than 250 EPC projects in Upper Austria

Partnerships

National and regional funding bodies supporting the
investment

Target projects/measures

Energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in
municipalities, companies and institutions

Social responsibility

Allows energy efficiency and renewable energy investment
of municipalities and social organisations which lack the
capital for such investments

Funding

Regional government

Further information and www.energiesparverband.at/energie-contracting
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contacts

OSS Buisness Cases
Name of OSS

C-R.E.A.L. – Creation of a holistic methodology for REnovation
Advice with focus on Lending solutions differentiated by target
group.

Auspices

The project is going under H2020 funding programmes.

Host organization

Coordinator: Steunpunt Duurzaam Bouwen Limburg, Belgium.

Location

Limburg, Belgium.

Geographical
coverage

The province of Limburg, Belgium.

Time-frame
current status

and Running (September 2020 – August 2024)

Operational details

C-REAL is a starting project which aims at documenting the
developed and deployed methodologies on a small scale for each of
the target groups and use it as a basis for recommendations to
various potential stakeholders. In particular for Duwolim, the
energy house in Limburg, who will integrate the project’s results
into its current operation.

Entry point to the No information yet
value chain
Target clients

o Home buyers in thoroughly renovating their home shortly after
they have purchased it and preferably before moving into it.
o Owners who already have a current mortgage loan, urging them
to make the home more energy efficient;
o Associations of co-owners (ACO’s) of apartment buildings.

Target
projects/measures

Buildings renovation to increase the value and make them energy
efficient.

Operational services A supply of financing options, combined with a range of services
provided
to provide advice and guidance for the renovation, and timely and
qualitative execution.
Sector

Public, residential.

Media channels

Not available yet

Customer relations

No information yet

Key
point/value
proposition

selling Establish a permanent, structural collaboration between a mortgage
lender (Onesto) and a renovation adviser (Dubolimburg) to
increase the degree of renovation and improve renovation quality in
the province of Limburg. In addition to this and to achieve full
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customer satisfaction, an effective cooperation between the
renovation adviser and contractors will be set up.
Partnerships

Permanent, structural collaboration between a mortgage lender
(Onesto) and a renovation adviser (Dubolimburg).
Project Partners:
o Steunpunt Duurzaam Bouwen Limburg, Belgium.
o Onesto Kredietmaatschappij, Belgium.
o Provincie Limburg, Belgium

Social responsibility

Not available yet

Costs of services

Not available

Results

Not known yet, the project is still running.

Costs of the OSS

Not available yet

Further information https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/890537
and contacts
https://www.dubolimburg.be/nl/aanbod/19/c-real
Financial
applied, incl.

model Not known yet

Funding sources

EU funding, through H2020 programme.
o Overall Budget: 1.514.405,00€

Financial instruments

EU funding.

Implementation
model

Not known yet
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Name of OSS

HIROSS4all / OPENGELA

Auspices

H2020 2019-2022 project

Host organization

Basque Country Governement

Location

Basque Country, Spain

Geographical
coverage

In the initial phase, two Basque neighbourhoods: Otxarkoaga in
Bilbao and Txonta in Eibar. Then the objective is to replicate in
other cities in the Basque Country

Time-frame
current status

and Running

Operational details

Pilot (Initial Phase)

Entry point to the It offers turnkey projects to retrofit households through a OSS
value chain
covering all the process
Target clients

Individuals and communities of owners who want to renovate their
buildings

Target
projects/measures

EE in private residential buildings. Expected 2 neighboohoords
summing up 460 dwellings.

Operational services Centralising and minimising permitting and burocracy, financial
provided
advisory (also from public programs), acting as awareness rising
centre, promoting participation processes, establishing common
technical criteria for the retrofit
Sector

Residential

Media channels

Very poor for the moment

Customer relations

2 physical offices in the 2 vulnerable neighbourhoods detected.
Online and self-service we didn’t find…seems that they want to
focus on the personal help

Key
point/value
proposition

selling Client point of view: Gain access to reliable professionals covering
the renovation journey.

Partnerships

Gobierno Vasco, Bilbao Etxebixitzak, Eibarko Udala, Debegesa,
Ente Vasco Energía, GNE Finance, Zabala, Gabinete Seis,
Fedarene, Housing Europe

Social responsibility

Home integrated renovation for vulnerable districts

Costs of services

Not specified

Results

Not specified

Costs of the OSS

Not specified
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Further information http://opengela.eus/
and contacts
https://www.zabala.es/es/proyectos/opengela
Financial
applied, incl.

model Not specified

Funding sources

Public funds, public-private partnerships

Financial instruments

Not specified

Implementation
model

Not specified but we’ve found that they plan a call for construction
companies and technicians homologation
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Name of OSS

I-HEROS

Auspices

Build UP – The European portal for energy efficient buildings
Horizon 2020 - CSA

Host organization

Toulouse Metropole

Location

France

Geographical
coverage

Toulouse Metropole

Time-frame
current status

and Commenced 01/09/2020.
Duration 3 years

Operational details

Pilot (New)

Entry point to the n.a.
value chain
Target clients

Metropole Toulouse Housing Stock with replicability in Hamburg,
Germany (via Zebau Zentrum)

Target
projects/measures

Toulouse Metropole Housing stock

Operational services The project aims at enhancing cooperation and coordination
provided
between existing programs and initiatives while adding innovative
elements such as a technical diagnostic tool developed specifically
for the Toulouse Métropole housing stock.
Sector

Public/Private housing not clear.

Media channels

Using the services of Zabau Zentrum to disseminate findings in
replicating city (Hamburg, Germany)

Customer relations

The project is developing a tool. Not sure if customer relations
forms part of it.

Key
point/value
proposition
Partnerships

selling The tool emphasises cooperation and coordination between
existing services and developing a diagnostic tool specifically for
the Metropole Toulouse Housing Stock.
(1) TOULOUSE METROPOLE
(2) ASSOCIATION DEPARTEMENTALE POUR
L'INFORMATION SUR LE LOGEMENT DE LA
HAUTE-GARONNE ADIL 31
(3) AGENCE PARISIENNE DU CLIMAT ASSOCIATION
(4) SOLAGRO ASSOCIATION
(5) GRDF SA
(6) INSTITUT NATIONAL DES SCIENCES APPLIQUEES
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DE TOULOUSE
(7) ZEBAU ZENTRUM FUR ENERGIE, BAUEN,
ARCHITEKTUR UND UMWELT GMBH
(8) CAISSE DES DEPOTS ET CONSIGNATIONS
Social responsibility

Not clear but goals will be achieved through a strong consortium
relying on partners with in-field experience in the technical, digital,
social, legal and administrative aspects of renovation, as well as
through a strong support and implication of the local actors.

Costs of services

Project is receiving €1.5M in horizon 2020 CSA funding.

Results

The tragetted results are: “To reach the ambitious objective of
renovating 2000 homes per year after the project, a 2-year trial
period will initiate 500 renovations per year. During this trial, KPIs
tracking and an external evaluation will enable the monitoring of
the service performances and its optimization to ensure both the
quality and sustainability of the service, ultimately improving
homeowners trust. It is expected that, 3 years after the end of the
project, 70 M€ of investments in renovation will have been
triggered with more than 500 homes saved from energy poverty
situations while the whole service will support in excess of 1300
jobs. Three years after, 56 GWh/yr of primary energy will be saved
and the reduction of GES emissions is estimated at 14 700 tCO2eq/yr.”

Costs of the OSS

Not declared

Further information https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/890598
and contacts
Financial
applied, incl.

model The project summary says that “Long term sustainability of the
service will be ensured through the development of an attractive
financial offer and a robust business plan developed by the
consortium under the lead of the Caisse des dépôts et
Consignations”

Funding sources

Not defined.

Financial instruments

Not defined

Implementation
model

Not defined.
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Name of OSS

PadovaFIT!

Auspices

PDA project under the IEE programme of EU

Host organization Municipality of Padova, Italy
Location

City of Padova

Geographical
coverage

Municipality of Padova

Time-frame and
current status
Ended 31.05.2016
Operational
details

Pilot

Entry point to the All parts of the value chain
value chain
Target clients

•
•
•
•
•

Households
Condominiums
Building managers
House owners
Estate agents

Target
EE in buildings – thermal insulation, energy efficient windows,
projects/measures improvement of the heating system, implementation of RES in private
residential buildings and up to 20% municipal or commerce buildings
Operational
services provided

Marketing, consultation, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
financing, assessment

Sector

Residential and up to 20% municipal and commercial buildings

Media channels

Web page, on-line, stands at fairs, info days

Customer
relations

The application should be submitted on-line, further relations are
personal

Key
selling Main benefits of working with the OSS for the supplier:
point/value
The suppliers are ESCO and engineering companies, working with the
proposition
OSS give them better contacts with the clients, opportunities to bundling
the projects, thus offering lower prices and better integrated solutions.
The partnership with the OSS also lead to an increase of the contracts and
creation of new jobs.
Main benefits of working with the OSS for the client point: The client
receive from the OSS free energy audit, contract with selected
engineering and ESCO companies with guarantee results and clear
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financial scheme.
The mechanism that make the OSS more successful than individual
suppliers: The OSS makes a selection of ESCO and engineering
companies that can guarantee the results of the implemented measures,
the energy savings and the financial issues. This integrated service gives
more guarantees tan individual contracts.
Partnerships

Partners in the PadovaFIT! Project are the municipality of Padova, an
ESCO, a cooperative bank, a higher education non-profit foundation and
an engineering company. This business alliance gather together the client
(through the municipality), the financial resources (the bank), the
education foundation that is training the condominium facilitators (the
experts of the OSS) and engineering and the engineering company. This
partnership make the business model successful.

Social
responsibility

The project is initiated in order to reach the targets set in the SEAP of the
city of Padova. One of these targets is the improvement of the energy
efficiency of residential buildings. The target for the project was 4.850
tCO2e/year of avoided GHG emissions.

Costs of services

The services of the OSS are free of charge for the clients.

Results

Foreseen results:
15.800.000,00 € of foreseen investments launched in the private
housing building sector (with possibility of a share of 20% of
public housing and service facility buildings); ca. 4500 people
involved by the investments (over 2% of total population of the
project area); ca. 2000 dwellings signing a contract; ca.
7.000€/dwelling invested in average.
• 4.850 tCO2e/year of avoided GHG emissions, ca 15.200
MWh/year of primary energy savings, ca 2.300 MWh/year of
Renewable energy produced.
From the final report:
•

•
•
•
•

In total, 69 audits were carried out on the “facilitated” buildings,
33 of these expressed joining the project,
22 estimates were produced by the ESCo
and they were 5 contracts signed.

Costs of the OSS

Budget for the whole period 787 712 €, from them 590 784 € from EU

Further
information
contacts

Project Coordinator
and Municipality of Padua
Daniela Luise – Environment
Sector, Agenda21 Office via dei Salici 35, 35124 Padova
tel. +39 049 820 50 21
fax. +39 049 802
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2492 padovafit@comune.padova.it
www.padovafit.it
www.padovanet.it
http://www.padovafit.it/english/https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/847143
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/intelligent/projects/en/projects/padovafit
Financial model ESCO scheme (EPC) and Third Party Financing
applied, incl.
Funding sources

ESCO scheme (including TPF) for the implementation of the EE
measures, public funds for the OSS at the pilot phase of the project

Financial
instruments

EPC

Implementation
model

All residential buildings of the Urban Area of Padova can apply - in a
non-binding way - to the PadovaFIT! initiative by filling up a form on the
project website: www.padovafit.it
Each applying building will be backed up with a “Condominium
Facilitator” that will analyze the building, assess if it is technically
suitable to be included in the PadovaFIT activities and consequently will
realize a simplified and free of charge ENERGY AUDIT of the building.
Moreover the “Condominium Facilitator” will take part into the
Building Meetings to explain the participants how PadovaFIT! works and
which are the results of the Energy Audit of their Building.
The “Condominium Facilitator” is a technician with expertise both in
energy management in buildings and communication methodologies. The
Facilitator is appointed by the Comune di Padova to contact the building
Managers to:
• lead the Energy AUDIT
• define a formal building Meeting
• participate to the formal building Meeting to explain the project’s goals
and procedures and to collect the subscriptions
Each “Condominium Facilitator” took part to a dedicated PadovaFIT!
Training programme and has a formal license to visit the buildings that
state the interest to subscribe to the Project activities. After the selection
of appropriate buildings and the finalization of contracts with owners,
several projects are bundled together in one tender for Energy
performance contracting (EPC) with an ESCO.
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Name of OSS

ProRetro

Auspices

Funded under H2020-EU.3.3.7. Market uptake of energy
innovation – building on Intelligent Energy Europe,
H2020-EU.3.3.1. Reducing energy consumption and
carbon footprint by smart and sustainable use
•

Host organization

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wuppertal Institut für Klima, Umwelt, Energie
(Coordinator: Felix Suerkemper)
E7 Energie Markt Analyse
Berliner Energieagentur
Klimaschutzagentur Region Hannover
Proklima
Raumfabrik
Energieagentur Landkreis Boblingen
Innovation City Management
Linnéuniversitetet
Sem Ile de France Energies
Stadt Wien
Remarkt Concept
Regie regionale du service public de l’efficacite
energetique

Location

New OSS services in five German cities or regions

Geographical coverage

Pilots in Germany, long-term goal international

Time-frame and current status

Running (1/06/2020 – 31/05/2023)

Operational details

Pilot

Entry point to the value chain

OSS will be able to fulfil all tasks associated with an
energy efficiency renovation or organise that third parties
will fulfil these tasks

Target clients

Local/ regional/ national authorities and facilitators,
building professionals, building occupants

Target projects/measures

EE in buildings (private)/ covers customer’s entire journey
of a building renovation (initial audit and planning,
contracting, implementation, monitoring, approval)

Operational services provided

•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit/advice
Planning
Contracting
Implementation
Financing
Commissioning construction work
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• Supervision
How autonomous the OSS is in these activities will be
decided based on the customer’s wishes
Sector

Residential buildings

Media channels

Not specified yet but combination of online and offline
media

Customer relations

Not specified but probably including collaboration with
energy agencies and SMEs (some project partners are
energy agencies and SMEs)

Key
selling
proposition

point/value

•
•
•

•

Overcome barriers (e.g. regulatory)
Facilitate renovations by being a single point of
contact
Shall reduce non-financial costs (information and
search costs, administrative costs) incurred by
building owners
Increase the quality of energy efficiency
renovations due to the experience and knowledge
the OSS has gained from organising a large number
of renovations

Partnerships

Energy agencies, municipalities, SMEs

Social responsibility

OSS first offered in cities or regions where homeowners
show a reluctance to retrofit

Costs of services

Not specified

Results

N/A because project is ongoing and early-stage

Costs of the OSS

Not specified

Further
contacts

information

and https://www.buildup.eu/en/explore/links/proretro-project
https://www.buildup.eu/en/node/59631

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/894189
https://wupperinst.org/en/p/wi/p/s/pd/887/
Financial model applied, incl.

Not specified

Funding sources

Not specified

Financial instruments

Not specified

Implementation model

Not specified
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Name of OSS

RenoBooster: One-stop shop for residential renovations

Auspices

H2020, Energy

Host organization

City of Vienna

Location

Vienna, Austria

Geographical
coverage

Vienna, Austria
and Running (05/2019 – 10/2022)

Time-frame
current status

Operational details

Pilot

Entry point to the The aim of the project is to create a full one-stop shop for private
owners of residential buildings.
value chain
At the end of the project, the one-stop store is handed over ready to
use.
Target clients

Private owners of residential buildings

Target
projects/measures

EE in buildings (private)

Operational services Home owners will obtain information and advisory services (from
the very first consideration till after completion of the
provided
refurbishment work) on legal and technical aspects (f.e. structural
implementation, quality assurance) as well as on funding and
financing options for the refurbishment.
Sector

residential

Media channels

Currently: webpage, press releases

Customer relations

will be personal or online

Key
point/value
proposition

Partnerships

selling A historical European city, Vienna is home to many century-old
multi-story buildings needing constant and costly renovation. The
specially tailored Smart City Framework Strategy is vital to protect
these buildings. The EU-funded RenoBooster project will reinforce
this effort by creating a one-stop-shop solution to help the owners
of these buildings. The project will involve all key stakeholders
and combines all necessary services – from consulting and banking
to the technical and legal framework. It will allow testing and
development of targeted packages involving new technologies,
ecological and economical solutions. The result will be significant
energy savings, reduction of CO2 emissions and a guarantee of
high quality of services.
Stakeholders: property owners, property management companies,
housing developers or professionals
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Involvement of important actors (project partners) from
administration, construction industry, real estate industry and the
financing sector
Social responsibility

The renovation contributes to the quality of life and living in
Vienna. A renovated residential building has a lower heat demand
and protects from overheating in summer. More energy and CO2
savings.

Costs of services

-

Results

At the end of the project, the one-stop store is handed over ready to
use.
OSS should increase the quality and number of renovations (energy
and CO2 savings).

Costs of the OSS

H2020 Budget 1,893,518.75 Euro

Further information https://www.urbaninnovation.at/en/Projects/RenoBooster-theand contacts
Smart-Renovation-Hub-Vienna
https://www.wien.gv.at/wohnen/wohnbautechnik/foerdern/projektrenobooster/index.html
Financial
applied, incl.

model Already existing offers, services, subsidies and financing
possibilities will be integrated in the OSS.

Funding sources

See above.

Financial instruments

See above.

Implementation
model

See above.
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Name of OSS

Save the Homes

Auspices

One-Stop Shops as Citizens' Hubs to support the decision making
process for integrated renovations

Host organization

HUYGEN INGENIEURS & ADVISEURS B.V

Location

Netherlands

Geographical
coverage

Netherlands, Spain, Slovenia, Belgium, German

Time-frame
current status

and 1 September 2020 - 31 August 2023
running

Operational details

Pilot

Entry point to the Onboarding, Design, Elaboration, Construction, In-use (all)
value chain
Target clients

homeowners

Target
projects/measures

EE in buildings (offices)

Operational services renovation advisory, products and services, finance opportunities
provided
and legal advice
Sector

commercial

Media channels

physical hubs and web-based virtual hubs

Customer relations

Personal and online

Key
point/value
proposition

selling The project will propose social design by co-creation with the
homeowners. It will also organise the budget and purchasing of
renovation kits as well as the preparation of the renovation works.
Moreover, the project will monitor the performances to ensure the
sustainable quality of buildings and a positive user experience.
Finally, Save the Homes will create strong networks and
partnerships with local actors.

Partnerships

The integrated home renovation services will be established within
already established OSS networks at the city (City of Eindhoven)
and regional (Comunitat Valenciana) level in two EU countries,
building upon existing energy targets and networks so far well
established at the city levels where it brings a new method and
mechanism on how to improve the existing interactions between
the relevant organizations and stakeholders.

Social responsibility

Renovating buildings is crucial for achieving energy efficiency
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targets.
Costs of services

no data

Results

Save the Homes project aims to increase buildings’ annual
renovation rate by 5 %.

Costs of the OSS

No data

Further information https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/892749
and contacts
https://www.buildup.eu/en/explore/links/save-homes-project
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

Not specified, probably all that are possible for the given case
(Financial institutions, ESCOs TPF, utility, public funds, property
owner, citizens, public-private partnerships, other)

Financial instruments

Not specified, probably all that are possible for the given case
Equity/own funds, loans, bonds, grants, on-bill financing, EPC,
ESC, leasing, other

Implementation
model

not applicable
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Name of OSS

SheeRenov Seamless services for Housing Energy Efficiency
Renovation

Auspices

The project is independent/ stand-alone.

Host organization

Coordinated by Cleantech Bulgaria

Location

Sofia, Bulgaria.

Geographical
coverage

Sofia, Bulgaria

Time-frame
current status

and Current status: running
Time-frame: from 1 June 2020 to 1 October 2022

Operational details

Pilot
Develop and test a model for the provision of integrated residential
renovation services on the territory of Sofia in Bulgaria.

Entry point to the All
value chain
A “one stop shop” assistance to homeowners, allocated at the
private business and their alliances sustainably ensured for the
future through regulations and capacity building activities.
Target clients

Homeowners, business, financial sector.

Target
projects/measures

EE in buildings (private and public), other type of EE: Based on
analysis of barriers and identified needs, enabling conditions will
be created to attract and facilitate participation of relevant market
stakeholders and players in the process of energy efficiency
renovation in the residential sector.

Operational services (1) A “one stop shop” assistance to homeowners, allocated at the
provided
private business and their alliances sustainably ensured for the
future through regulations and capacity building activities;
(2) A three components sustainable financial mechanism to
facilitate loans access, conditional subsidy receipt and targeted
support
to
insolvents;
(3) Municipal policies regarding newly assigned roles in the
process of residential buildings renovation.
Sector

Residential, commercial, industrial.

Media channels

Internet and social media.

Customer relations

There is no information on their site - the project is at the very
beginning.

Key
point/value
proposition

selling The project is in early stage and it is too early to assess its potential
benefits.
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Partnerships

Sofia Municipality, Ministry of Regional Development and Public
Works /MRDPW/, Global environmental social business,
Bulgarian Facility Management Association /BGFMA/, Eesti
korteriuhistute liit /EKYL/, Bulgarian Austrian consulting
company /BACC/, Cleantech Bulgaria

Social responsibility

Improving services to citizens and legal entities by introducing the
one-stop shop method.
Improving services through OSS and implementation of energy
efficiency measures leads to reduction in energy consumption.
“A three components sustainable financial mechanism to facilitate
loans access, conditional subsidy receipt and targeted support to
insolvents” – leads to to a reduction in energy consumption, which
is especially important for low-income citizens and business on the
brink of survival.

Costs of services

There is no information on their site.

Results

(1) A “one stop shop” assistance to homeowners, allocated at the
private business and their alliances sustainably ensured for the
future through regulations and capacity building activities;
(2) A three components sustainable financial mechanism to
facilitate loans access, conditional subsidy receipt and targeted
support
to
insolvents;
(3) Municipal policies regarding newly assigned roles in the
process of residential buildings renovation.
The sustainability of SHEERenov results will be ensured through
policy recommendations, communication, exploitation and
dissemination activities and intended policy change regarding
multifamily building renovation in.
Overall budget: € 1 399 867,50. There is no information about the
value of OSS.

Costs of the OSS

Further information Email: sheerenov@cleantech.bg
and contacts
Web: cleantech.bg
Address 1407 Sofia, Bulgaria 32G, Cherni Vrah Bvld.
Phone: +359 2 426 27 59
Email: info@sheerenov.eu
Web: sheerenov.eu
Facebook: SHEERenov
https://sheerenov.eu/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/890473
Financial
applied, incl.

model
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European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 890473

Funding sources

Overall budget: € 1 399 867,50
Financial instruments

Тhe envisaged financial instruments are loans and own funds own
funds and loans.

Implementation
model

Not applicable.
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Name of OSS

OSS EuroPACE Hola Domus
https://www.holadomus.com/

Auspices

Under the EuroPACE H2020 project framework as a pilot

Host organization

Olot Municipality (with the support of GNE Finance, UpSocial and
other EuroPACE partners)

Location

Olot (Spain)

Geographical
coverage

Local

Time-frame
current status

and
Running

Operational details

Pilot

Entry point to the Marketing, Preliminary proposal, Quotation financing plan, Quality
value chain
insurance, Renovation, Financing, Commissioning & Follow-up
Target clients

Households (private customers) // Companies or technicians of the
sector.

Target
projects/measures

EE in private buildings (including renewable energies, storage,
smart homes and improving accessibility).

Operational services Marketing, consultation, facilitation, financial advisory, financing
provided
provision, assessment, administrative process facilitator
Sector

Residential

Media channels

Web, social networks (FB, TW, LinkedIn and Youtube), mailing,
phone, brochures and through the municipality channels

Customer relations

Office in the Municipality building (with previous appointment).
On-line and phone.

Key
point/value
proposition

selling Facilitation and integration of the process.
Easy access and to information, providers and adapted solutions.
List of trusted professionals.
Financial solutions (on-line calculator, access to favourable
financial schemes)

Partnerships

HolaDomus is based in Olot with the direct collaboration of the
municipality, which facilitates the trust and access to citizens. It
focuses its action on residential consumers. GNE Finance is partner
of the project and the specialist on financing, taxing and local
opportunities, and providing loans for the energy refurbishment.

Social responsibility

HolaDomus has also opened a call for vulnerable households. 15
vulnerable homes are chosen to evaluate the impact of the
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retrofitting programme offered by the OSS in vulnerable
households. Hola Domus created a set of incentives for this
vulnerable profile, including subsidies at different rates and a
scheme for owners renting to vulnerable families.
Costs of services

Free (partnership of a public body and a non-profit organization)

Results

Nearly EUR 1 million in projects and training/validating 47
contractors. A total of 150 homeowners have already expressed
interest

Costs of the OSS

Information not available

Further information https://www.holadomus.com/
and contacts
Financial
model Mid-term loans (5-15 years), with low monthly rates, covering
applied, incl.
investments between 5.000€ and 100.000€
Funding sources

H2020 to set up the OSS and GNE finance for the operational loans

Financial
instruments

Loans guaranteed by the municipality (Olot) + Social Guarantee
Fund (special conditions for vulnerable consumers)

Implementation
model

Information not available
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Name of OSS

Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation (former SPEE Picardie),
14 OSS spots in municipalities

Auspices

Hauts-de-France Pass Renovation (former SPEE Picardie)

Host organization

Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation est une initiative de l’Ex-région
Picardie, portée par la Régie régionale du Service Public de
l’Efficacité Energétique (SPEE).

Location

Hauts-de-France

Geographical
coverage

Region Hauts-de-France

Time-frame
current status

and Running

Operational details

Established

Entry point to the All elements of the value chain
value chain
Target clients

All owners and co-owners, occupants or lessors of all age and type
of dwelling, including municipal housing

Target
projects/measures

EE in dwelling buildings (private and public),

Operational services Marketing, consultation, facilitation, aggregation, financial
provided
advisory, financing, assessment, 3 years monitoring of energy
consumption
Sector

Public, residential, commercial, industrial, other

Media channels

Web page, Twitter, Facebook

Customer relations

The contacts can be through application from the web page, e-mails
or personal

Key
point/value
proposition

selling Main benefits of working with the OSS for the suppliers:
The OSS is supporting business and jobs amongst regional
construction professionals through:
•
•

•

•

increasing solvent demand for energy efficiency measures,
playing the role of facilitator and the third party of choice,
ensuring the quality of works undertaken for beneficiary
households,
supporting sector professionals as they broaden their
expertise and their ability to innovate to attain a sufficient
degree of energy performance in renovated buildings,
opportunity for a new market and broadening of skills
throughout the sector.
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By acting on demand and guaranteeing payment for works, the
OSS contributes towards the emergence of a sustainable local
market for dwelling energy renewal, more specifically the OSS will
be used to:
•

Increase the dynamism and organisation of professionals in
energy renovation by stimulating company groups and
launching invitations to tender,
• Structure and broaden training opportunities (training
platforms at professional training schools in the region, «in
pairs» meetings, etc.),
• Forge everlasting partnerships with local professional
networks to optimise local works opportunities and
guarantee the energy performance sought.
Main benefits of working with the OSS for the clients:
•

Turnkey technical support coupled with an all-inclusive
financing solution, Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation is a
drive clearly focussing on private owners and co-owners of
period properties.
• Turning energy savings, so financial savings, achieved
through its energy renovation operations, into a resource
enabling owner households to repay the advance granted,
the key to this being a substantial reduction in final energy
consumption of 40 to 75%.
The mechanism encompasses all phases of the renovation project:
•

Upstream, via custom technical support: information,
personal advice, dwelling heat diagnosis, defining of the
appropriate works schedule,
• Meanwhile, via project management appointed for the
works and an all-inclusive financial solution: consultation
and selection of partner companies through tendering, site
tracking, management and payment of bills from companies
responsible for the renovation work,
• Downstream, via personal tracking for 3 years: support for
equipment use/maintenance, tracking of energy
consumption, teaching on how to be green,
• Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation is granting owners an
advance on works,
The mechanism that make the OSS more successful than individual
suppliers is to gather together all stakeholders involved in the
process of refurbishment that allows to find the most appropriate
personal solutions.
Partnerships

The business alliances include the following actors that make the
business model successful:
•

ELENA-ADEME-FEDER subsidies: € 4 M covering
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overheads
• Picardie Region allowance: € 8 M covering initial
renovation projects
• European Investment Bank loan (Junker): € 35.5 M
In addition 7 local communities made a financial commitment.
Social responsibility

The OSS is also oriented to overcome energy poverty.
Before work, energy labels were mostly classified in D, E, F or G
representing significant energy consumption for the housing
concerned (many old housing, built before 1975, very energy
intensive, etc.). After work, we see a bigger number of dwellings
with labels classified in A, B and C.
According to the Abbé Pierre foundation, nearly 1/3 of households
in the former Picardy region are in energy poverty, more than 60%
of which is due to their houses themselves. Getting out of fuel
poverty must therefore remain one of the priority objectives of Pass
Rénovation accompaniment.
From the ANAH point of view, it is considered that projects
achieving at least 35% of energy savings, leaving F or G label by
gaining at least 2 energy classes allow households to get out of
energy poverty.
Thus, the PSEE, by allowing significant energy savings, is a tool
for getting out of energy precariousness:
•
•
•

Costs of services

26% of subscribers were in a precarious situation before the
works
91% of these homes are no longer classified as F or G label
63% of these homes have gained at least 2 energy classes,
which allows their inhabitants to escape energy poverty.

Formula1: 1860 € Technical and Financial Support that
includes:
• Realization of a complete energy audit of the home
• Design of the work program
• Recruitment of local businesses
• Support for site monitoring
• Reception of the site
• Pre - financing of works and aid
• Business payments
• Consumption monitoring for 3 years
Formula2: 1200 € Technical Support that includes:
•
•

Realization of a complete energy audit of the home
Design of the work program
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•
•
•
Results

Assistance in recruiting companies
Assistance on site monitoring
Consumption monitoring for 3 years

Picardie Pass Rénovation 2013-2019
•
•

40M€ in works
1643 housings renovated from the 12 condominiums
including 1073 housing units
• 40 to 75% energy savings (46% average)
Since beginning 2020:
•
•
•
•
Costs of the OSS

356 renovated houses
292 houses work in progress
5 renovated condominiums
2 condominiums under construction

Annual budget (of which public portion) NA

Further information CONTACTS
and contacts
Alice Morcrette, Directrice
alice.morcrette@hautsdefrance-spee.fr / (+33) 3 65 88 95 12
Laurent Gayral, Responsable financements
laurent.gayral@hautsdefrance-spee.fr / (+33) 3 65 88 95 17
Lucie Diop, Chargée de mission copropriétés
lucie.diop@hautsdefrance-spee.fr / (+33) 3 65 89 07 19
Kemal M’Foungoulie, Chargé d’études de la rénovation
énergétique
kemal.mfoungoulie@hautsdefrance-spee.fr / 03 65 88 95 63
Céline Willierval, Responsable communication et marketing
territorial
celine.willierval@hautsdefrance-spee.fr / (+33) 3 65 88 95 16
https://www.pass-renovation.hautsdefrance.fr
http://www.pass-renovation.picardie.fr
http://citynvest.eu/content/spee-picardie
http://citynvest.eu/sites/default/files/librarydocuments/Model%2022_SPEE%20Picardie_final.pdf
Financial
applied, incl.

model Several financing options for the clients:
1. The loan of third-party financing of the Public Service
of Energy Efficiency (Hauts-de-France Pass
Rénovation)
A flexible and personalized financing solution to finance energy
renovation works
•

For landlord or occupant owners, SCI, condominiums and
for municipalities as part of the renovation of their
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municipal housing.
• Hauts-de-France Pass Rénovation can pre-finance the
energy renovation work. The reimbursement is made at the
end of the work.
• Conditions: At the rate of 2.5% 2, the loan can be granted
for a period of up to 25 years maximum. The subscriber
must not be over-indebted or "banned from banking". The
instruction and validation of the loan request are carried out
by the SPEE team. The reimbursement is made at the end of
the work and is made in the form of monthly installments,
taking into account the estimated energy savings. The
modification of the schedule (early repayment, request for
modification following a change of situation, etc.) does not
entail any penalties for the subscriber. The loan is not
obligatory, each subscriber of the SPEE has the choice to
subscribe or not. This financing solution can be combined
with all the aid in force for this type of renovation project
(aid from ANAH, tax credit, zero-rate eco-loan, aid from
local authorities) ...
2. Eco-loan at zero rate (Eco-PTZ)
The zero rate Eco-loan is an interest-free loan (supported by the
State) intended to finance energy renovation works, aimed at
reducing the energy consumption of housing.
•

For any owner wishing to finance his energy renovation
work, for housing occupied as a main residence.
• Conditions: The amount borrowed (maximum € 30,000 per
home) and the duration (maximum 15 years) of the loan
depend on the nature of the eligible work carried out. No
age limit. Without mortgage or personal guarantee (no
solidarity between the co-owners in the event of unpaid
bills). The zero-rate Eco-loan can be combined with aid
from ANAH and local authorities, energy saving
certificates, the zero-rate loan for home ownership and of
course, with the loan third-party financing of the SPEE.
3. Pre-financing of aid for energy renovation
Public aid (notably from the ANAH) is paid at the end of the
renovation work, which obliges the owners to advance part of the
aid to start the work and then collect the aid. This can be blocking
for many owners who do not have the possibility of financing this
advance to make the down payments to the companies and to start
the site.
To make it possible to overcome this difficulty and simplify the
financial management of projects, the SPEE proposes to advance
all aid for subscribers who so wish.
•

For any SPEE subscriber who calls on SPEE financing can
benefit from the pre-financing of the aids to which he is
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•

eligible.
Conditions: The SPEE advances 100% of the aid, without
financial compensation for individuals and co-owners. The
pre-financing is done at zero rate.

Funding sources

Funded by provided services and other

Financial instruments

Soft loans from revolving fund, zero rate sate loans, zero rate prefinancing of works

Implementation
model

Energy performance contracting and revolving fund
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Name of OSS

SuperHomes One-stop-shop

Auspices

SuperHomes2030 Project

Host
organization

Tipperary Energy Agency, County Tipperary, Ireland

Location

Erasmus Smith House, Church St, Townparks, Cahir, Co. Tipperary, E21
HP66

Geographical
coverage

Ireland (Donegal to West Cork)

Time-frame and Original SuperHomes project is ended but a variation of it is already
current status
running which is called SuperHomes 2030
Operational
details

The whole customer process of SuperHomes goes through 4 stages:
• On the first one, through an online application form sent to the
customers, SuperHomes gets an overview of the current condition
of their houses including building fabric and heating method which
provides feedback on expectations, measures and costs.
• The second stage entails the potential retrofit discussions with the
homeowner, estimated costs are given as well as an explanation of
financial commitment and funding timelines.
• The last two phases take place with a professional “advisor”: there
is a double checking of the wants and needs of the homeowner
before moving to tender.
• Finally, the Energy Report is delivered and fees paid.

Entry point to It acts as mediator between the Homeowner, the contractor and
the value chain SuperHomes.
Target clients

The target clients are homeowners. The agency makes the specification of
works. A contract is set up between the Homeowner, the contractor and
SuperHomes. A single contractor is responsible for all works and whose
competence is assessed. He acts as well as the point of contact for the
homeowner´s feedback and manages the procurement process for the
Homeowner.

Target
The essential measures in a SuperHomes Retrofit are:
projects/measur • Air to water heat pump as the primary heating system.
es
• Airtightness improvement (reducing draughts and heat loss)
•
•
•

Operational

Advanced ventilation as demand control ventilation for healthy air
quality.
Insulation to a high standard
Depending on the project and grant targets, solar photovoltaic (PV) may
also be included.

Superhomes is a team of Tipperary Energy Agency Staff, contractors,
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services
provided

suppliers, surveyors and support staff. The project operates on an open
feedback forum between surveyor, contractor and the agency. This OSS
basically looks after all the key stages, from tender through to the payment
of grant funding. They engage leading contractors and experienced retrofit
specialists to offer homeowners the best quality retrofit.

Sector

Residential sector only

Media channels

Twitter, Facebook, website, LinkedIN, Irish Times
national mainstream media

Customer
relations

Homeowners can directly interact with the one stop shop and make an
expression of interest directly.

and various other

Key
selling A one-stop-shop for energy retrofit look after all the key stages, from
point/value
tender through to the payment of grant funding. Independent advice tailored
proposition
to specific home and budget

Partnerships

SuperHomes has got some big name supporters, with the European
Investment Bank supporting it’s delivery, ESB group supporting the
development of high quality retrofitting and the main capital funding
coming from Government via the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland’s Deep Retrofit pilot program 2017-2019 which is designed to
understand what is needed to deep retrofit Ireland’s building stock.

Social
responsibility

Relevance to deep renovation resulting into energy and emission reduction
of The average cost of a full scale deep retrofit in 2020 was €56,000. The
average grant was €17,300. These retrofits would include a heatpump, wall
and attic insulation, external doors, air-tightness and ventilation.

Costs
services

SuperHomes professional fees of between €950 and €2750 also apply,
depending on the scale of the project.
The SuperHomes Energy Report (including full home survey) is charged at
€475 (a surcharge will apply for homes above 240sqm or where an
extension is planned)
Results

Costs
OSS

Overall the project achieved Energy Savings around 20.8 GWh a year a
reduction of 10950 tonnes in GHG per year. One of the key success of the
project also relies on the government’s commitment. This allows for a
secured funding to support Superhomes training and development, which
makes key stakeholders financially committed too.
of

the A portion of total retrofit cost comes from the grant funding. There is no
specific data available on cost of OSS but there is a SuperHomes
professional fees of between €950 and €2750 depending on the scale of the
project.
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Further
https://superhomes.ie/team/
information and Declan Daly, SuperHomes Programme Manager
contacts
declan@superhomes.ie
https://www.fedarene.org/best_practices/superhomes-a-one-stop-shop-forirish-houses-energy-retrofit
https://superhomes.ie/
https://superhomes.ie/about-us/
https://superhomes.ie/superhomes-launches-a-call-for-homes-for-its-5thyear/
https://www.eib.org/attachments/documents/sustainable_tipperary_factshee
t_en.pdf
https://lit.ie/en-ie/research-development/development/energy/superhomes2-0-optimisation-of-air-source-heat-pump
Financial model This is only a combination of grant funding and homeowners own
applied, incl.
investment. This scheme has no intervention of financial
institutions/banks since it doesn’t represent an attractive operation for
investors. TEA is developing a possible cooperation with credit
cooperatives to involve them in the near future.
Funding
sources

European Investment Bank, ESB group, Government via the Sustainable
Energy Authority of Ireland’s Deep Retrofit pilot program 2017-2019

Financial
instruments

Grants

Implementation
model

Not Applicable
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Name of OSS

Rhodoshop

Auspices

H2020, 2016 Project Development Assistance (PDA) Rhodoshop

Host organization

Association of Rhodope Municipalitis

Location

Town of Smolyan, Bulgaria

Geographical
coverage

Rhodope Region, Bulgaria

Time-frame
current status

and Running, 2017-2021

Operational details

Pilot

Entry point to the From building selection through energy audits, feasibility
value chain
assessments, legal advice, advice on financing sources, tender
specifications, till contracting of refurbishment works
Target clients

Local authorities from Rhodope Region of Bulgaria

Target
projects/measures

EE in public buildings, EE in street lighting, RES in buildings
(only as part of energy renovation of public buildings)

Operational services •
provided
•

•

Marketing and communication: to inform the beneficiaries of
the types of offerings available to them.
Facilitation and client support:
✓ Acts as a central procurement agency on behalf of the
subscribed municipalities - the facilitator who concludes
public works, supplies or services contracts or framework
agreements on behalf of the contracting authorities/entities
or public institutions;
✓ Play as a knowledge centre;
✓ Gather competences and resources in one place (audits,
works to be realized, financial viability calculations, define
tendering specifications and assess received offers against
pre-defined criteria).
✓ Helps identify financing solutions applicable to different
municipalities/clients – as Rhodope municipalities are of
different size they are eligible for financing under different
schemes. The PDU will investigate the opportunities and
will identify suitable financing sources depending on
client’s profile.
✓ Assist in finding and negotiates the terms and conditions
with ESCOs and other financiers;
✓ Monitor project results
Project Bundling:
✓ Bundle projects across different clients / municipalities
which allows to diversify the risks, get better financing
mechanisms, makes synergies across the retrofit projects
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and attract professional companies
✓ Increase the size of the projects and the investment size
✓ Create more attractive investment opportunities for building
contractors, ESCOs, maintenance companies, financial
Sector
Sector

Public

Media channels

Project web-site
Press release in local media
Participation and presentation at events

Customer relations
Key
point/value
proposition

Personal and via e-mail

selling •

•

•

•

•

•

Assist Rhodope local authorities to build technical, economic,
legal and administrative expertise for a wider implementation
of energy efficiency in small sized rural municipalities, based
on the Europe-wide experience tailored to local conditions that
will lead to concrete investments in sustainable energy projects
at the same time contributing to local economy development
and job creation in the remote area of Bulgarian Rhodope
Mountains.
Supports and facilitates energy refurbishment investment in
public buildings and street lighting systems the Rhodope
municipalities
Increase the capacities, skills and knowledge of Rhodope local
authorities by creating of Rhodoshop – a One-Stop-Shop for
energy efficiency initiatives in the Region based on the
successful experience of GRE-Liege financial model
RENOWATT.
Rhodoshop is a procurement agency, acting on behalf of public
authorities that undertake energy retrofitting works in their own
existing buildings and in street lighting.
Develop a pipeline of sustainable energy investment projects
allowing for project aggregation and financing solutions
minimising transaction costs;
Come up with suitable financing solutions for realization of
energy savings in Rhodope Region (EPC, Energy efficiency
funds, bank loans, national funding sources, etc.).

Partnerships

Partnerships among small rural municipalities of Rhodope Region
to gain critical mass and achieve better funding conditions for
energy refurbishment investments.

Social responsibility

-

Costs of services

Free (at this pilot stage)

Results

Expected:
•

Launch

sustainable

investment

projects

in

Rhodope
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municipalities amounting to 7.7 .MEuro within its 36 month
project duration.
• Achieve energy savings of 11.276 GWh/annum
Investment mobilized, energy savings, RE produced
Costs of the OSS

470 550 Euro for the whole period of operation

Further information https://rhodoshop.eu/en/
and contacts
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/748425
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

Financial instruments under National Operational Programmes,
public funds, ESCOs/TPF

Financial instruments

Soft loans and grants

Implementation
model

Separate contracting, EPC
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Name of OSS

Småland-Blekinge pilot OSS: One-stop-shop business model for
energy renovation of detached houses (study)

Auspices

The goal of this study is to develop, implement and test a one-stopshop business model for energy renovation of detached houses. In
this model, different actors will cooperate to offer homeowners a
cost effective and energy efficient renovation done by a single
actor.

Host organization

Linnaeus University is developing a business model for the future
OSS.

Location

Växjö, Sweden

Geographical
coverage

The 4 pilots in the Småland-Blekinge region, in Sweden.

Time-frame
current status

and Ended (2016-2019)

Operational details

The pilot/study aimed testing an OSS business model for energy
renovation of detached houses, whereas different suppliers
cooperate to offer homeowners a cost effective and energy efficient
renovation through the mediation of a single actor.

Entry point to the The OSS compiles offers from all suppliers from all the parts of the
value chain
value chain of a building renovation, as a construction.
Target clients

Target
projects/measures

o Homeowners of detached houses (the project counted with
four buildings)
o Small-sized suppliers (SMEs usually)
Renovation of detached houses:
o Implementation of energy efficiency measures to
significantly reduce primary energy use and GHG
emissions.
o Installation of solar cell systems to increase renewable
energy supply and improve their energy supply security if
houses in rural areas.
Financing:
o Young families find it hard to find favorable financing,
even though they are the most likely to be interested in
energy renovation, since the first loan at low interest rate
ins used for baying the property.
o Elderly may have fewer difficulties in getting a loan as their
original loan is more likely to be already paid, but they may
prefer avoiding complexity. Moreover, they may be unsure
of whether the investment will pay off during their lifetime.

Operational services A full-service for holistic renovation packages, including:
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provided

Consulting, Independent energy audit, Renovation work, Followup (independent quality control and commissioning), and
Financing.
o Residential (homeowners of detached houses)
o Commercial (SMEs)

Sector

o Articles in journals
o Conference papers
https://lnu.se/en/staff/krushna.mahapatra/

Media channels

https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/projectone-stop-shop-business-model-for-energy-renovation-of-detachedhouses/
http://lnu.divaportal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A798244&dswid=-9990
https://www.vaxjo.se/sidor/hallbar-utveckling/klimat-energi-resortransporter/energi/energiprojekt.html
Customer relations
Key
point/value
proposition

o One point of contact.
o The OSS also arranges financing.
o The OSS can translate the fragmented demand side for the
small suppliers.
o Through collaboration, small suppliers may attract more
buyers.
o For the society, an OSS can overcome the “piecemeal
approach”, i.e. implementing only small parts of a
renovation, and not reaching deep enough, cost-effective,
and optimal refurbishment levels.

selling

Partnerships

-

Social responsibility

-

Costs of services

-

Results

-

Costs of the OSS

-

Further information https://lnu.se/en/research/searchresearch/forskningsprojekt/projectand contacts
one-stop-shop-business-model-for-energy-renovation-of-detachedhouses/
Professor Krushna Mahapatra - krushna.mahapatra@lnu.se
http://www.smartcity-ready.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2017/05/9_Krushna-Mahapatra_OSS.pdf
Financial

model 142
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applied, incl.
Funding sources

Financier is the Kamprad Family Foundation.

Financial instruments

-

Implementation
model

-
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Name of OSS

Reimarkt

Auspices

The project is stand-alone

Host organization

Reimark

Location

Netherlands

Geographical
coverage

Netherlands

Time-frame
current status

and running

Operational details

replicating

Entry point to the Resident
value chain
Works with residents , housing associations, municipalities and
construction companies - all stakeholders

Target clients

Private owner, housing association, tenant

Target
projects/measures

EE in private buildings

Operational services Marketing, consultation, facilitation, aggregation,
provided
advisory, financing, assessment, or any other not listed
Sector

residential

Media channels

In person, social media, online, through municipalities

Customer relations

Stores, personal, online, self-service

Key
point/value
proposition

Provide selling packages without obligation

financial

selling Discover directly online with the Quickscan what will work for
residents and what are cost savings.
Service based on budget and housing requirements
Provide information on how to pay for it

Partnerships

Business alliances that make the business model successful.
Special attention to the relationship with the local financing
community

Social responsibility

Relevance to deep renovation and/or vulnerable citizens - not super
clear

Costs of services

How much the client pays to the OSS - also not very clear

Results

Investment mobilized, energy savings, RE produced

Costs of the OSS

Annual budget (of which public portion)
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Further information https://reimarkt.nl/
and contacts
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

Financial institutions, ESCOs TPF, utility, public funds, property
owner, citizens, public-private partnerships, other

Financial instruments

Equity/own funds, loans, bonds, grants, on-bill financing, EPC,
ESC, leasing, other

Implementation
model

Energy performance contracting (EPC), energy supply contracting
(ESC), separate contracting, other, not applicable
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Name of OSS

SUNSHINE

Auspices

Accelerate SUNSHINE H2020 PDA

Host organization

LATVIAN
(LABEEF)

Location

Latvia

Geographical
coverage

Latvia

Time-frame
current status

BALTIC

ENERGY

EFFICIENCY

FACILITY

and Running till 2021

Operational details

mature

Entry point to the All including provision of funding
value chain
Target clients

Municipalities and private residents

Target
projects/measures

EE in public and private multifamily residential buildings with focus
on Soviet era panel pre-fabs

Operational services Marketing, consultation, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
provided
financing, assessment
Sector

Public and residential

Media channels

Web-site

Customer relations

Personal and on-line tool

Key
point/value
proposition

selling •
•

•
•

•

Partnerships

Reduced energy consumption of household – less energy will be
required to heat your home;
Ensured temperature control inside the house – every resident of
the apartment will be able to control the temperature in each
room separately;
Improved living conditions – guaranteed indoor air quality,
warm apartment and comfortable conditions in any season;
Reduced capital investment – because energy-efficient,
qualitatively insulated home does not need investment for
emergency repairs and maintenance;
Smart decision for your future – comprehensive multifamily
building renovation will help to increase the value of an
apartment by 20-30%!

4 municipalities form a partnership to establish and run OSS
targeting both public municipal and private residential buildings,
mainly Soviet era panel pre-fabs.
Funding facilities: EPC/ESCO model plus Latvian Baltic Energy
Efficiency Facility, which is an investment fund with a single
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purpose: forfaiting receivables from EPC
Social responsibility

Deep renovation and targets Soviet era pre-fabs

Costs of services

n.a.

Results

2 705 975,92 Euro in deep renovation of private multifamily
buildings as of October 2020
Expected:
27 MEuro investment
27 GWh/year

Costs of the OSS

n.a.

Further information https://sharex.lv/
and contacts
https://demo-sunshine.stageai.tech/
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

ESCOs,
“LATVIAN BALTIC ENERGY EFFICIENCY FACILITY” or
LABEEF is a fund created by investment control enterprise Funding
for Future B.V.(F3)

Financial instruments

Forfeiting, on-bill financing

Implementation
model

Energy performance contracting (EPC), ESCO model
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Name of OSS

Private citizen cooperatives (from CITYnvest project)
1. Cooperative case – ECOPOWER
2. Cooperative case – PAJOPOWER
3. Cooperative case - Brixton Energy Co-op

Auspices

Stand alone

Host organization

-

Location

1. Municipality of Eeklo, Asse & Beersel, Flanders, Belgium;
2. “hetPajottenland” and “de Zennevallei”, two regions South of
Brussels, Belgium;
3. South London area of Brixton, UK

Geographical
coverage

Same as previous

Time-frame
current status

and running

Operational details

n.a

Entry point to the All parts of the value chain
value chain
Target clients
Target
projects/measures

EE in public and private building, RES
PV panels and energy efficiency of the housing stock in London
(Brixton Energy Co-op)

Operational services 1. Facilitation, financing
provided
2. Facilitation, financing
3. Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
assessment
Sector

Local authorities, citizens/residential sector

Media channels

n.a.

Customer relations

n.a.

Key
point/value
proposition

selling The cooperative issues shares and invests in renewable energy
production installations such as wind turbines and solar PV. All
citizens are eligible to join the cooperative: after purchasing a share
they become a coowner of the installations and thus share in the
profits. Members are also given the opportunity to buy green
electricity from local sources at a fair price.

Partnerships

Citizens RES and EE cooperatives

Social responsibility

1. 50 % savings
2. 50 % savings
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3. 35 % savings
Costs of services

n.a

Results

n.a

Costs of the OSS

n.a

Further information http://www.citynvest.eu/financing-models-matrix
and contacts
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

Citizens

Financial instruments

Equity/own funds

Implementation
model

A business model where citizens jointly own and participate in
renewable energy or energy efficiency projects.
Brixton Energy Co-op: Citizens finance the projects. Part of the
profits of the solar projects are invested in a Community Energy
Efficiency Fund (CEEF). The fund is used to improve the energy
efficiency of the housing stock in London
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Name of OSS

EPC for the Public Sector (from CITYnvest projct)
1. Regional Energy Services Company Vlaams Energiebedrijf –
VEB
2. Rotterdam Green Buildings
3. REDIBA Renewables and Energy Efficiency Diputación de
Barcelona
4. OSER Regional Energy Services Operator
5. London’s Building Retrofit Programme - RE:FIT
6. Fedesco
7. ENSAMB Norway – Sør Østerdal
8. Energy Efficiency Milan Covenant of Mayors
9. Eco’Energies (CCI Nice Côte d’Azur);
10. Berlin Energy Saving Partnerships

Auspices

Stand-alone

Host organization

n.a.

Location

1. Belgium, Flanders
2. Netherlands, Rotterdam
3. Spain, Barcelona
4. Region of Rhône-Alpes, France
5. London, UK
6. Belgium
7. Norway
8. Province of Milan, Italy
9. Côte d’Azur, France;
10. Berlin Province, Germany

Geographical
coverage

Same as previous

Time-frame
current status

and Running

Operational details

n.a

Entry point to the All parts of the value chain
value chain
Target clients

Public authorities

Target
projects/measures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

EE in public buildings
EE in public buildings
EE in public buildings, EE in street lighting, RES
EE in public buildings
EE in public buildings
EE in public buildings, RES
EE in public buildings
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8. EE in public buildings
9. EE in SME (tertiary and industrial sector) – buildings and RES;
10. EE in public buildings; EE in SMEs; EE in healthcare; RES
Operational services 1.
provided
2.
3.
4.

Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, assessment
Facilitation, aggregation, assessment
Marketing, facilitation, financial advisory, assessment
Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
financing, assessment;
5. Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
assessment
6. Marketing, consultation, facilitation, aggregation, financial
advisory, financing, assessment;
7. Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
assessment;
8. Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
assessment;
9. Marketing, facilitation, financial advisory;
10. Marketing, facilitation, aggregation, financial advisory,
assessment

Sector

Public

Media channels

n.a.

Customer relations

n.a.

Key
point/value
proposition
Partnerships

selling •
•

Assist public authorities in retrofitting their building stock and
street lighting systems, and in implementing RES;
Assist local SMEs in retrofitting their building stock and
application of RES

1. Vlaamse Gewest (Flemish Region): program owner and
political initiator, control of VEB through PMV (Flemish
Region is sole shareholder of PMV);
Participatiemaatschappij Vlaanderen (PMV): Is an
investment company and majority shareholder of VEB;
Vlaams Energiebedrijf (VEB): developed the staff,
procedures, tools and services for the program. Offers the
program delivery unit services: marketing and promotion,
project facilitation, aggregation and energy services provision.
2. City of Rotterdam: programme owner and political initiator;
Project Management Bureau (PMB): is the permanent
project management office of the municipality of Rotterdam. It
provides staff, procedures, tools and services for the Green
Buildings programme. It offers program delivery unit services
such as project facilitation and project management; European
Regional Development Fund; INTERREG North-West
Europe (NWE)
3. Barcelona Provincial Council: program owner and political
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initiator, drives the programme delivery unit and supports part
of the operating costs of the delivery unit; REDIBA Technical
Assistance Unit: developed the staff, procedures, tools and
services for the program. Offer the program delivery unit
services: marketer, project facilitation, projects aggregation,
financial advice; European Local Energy Assistance
(ELENA): is part of the European Investment Bank’s broader
effort to support the EU’s climate and energy policy objectives.
This joint EIB-European Commission initiative helps local and
regional authorities to prepare energy efficiency or renewable
energy projects.
4. Region of Rhône-Alpes: main political initiator and majority
shareholder of SPL OSER (88%); SPL OSER: provides staff,
procedures, tools and services for the program. Offers the
program delivery unit services: marketer, project facilitation,
projects integration, financial advice and 3rd party financier;
Local partner banks: Caisse des Dépôts, Bpifrance;
European Energy Efficiency Fund (EEEF); European
Investment Bank (EIB) through Caisse d’Epargne RhôneAlpes:
5. Greater London Authority (GLA): programme owner and
political initiator. Supports part of the operating costs of the
programme delivery unit; RE:FIT PDU: the permanent energy
efficiency programme management office; Public Financial
institutions and Funds; European Local Energy Assistance
(ELENA); ESCOs: 12 pre-qualified Energy Services
Companies
6. Federal Building Agency: the federal Building Agency assists
Fedesco in the separate contractor based model through
engineering advices, approved projects for implementation and
provides staff for on-site works coordination and acceptance.
7. EU financed project through the IEE-program MLEI
(mobilising local energy investments);
8. Province of Milan: Programme owner and political initiator,
drives the programme delivery unit and supports part of the
operating costs of the delivery unit; Province of Milan Project
Implementation Unit; Municipalities; ELENA (European
Local Energy Assistance); EIB (European Investment
Bank); Financial institutions: Mediocredito Italiano (Intesa
SanPaolo Group): Intermediary commercial bank for the EIB;
Fondazione Cariplo: Is a philanthropic banking foundation;
ESCOs;
9. N.a
10. Federal State of Berlin through the Senate Department for
Urban Development and the Environment: takes political
decisions, initiates the program, assigns the program delivery
unit, supports the cost of the program delivery unit via grants;
Berlin Energy Agency (BEA): developed the staff,
procedures, tools and services for the program. It offers
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program delivery unit services such as programme marketing,
project facilitation, projects aggregation, and financial advice;
Local partner banks: contribute to the program funding
through loans.
Social responsibility

1. 35 % savings
2. 35 % savings
3. 35 % savings
4. Deep renovation - 75 % savings
5. 35 % savings
6. 35 % savings
7. 35 % savings
8. 35 % savings
9. 35 % savings
10. 35 % savings

Costs of services

n.a.

Results

n.a.

Costs of the OSS

n.a.

Further information http://www.citynvest.eu/financing-models-matrix
and contacts
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

Financial institutions, ESCOs /TPF

Financial instruments

loans, grants, EPC, property owner own funding

Implementation
model

Energy performance contracting (EPC)
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Name of OSS

Other than EPC for the public sector: OxFutures Oxford County
Council
The Local Energy Hub acts as program delivery unit (PDU) to
identify, accompany and kick-start renewable energy projects.

Auspices

Stand alone

Host organization

-

Location

City of Oxford and Oxfordshire county, UK

Geographical
coverage

Same as previous

Time-frame
current status

and running

Operational details

n.a

Entry point to the All parts of the value chain
value chain
Target clients

•
•
•
•

Target
projects/measures

RES

Public sector
Schools
Commercial buildings
Community (renewables)

The vision is for the River Thames and the rooftops of Oxfordshire
to be the power stations of the future. Communities, businesses and
the public sector will “power up” by developing renewable energy
schemes and “power down” by reducing energy use.

Operational services Marketing, facilitation, financial advisory, financing, assessment
provided
Sector

Public, commercial, industrial

Media channels

n.a.

Customer relations

n.a.

Key
point/value
proposition

selling Projects facilitation through the project delivery unit

Partnerships
Social responsibility

-

Costs of services

n.a
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Results

n.a

Costs of the OSS

n.a

Further information http://www.citynvest.eu/content/oxfutures-2
and contacts
Financial
applied, incl.

model

Funding sources

OxFutures has been kick-started by a grant from Intelligent Energy
Europe to leverage investment of £20 million into local energy
projects by 2016. It covers 75% of the costs towards a £1.3m
programme to mobilise local energy infrastructure.

Financial instruments

Loans through the Oxford City Council and share offering (loans)
to the public.

Implementation
model

separate contracting
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